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Abstract
This thesis investigates mechanisms of human decision making, building on
the fields of psychology and computational neuroscience. I focus on human
decision making measured in a psychological task with probabilistic rewards.
I examine the fit of different styles of computational models to human be-
haviour in the task. I show that my modification to reinforcement learning,
using parameters based on whether the previous trial resulted in a win or
a loss, is a better fit to behaviour than my Bayesian models. Consider-
ing the task from a machine learning perspective, with the goal of gaining
as many rewards as possible rather than modelling human behaviour, the
performance of my modified reinforcement learning model is similar to that
of my Bayesian learner and superior to that of a standard reinforcement
learning model.
Using population density techniques to simulate neural interactions, I con-
firm earlier research that demonstrates conditions which induce oscillations
in a system consisting of just two nodes. I extend those findings by showing
how the underlying states of the neurons contribute to complex patterns of
activity.
The basal ganglia form part of the brain known to be important in decision
making. I create a computational model of the basal ganglia to simulate
decision making. As oscillatory neural activity is known to occur in the
basal ganglia, I add such activity to the model and study its impact on the
decisions made. I use the time that activation first falls below a threshold as
a criterion for decision making. This alternative approach allows oscillatory
activity to have advantages for decision processes.
Having tested my basal ganglia model on individual decisions, I extend the
model to incorporate parameters related to my modified reinforcement learn-
ing model. I propose a mechanism by which the trial to trial variability
observed in human responses could be implemented neurally.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 What is a decision?
In order to illustrate the type of decision making I investigate in this thesis, I will
start with an example. Consider buying a coffee on the way to work. Suppose there
are two coffee shops but you do not know anything about their reputations. How do
you decide which one to go to? You could develop an expectation of the quality of the
coffee in each coffee shop by trying each one several times.
Even when always frequenting a single coffee shop, there is variation in the quality
of the coffee from day to day. After a number of days sampling coffee, you might believe
that one coffee shop serves good coffee on 85% of occasions and the other on 70% of
occasions, but the actual pattern of good and bad days at each shop is random.
After you have estimated the chance of a good coffee in each shop, you still have to
decide which coffee shop to use. Do you stick with always going to the better one, or
do you sometimes try the other one to see if things have changed?
Suppose, for example, one of the coffee shops introduces a new coffee machine which
affects the quality of the coffee. If you have no indication that there has been a change
to the machine, but you get a bad coffee at one coffee shop for a few days, how do you
decide whether you should try the other to see if it is now better?
This scenario highlights aspects of the decisions I am interested in. There is a choice
of actions, and the action taken can be interpreted as representing the decision made.
In the coffee shop example, assuming that you only buy one coffee each morning, the
decisions you make can be seen from the actions you take of buying coffee in one of the
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two shops each day. I assume that the decision made is not completely random and that
there is an underlying motivation to try to make the best decision from the perspective
of the individual involved.
Another aspect of the decisions I consider is that there is nobody to teach you
what action is best. In the example, you learn from the actual experience of drinking
the coffee over a number of days and base your future decisions on those experiences.
Learning from experience without direct instruction is called reinforcement learning.
Humans are able to learn what rewards to expect from different actions and are also
flexible and able to respond to changes in the environment. In the coffee shop example,
the change in the environment was an unobserved change to the coffee machine. This
type of change to the environment has been described as unexpected uncertainty (Yu &
Dayan, 2005). As with the original learning, the only way to learn of this change was
to taste the coffee over a number of days.
Suppose you have discovered which coffee shop is generally the better of the two and
do not experience any overall change in the quality of the coffee. If you decide to always
go to the better coffee shop then you would not know whether an improvement had
been made to the other coffee shop such that you would now change your opinion as to
which is best. Sticking with what you already know is called exploitation (Cohen et al.,
2007). If on the other hand, you sometimes try the different options to see whether
things have changed, this is called exploration (Cohen et al., 2007).
In the coffee shop example, the quality of the coffee varies from day to day, but
with no predictable pattern to this variation. After time you come to expect random
differences in your experience. This probabilistic variation is a natural factor of the
environment, there is no action you can take to learn more and remove the variation, this
is known as expected uncertainty (Payzan-LeNestour & Bossaerts, 2011; Yu & Dayan,
2005).
Situations in which the underlying rules, or regularities in the environment, change
unpredictably at different intervals are often called volatile (e.g. Behrens et al., 2007;
Bland & Schaefer, 2012). The interaction of different forms of uncertainty poses a chal-
lenge for successful learning, and recent research has tried to understand how humans
adapt to such environments (e.g. Behrens et al., 2007; Hampton et al., 2006).
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1.2 Motivation
The decision making in the coffee shop example includes the types of processes that
I am interested in, but the real world is highly complex with many different stimuli and
possible actions which cannot always be expressed as sequences of separate decisions.
Psychological studies of learning and decision making can be carried out in controlled
environments, where simple identifiable stimuli can be presented and actions limited to
a choice of buttons. Reducing the complexity in this way allows us to consider how
different factors influence the decisions people make.
In this thesis, I compare how well different styles of computational model are able to
describe human learning under expected uncertainty in a volatile environment as tested
by Bland & Schaefer (2011). In the study of Bland & Schaefer (2011), on multiple trials
participants pressed one of two buttons in response to a visual stimulus of a triangle
presented in one of two colours, red and blue. Participants won and lost points based
on their responses but the wins and losses were generated probabilistically based on
underlying rules, creating expected uncertainty. Frequent unsignalled switches in the
underlying rules created a volatile environment which was contrasted with stable periods
with no such switches.
Participants in the task of Bland & Schaefer (2011) were asked to try to win as many
points as possible and told that their accumulated points would be converted into a cash
payout. From this, I assume that they were motivated to try to maximise the number
of points earned and not just press the buttons randomly. The two colours were easily
distinguished by the participants who took part and there was a clear decision to be
made on each trial as to which of the two buttons to press. The participants were not
given instructions as to how to gain points and had to learn from on-screen feedback.
Although the task, as described, seems relatively simple, it is not known what un-
derlying processes are used when people make decisions in these situations. Having
clear stimuli and outcomes and only two available actions makes it possible to compu-
tationally model the decision making process and to compare observed behaviour to the
models.
When looking for models with which to compare human behaviour, it is useful to
look at the field of machine learning. Machine learning has the goal of trying to find
the optimal solution to problems. If human decisions match those of machine learning
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procedures, this would imply that humans are able to behave optimally. This would be
important in terms of the ability of evolutionary pressures to direct learning.
Reinforcement learning is a branch of machine learning which is focussed on learning
through interaction with the environment and adjusting behaviour according to whether
the outcomes of those interactions were favourable or not (Sutton & Barto, 1998). Re-
inforcement learning does not require any prior knowledge about what actions are good
and bad, learning starts with trial and error and can build from there. This learning
can allow an agent to favour different actions in different environmental situations.
Bayesian learning represents elements of the environment by probability distribu-
tions. Probabilities of the occurrence of different events are computed using relations be-
tween different variables in the system and applying probability theory. In the Bayesian
learning considered in this thesis, the relations between variables have to be known in
advance and using these relations an accurate probability can be calculated for each
possible outcome and with these accurate probabilities, optimal decisions can be made.
There has been a recent focus on which style of modelling, reinforcement learning
or Bayesian reasoning, is a better approximation of human behaviour in various tasks
involving decisions based on probabilistic feedback (e.g. Behrens et al., 2007; Hampton
et al., 2006; Payzan-LeNestour & Bossaerts, 2011; Wilson & Niv, 2012). This motivated
me to investigate the fit of various computational models to the task of Bland & Schaefer
(2011).
Using machine learning models to investigate human behaviour can give us an idea
of the rules which underlie behaviour and allow us to spot patterns and inconsistencies
in behaviour, but this approach does not give any indication as to how the learning
is implemented by neural processes. The basal ganglia, groups of neurons near the
centre of the brain, have long been known to be important in decision making (see e.g.
Lanciego et al., 2012). Although the basal ganglia form only a small part of the whole
brain, there are many interconnections within the basal ganglia, leading to many ideas
as to how the basal ganglia support learning and decision making.
One way to investigate proposed models of processing in the basal ganglia is to pro-
duce computational models of interacting neural populations. Computational modelling
allows selected neural populations to be connected together with different strengths to
look at the influence of isolating and changing parts of the basal ganglia circuitry. Such
models allow speculation of the functions of different parts of the basal ganglia and
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can also allow parameters to be changed to simulate medical conditions. Parkinson’s
disease is such a condition in which the patterns of neural output in the basal ganglia
are thought to play a big role (Lanciego et al., 2012).
Existing neuro-computational models of psychological tasks similar to that of Bland
& Schaefer (2011) motivated me to investigate how interactions between neural popu-
lations can produce the range of behaviour measured in that task.
1.3 Thesis outline and contributions
In Chapter 2, I give details of the psychological task of Bland & Schaefer (2011) and
examine the behaviour of the participants in that task. I relate that task to previous
studies in terms of the behaviour observed and computational models of that behaviour.
I have used computational models to describe the human behaviour recorded by
Bland & Schaefer (2011), these models are detailed in Chapter 3. Comparing the fit
of different models to human behaviour, I found that a reinforcement learning model
which had been parameterised such that wins and losses had different impacts on future
decisions was a better fit to the human behaviour observed by Bland & Schaefer (2011)
than Bayesian style models, even when I allowed action probabilities to differ after
wins and losses in the Bayesian models. This contributed to the understanding of the
situations in which human learning is better approximated by reinforcement learning
models than Bayesian models. Finding, in addition, that my amended reinforcement
learning model, when implemented as a machine learning algorithm rather than to
match human behaviour, was actually better at the psychological task than my Bayesian
models gave a contribution to the understanding of the limitations of techniques for
decision making under uncertainty. Much of the work in Chapter 3 has been published
as Duffin et al. (2014).
Due to the importance of the basal ganglia in the process of decision making, in
Chapter 4, I give an introduction to the biology of the basal ganglia and ideas of how
the connected areas of the basal ganglia contribute to information processing. I briefly
describe learning in the basal ganglia and the influence of the basal ganglia on Parkin-
son’s disease. I review existing computational models of the basal ganglia focussing on
studies which examine potential neural explanations of the range of behaviour exhibited
by humans undertaking a single task.
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In Chapter 5, I describe the technique of population density modelling of neural
systems, a technique I apply in the remainder of this thesis. I describe how I create
population density models using the simulator Miind (de Kamps et al., 2008). Popu-
lation density modelling has much theoretical backing but has not been widely used to
model cognitive tasks such as that I consider here. I provide a brief introduction to pop-
ulation density modelling, and then show how simple systems of connected populations
of neurons can interact. Firstly, I show that population density modelling leads to the
same conclusions as Nevado Holgado et al. (2010) for two connected neural populations.
I show more complex patterns of interaction between the neural populations than those
of Nevado Holgado et al. (2010) and I show how population density modelling gives a
unique insight into how the underlying states of the neurons results in complex output.
I built a computational model of the basal ganglia for decision making using the
population density techniques described in Chapter 5. The basal ganglia model built is
described in Chapter 6, where I start by showing that a simplified basal ganglia model
can correctly make simple decisions where the decisions to be made are motivated by
the psychological task described in Chapters 2 and 3. I examine changes in decision
making of this model as I simulate increasingly more difficult decisions. Parts of the
basal ganglia are known to produce oscillatory activity and I extend the simplified
neural system to include such activity. Investigating how decision making is affected
by oscillatory input to the system, I give a novel description of the potential benefits of
such oscillation.
The basal ganglia model examined in Chapter 6 does not include learning, so in
Chapter 7, I build on that model to implement a decision making model with learning.
I implement learning in an abstract, not biologically realistic, way and investigate a
potential mechanism for trial to trial variation in responses as observed in human be-
haviour. To do this, I model multiple trials with simulated stimuli and feedback and
use the activation of the model to determine the response made from which I calculate
changes to be applied for the next trial. This gives simulated behavioural data which I
can treat in the same way as in Chapter 3 for the participant data from the psychologi-
cal task. I suggest that the model with oscillatory activity can produce decisions which
vary in line with a theoretical model of action selection. This is a novel contribution as
it links a plausible neural mechanism to a theoretical model.
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In Chapter 8, I bring together the different styles of modelling presented in this
thesis and highlight the contributions made. I consider how the work could be extended
in future to overcome some of the limitations which are discussed in previous chapters.
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Chapter 2
Behavioural Task
2.1 Introduction
Bland & Schaefer (2011) carried out an investigation into human decision making
under uncertainty. Their task, which may seem at first glance to be quite simple, forms
the focus of the computational modelling in this thesis. In the task, participants learn
from sequential trials of pressing a button in response to a stimulus. Participants win
and lose points for correct and incorrect responses respectively. These rewards and
punishments through points gained and lost are the only way the participants can learn
which response they can expect to be correct, they are not given any direct instruction
as to how to respond. Underlying rules, which are not given to the participants, prob-
abilistically determine which responses are correct, giving a situation of uncertainty.
Bland & Schaefer (2011) also had a structure of changes to the underlying rules, giving
volatility to the environment.
In this chapter, I describe the study of Bland & Schaefer (2011) in more detail
and present the behavioural findings from that task. I relate the behaviour observed
by Bland & Schaefer (2011) to that of other psychological studies into learning from
probabilistic stimuli.
I review computational models to describe behaviour in similar tasks. I describe
studies which have considered the ability of alternative styles of learning to match
human behaviour. I also examine differences in response to winning and losing. These
studies form the background to the computational modelling presented in Chapter 3.
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2.2 Details of the task
The study of Bland & Schaefer (2011) involved thirty-one participants (18 female),
with a mean age of 24. The study was approved by the local Ethics committee and
participants gave written informed consent.
Participants were told that they started with 1000 points and would win or lose
points according to each of their responses. On each of 960 trials, participants were
shown a red or a blue triangle and had to respond by pressing one of two buttons,
described here as button 1 and button 2. They were instructed, “your key press should
be a guess about which is the right answer in response to the triangle. You will learn
which is the correct answer”. After each trial, participants were given immediate on-
screen feedback as to whether they were correct and had won 10 points, were wrong
and lost 10 points or were too slow to respond (over 1500 ms) and also lost 10 points.
Following the feedback, participants were shown a black cross on a white background
for a random duration between 1000 and 1500 ms, this formed a separation between the
individual trials. Participants were asked to try to win as many points as possible and
told that their final points total would be converted to a monetary reward. They were
not told about underlying rules regarding rewards and were not given a running total
of the points they had accumulated.
Trial
Stimulus
Button press
Feedback
1
1
Correct
2
1
Correct
3
2
Correct
4
2
Wrong
5
1
Wrong
6
1
Correct
Figure 2.1: Illustration of six trials of the task for a hypothetical participant.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the task by showing a sequence of six trials with the button
press and feedback for a hypothetical participant. Each trial consists of a stimulus,
a response in terms of a button press and feedback as to whether the response was
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correct or not. On the first trial in Figure 2.1, a red triangle is shown, the participant
presses button 1 and is told that the response was correct. If this is the very first trial
a participant takes, the response is likely to be made by guessing. On the second trial,
red is shown again and the participant repeats the behaviour which previously gained a
reward, presses button 1 and is again rewarded. On the third trial in Figure 2.1, blue is
shown and the hypothetical participant remembering that button 1 was rewarded when
red was shown supposes that the opposite response should be made when blue is shown
and so presses button 2 and again is rewarded. On the fourth trial, even though the
participant has carried out the action which was previously rewarded, pressing button 2
in response to the blue stimulus, the feedback given indicates that the response was
wrong. This is because the feedback is based in a probabilistic way on the underlying
environment. At this point the participant does not know whether this feedback is due
to randomness in the environment or they have misunderstood the situation.
To analyse the behaviour of participants in the task, I encoded each response ac-
cording to underlying behavioural types, where type 1 behaviour was to press button 1
when a red triangle was shown, and button 2 for blue; type 2 was the opposite of type 1.
Using these response types the behaviour can be described without reference to the ac-
tual colour shown on each trial, which was randomised by Bland & Schaefer (2011). In
terms of these response types, the example shown in Figure 2.1 starts with button 1
pressed in response to a red stimulus, and so this is a type 1 response. The full sequence
of response types for the six trials in Figure 2.1 would be 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1.
As the environment consisted of two colours of stimuli and two buttons for responses,
I assumed that participants knew that the red and blue triangles required opposite
button presses. This means that, if feedback shows that one response type is incorrect,
then the other response type would have been correct on that trial and vice versa,
so regardless of which response is made, feedback lets you know how each response
type would have fared. I incorporated this assumption in the above explanation of the
responses given in the example shown in Figure 2.1.
The environment could be considered to have a current underlying rule which was
manipulated by the experimenters. Rule 1 meant that responses of type 1 were rewarded
on the majority of trials. The actual reward on an individual trial was based proba-
bilistically on the underlying rule, giving uncertainty in the environment. Responses
were rewarded at two different probabilities or levels of feedback validity (FV) which
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remained constant throughout blocks of 120 trials. In high FV blocks, responses in line
with the current rule were rewarded on 83.3% of trials, and in low FV blocks this was
73.3% with the actual outcome on individual trials randomised to meet these percent-
ages. Two different numbers of unsignalled rule switches were used, in stable blocks, the
environmental rule was constant for all 120 trials. In volatile blocks, the rule switched
every 30 trials. Having two rules, two levels of FV and two levels of volatility gave eight
conditions which were presented in blocks of 120 trials. All participants experienced all
eight conditions but in a randomised order but were not given any indication of changes
in experimental condition, having just one break after four blocks (480 trials).
2.3 Behaviour measured
Figure 2.2 illustrates the responses made and feedback given to four individual par-
ticipants for the first 120 trials. This behaviour is shown in terms of the two response
types described above which ignores the actual colour shown to the participant on each
trial.
In Figure 2.2, responses which gained a reward of 10 points are shown by green
diamonds and those which lost points as red circles. Participants were most likely to
switch from one response type to the other after negative feedback, that is a loss of
points. We can see this in Figure 2.2 by observing that after a red mark, the next
response is often of the opposite type. In Figure 2.2, we can see from the shading that
two of the participants shown (the first and third row) started with a stable block of
trials, that is no switches in the underlying rule during the 120 trials. For the other
two participants shown, the experiment began with volatile blocks having changes in
the underlying rule every 30 trials. Although the shading shows which rule was being
rewarded with a higher probability, it does not distinguish between the two different
levels of probability, or feedback validity, used.
If the underlying rule can be identified from the pattern of rewards, but the result on
individual trials cannot be predicted due to the randomness in the environment, then to
gain the most rewards possible, one should always respond according to the underlying
rule, this is often called maximising (see e.g. Yu & Huang, 2014). If one knows that
type 1 responses are rewarded mostly, then one should make a type 1 response every
trial and ignore occasional losses. In this case the environment could be described as
12
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20 40 60 80 100 120
Type 1
Type 2
20 40 60 80 100 120
Type 1
Type 2
20 40 60 80 100 120
Type 1
Type 2
20 40 60 80 100 120
Type 1
Type 2
Trial number
 
 
Underlying rule 2
Response rewarded
Response punished
Figure 2.2: Responses made by four individual participants at the beginning of the
study by Bland & Schaefer (2011). Type 1 responses are a press of button 1 following
a red stimulus and button 2 for blue, with type 2 the opposite. Unshaded areas show
that the underlying rule is rule 1, that is that type 1 responses are rewarded with high
probability. Shaded areas show that rule 2 applies. Responses which gain (lose) points
are shown in green (red).
having expected uncertainty, no more learning about the environment can help you to
improve. You cannot avoid the randomness in the environment and so some losses are
inevitable. This does not consider how to identify which response is being rewarded
most, or how to identify a rule switch.
For each participant, I determined the level of maximising behaviour by calculating
the percentage of trials in which the response was of the type which was associated with
the underlying experimental rule. Individual differences in responding to the task gave
a range of maximising behaviour from 62% to 89% (mean 74.5%, s.d. 6%).
For this and the computational analysis described in Chapter 3, I have excluded
one participant whose behavioural performance showed maximising at less than 55%
although that participant was not excluded in Bland & Schaefer (2011).
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2.4 Research into similar tasks
2.4.1 Behavioural findings
In this thesis, I focus on the task of Bland & Schaefer (2011) which required partic-
ipants to learn from probabilistic rewards. A related and widely-used task for learning
in probabilistic environment asks participants to predict which of two colours will be
displayed on each of many successive trials (see e.g. Siegel & Goldstein, 1959; Vulkan,
2000). One colour appears in a higher proportion of trials than the other but the actual
colour shown is determined randomly, a probabilistic situation with expected uncer-
tainty. The participants are not told which colour will appear more frequently or with
what probability, they have to learn this information over time from the sequence of
colours seen. As these studies have a clear outcome on each trial of observing one colour
or the other, then it is clear that the two colours are coupled, as in the toss of a biased
coin. There is no possibility of neither or both colours being shown in a trial. The
colour prediction task differs from the task of Bland & Schaefer (2011) I consider here,
which has the additional layer of a stimulus response association, the pairing of a colour
to a button. When the task of Bland & Schaefer (2011) is considered as consisting of
two possible response types, as described in Section 2.2 above, it becomes a coupled
task and equivalent to the prediction of which colour will show next as exactly one of
the two response types is rewarded on each trial.
Although the optimal behaviour in these colour prediction studies is always to pre-
dict the most likely outcome, it is commonly observed that participants’ predictions
reflect the probability of occurrence of each colour, behaviour known as probability
matching (see e.g. Shanks et al., 2002; Vulkan, 2000). Probability matching has been
found even when a large number of trials is used and the participants are clearly able
to explain which outcome occurs most often (Koehler & James, 2009).
As probability matching is clearly not the optimal behaviour, there have been many
attempts to explain this phenomenon (e.g. Gaissmaier & Schooler, 2008; Shanks et al.,
2002; Yu & Huang, 2014). One possible explanation is that participants may be trying
to find patterns in the sequence of outcomes and using those patterns in their predic-
tions (Gaissmaier & Schooler, 2008; Shanks et al., 2002). Yu & Huang (2014), based
on findings from a study into visual decisions, believe that participants are actually
maximising, but that participants have an “implicit assumption” that the environment
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will change. Probability matching is observed in studies with no switch in the under-
lying rules, as well as tasks like that considered here which do have a rule switch. For
the task I investigate, as described in Section 2.2, there were four blocks of trials with
feedback validity (FV) of 73.3% and four with FV of 83.3%, making the overall average
FV used in the experiment 78%. In Section 2.3, we saw that the average level of max-
imising measured from participant responses was 74.5%, so maximising behaviour was
slightly below the level of the feedback validity. This maximising measure is based on
the underlying rules set by the experimenters without considering how the underlying
rules are inferred.
Taylor et al. (2012) compared the performance of two groups of participants who
had to predict which of two images would appear on the next trial and the participants
knew which image was more likely to appear. One group of the participants was given
an additional explanation for why one image was more likely to appear. This group
was told that each image showed the result of a toss of a commemorative coin, but that
a production mistake meant that one side would come up more often than the other.
After the experiment, both groups of participants were asked to estimate the proportion
of times the more likely image appeared. Taylor et al. (2012) found that both groups
gave similar estimates to the proportion of times the more likely image appeared. The
group which was given the additional explanation for the difference showed behaviour
which was closer to maximising than the group without the explanation, who showed
approximately probability matching behaviour. This showed that the additional expla-
nation influenced behaviour although the explanation was not relevant to the prediction
task as both groups knew which image appeared more often.
Researchers have extended the colour prediction tasks to include switches in rules,
for example where the colour which is more likely to be rewarded changes during the
task, requiring the participants to be flexible in their application of prior experience.
One such study is the probabilistic learning task of Behrens et al. (2007), in which
participants had to choose between a blue and a green stimulus only one of which
would be rewarded. Within each colour on screen was shown a reward value which
was the amount that colour would pay out on the next turn if it won. The rewarded
colour was determined probabilistically with one colour favoured over the other, this
was independent of the varying reward values. Behrens et al. (2007) contrasted a stable
period of 120 trials, in which the probability of reward for each colour did not change,
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with a period of unsignalled rule changes. Behrens et al. (2007) found that participants
were able to react to changes in the underlying situation, showing flexibility. Hampton
et al. (2006) also studied behaviour in response to a task with a choice of one from
two visual stimuli, but in this case the probabilities of each stimulus giving a monetary
reward were independent of each other. With Hampton et al. (2006), one stimulus led
to a win on 70% and a loss on 30% of trials while the other stimulus gave 60% losses
and 40% wins. The favourable stimulus switched during the task and Hampton et al.
(2006) concluded that participants could successfully take account of structure in the
environment in terms of these switches.
Flexible learning has also been shown in other probabilistic learning tasks which
allow the choice from more than two options, often known as bandit tasks (Dayan &
Daw, 2008; Krugel et al., 2009; Payzan-LeNestour & Bossaerts, 2011). Bandit tasks take
their name from slot machines in a casino which are also known as one-armed bandits.
Bandit tasks can be likened to choosing which slot machine to play and looking at how
people decide when to change from playing one machine to another, although without
the casino being busy and slot machines being already in use. These bandit tasks can
be used to determine the extent to which participants stick with what they already
know, exploitation, or try the different options to see whether things have changed,
exploration (Cohen et al., 2007). Exploration is not needed in simple two alternative
tasks in which it is clear that the alternatives are coupled, for example predicting the
next of two colours, which can also be referred to as a one-armed bandit task.
2.4.2 Computational modelling of behaviour
Describing human behaviour by the patterns or proportions of correct responses
does not give any indication as to how that behaviour is produced. One way to quantify
the behaviour is to examine which computational models best fit that behaviour. This
can allow behaviour to be expressed in terms of underlying rules, but without giving a
suggestion as to how those rules are implemented in the brain.
Two contrasting machine learning approaches are often used to model human be-
haviour in similar tasks to that considered here: Bayesian learning and reinforcement
learning (e.g. Behrens et al., 2007; Hampton et al., 2006). Bayesian learning requires
prior assumptions about the causal structure of an environment, and when those as-
sumptions are correct, the performance is optimal given only the information available
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up to a trial. Bayesian learning can theoretically produce behaviour which receives
more rewards but, as well as needing knowledge of the environment, requires more
computation than the simpler reinforcement learning.
Reinforcement learning does not depend on existing assumptions, but may not be
appropriate in changing environments (Sutton & Barto, 1998), for example where there
is a switch in the underlying rules that govern an environment. In reinforcement learning
(RL), an agent monitors rewards received when testing actions, and uses this information
to select future actions in order to try to gain rewards and avoid punishments without
having to incorporate the information into a prior model.
Using reinforcement learning, an agent makes trial by trial adjustments to the pre-
dicted value of a particular action, that is a prediction of how much reward is expected
from that action. When an outcome is received, a prediction error is calculated as the
difference between the predicted value and the outcome. A positive (negative) value for
the prediction error indicates that the outcome was better (worse) than expected. When
using reinforcement learning, a learning rate controls how much influence this predic-
tion error has in changing the predicted value of an action from its previous value. A
higher learning rate gives a high priority to only the most recent outcomes rather than
taking account of a long run of trials. If an environment has probabilistic outcomes, or
expected uncertainty, then it is better to use a low learning rate and take account of
many previous outcomes so as not to be too swayed by single outcomes opposite to that
expected. In contrast, if an environment is volatile and changing unpredictably, it would
be better to use a higher learning rate as further back in time the environment may
have been in a different state. By finding the learning rate which gives the best fit to the
behaviour of an individual, the learning rate can be interpreted as a characterisation of
that individual.
Reinforcement learning or Bayesian inference can both be used to compute an un-
derlying belief which changes as new information is received but that belief needs to
be converted into an action taken on each trial. Behavioural studies have made it clear
that, especially when faced with probabilistic outcomes, humans are likely to sometimes
guess or try to randomise their responses rather than always respond in alignment with
their underlying understanding of a particular task. This behaviour can result in prob-
ability matching being observed as described in Section 2.4.1 above. Daw et al. (2006)
found a softmax rule to be a good model for the randomness in human decisions and
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such a rule is often used to select the action in models of behaviour, (e.g. Frank et al.,
2007; Jocham et al., 2009; Payzan-LeNestour & Bossaerts, 2011). A softmax rule varies
the amount of randomisation of responses above that of an underlying belief using a
temperature parameter to control how much randomisation is used. A low temperature
gives a high probability of choosing the action with the highest belief, even when the
beliefs in each action are quite close. In contrast, a high temperature results in mainly
random responses, for models which have only two actions giving probabilities close to
0.5 for each of the actions. In this case, even when there is a big difference between the
underlying belief in the different options, the probability of selecting each option will
only differ by a small amount. The softmax rule can be applied independently to the
model used to calculate the underlying belief. Finding values for the temperature to
fit the behaviour of individuals gives another way of characterising those individuals’
behaviour.
One aim of computational modelling is to try to understand how decisions vary in
different conditions. One way to consider this when using reinforcement learning is by
fitting different learning rates to the same individual participant under different exper-
imental conditions. Jocham et al. (2009) used this approach to characterise behaviour
in two different conditions of probabilistic feedback. They found a higher learning rate
with a higher level of feedback validity.
Several investigations have been made into whether human behaviour is better rep-
resented by a Bayesian or reinforcement learning style. Hampton et al. (2006) and
Behrens et al. (2007) both found that Bayesian models were a better fit to behaviour
than reinforcement learning models in probabilistic tasks with two options and rule
switches. Hampton et al. (2006) compared a hidden Markov model to a reinforcement
learning model that made no assumptions about the structure of the environment. They
concluded that participants make assumptions about the structure of the environment.
Nassar et al. (2010) found a Bayesian model to be a better fit in a different probabilistic
task with environment changes. In these studies, Hampton et al. (2006) and Nassar
et al. (2010) told their participants to expect changes in rule, whereas Behrens et al.
(2007) did not. Some studies have found that a Bayesian model is a better fit to human
behaviour than simpler models such as reinforcement learning only in conditions when
participants have been told to expect changes in rule (Payzan-LeNestour & Bossaerts,
2011; Wilson & Niv, 2012).
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Charness & Levin (2005) asked participants to select one of two urns from which a
ball would be drawn. There were two types of ball one which gave a reward and one
which did not. The participants knew that the environment could be in one of two
possible states but did not know which state applied as each trial began. The right
urn contained either all valuable or all worthless balls depending on the state. In both
states, the left urn contained a mixture of balls but contained a higher proportion of
valuable balls when the environmental state was such that the right urn contained all
valuable balls. Each trial consisted of two draws from the urns, on some of the trials
the participants were required to choose from the urn specified by the experimenters
for the first draw. Looking at whether participants chose the same urn on the second
draw or switched, Charness & Levin (2005) compared a Bayesian learning model to
reinforcement learning and found that participants made errors in circumstances when
the prediction of the two models differed. They amended the reward structure of the
task and found fewer errors, and concluded that the emotional affect resulting from
outcomes plays a big part in reinforcement learning.
Although applying Bayesian inference would lead to better decisions, there is neural
evidence that reinforcement learning is strongly implicated in human decision mak-
ing (see e.g. Niv, 2009). The amount of the neurotransmitter dopamine released in
part of the brain is related to reward and punishment. Rather than indicating reward
and punishment directly, Schultz and colleagues suggested that dopamine levels signal
the difference between an expected reward and that actually received (see e.g. Schultz,
1998). This difference forms the prediction error which is calculated in reinforcement
learning, forming a link between theoretical reinforcement learning and neural processes.
In the studies described so far, the participants had to learn from their experience
of outcomes which often took the form of rewards and punishments which took the
form of gains and losses of money or tokens. Kahneman & Tversky (1984) proposed
the concept of loss-aversion, which suggests that behaviour changes more in response
to losses than to gains of similar magnitude. The ideas of loss-aversion are often tested
in studies of response to risk, that is where participants choose between alternatives
with known outcome probabilities. An example (from Kahneman & Tversky, 1984) is
a choice between a safe or risky option, where the risky option has an 85% chance of
winning $1000 and a 15% chance of winning nothing and the safe option pays out $800
with certainty. People tend to prefer the safe option even when the expected reward
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from the risky option is higher than that from the safe option, as in this example where
the expected reward from the risky option is $850.
As an alternative mechanism to loss-aversion, Yechiam & Hochman (2013b) pro-
posed a loss-attention mechanism in which losses cause participants to attend more
closely to a task and so losses decrease the amount of randomisation. In their examina-
tion of the loss-attention hypothesis, Yechiam & Hochman (2013a), used several tasks
which involved repeated selections between a safe and a risky option where the prob-
abilities had to be learnt from experience. They tested their loss-attention model by
fitting a choice sensitivity parameter for each task. This parameter is the inverse of the
temperature parameter described in relation to softmax action selection. They found
less randomisation of responses in tasks in which losses were possible compared to tasks
without losses.
Not all studies find asymmetry in human responses to wins and losses. Pessiglione
et al. (2006) required participants to select one of two stimuli on each trial. There were
three pairs of stimuli, one pair produced a monetary gain or nothing, one pair produced
a monetary loss or nothing and the third pair always gave nothing. These outcomes
were given probabilistically and were unknown to the participants at the start of the
study. The participants learnt equally quickly to select the stimulus to gain money as
to avoid the stimulus to lose money.
Yechiam & Hochman (2013b) noted that few studies comparing alternative computa-
tional approaches to learning from experience in dynamic environments have considered
separate effects of reward and punishment. Ito & Doya (2009) and Guitart-Masip et al.
(2012) are examples of studies which do differentiate learning from rewards and pun-
ishments, doing so by fitting different reward values following a win or a loss. Guitart-
Masip et al. (2012) had four fractal images which signalled whether participants should
respond or not to gain rewards or avoid punishments, these associations had to be learnt
from experience and there was no switch in associations. Guitart-Masip et al. (2012)
fit a number of different reinforcement learning models to behaviour, the best fit model
did not scale rewards and punishments differently. Analysing the decisions of rats in
two-stage probabilistic decisions, Ito & Doya (2009) found that a reinforcement learning
model with different reward values after a win and a loss was a better fit to the rats’
behaviour than reinforcement learning without differentiation between wins and losses.
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Although these studies compared alternative learning mechanisms, neither considered
Bayesian models which required assumptions about the nature of the environment.
Motivated by neural structures which seem to imply different pathways for learning
from a win and a loss, Frank et al. (2007) used separate learning rate parameters
following positive and negative feedback when using a reinforcement learning model
to analyse human behaviour in a probabilistic task. In their task, participants learnt by
selecting one from a pair of images. There were three different image pairs and in each
case one of the pair was rewarded with a higher probability than the other, with no
switch in the probabilities. Frank et al. (2007) found that when fitting to participants
behaviour, the mean learning rate following a win was higher than that after a loss.
Frank et al. (2007) were looking at associations between genetics and reinforcement
learning parameters and they did not compare alternative models of behaviour.
Niv et al. (2012) used asymmetric learning rates to examine risk sensitivity. In their
task, participants had to learn what reward was associated with six different colours in
order to determine which colour to select when a pair were presented. Five of the colours
had deterministic rewards, one had a probabilistic reward. The main focus of their work
was how participants behaved when given a safe option with a constant payout against
an option which had double that payout on half the trials and a zero payout otherwise.
Niv et al. (2012) suggested that a higher learning rate after a negative prediction error
than after a positive prediction error leads to risk aversion, and this was the relationship
they found for 81% of their participants.
Caze´ & van der Meer (2013) described the benefits of using different learning rates
according to the previous outcome. Caze´ & van der Meer (2013) considered tasks
of learning from feedback with probabilistic outcomes for two uncoupled options in a
static environment. Rather than model behaviour, they analysed the performance of
reinforcement learning strategies as computational mechanisms for learning. As the
alternatives were uncoupled, exploration was necessary in the task and so they used
softmax action selection to select responses according to the underlying belief of the
model. They described different schemes for probabilistic reinforcement under which
it is preferable for learning rates to be asymmetric and which learning rate should be
higher than the other. They concluded that it is beneficial to have asymmetric learning
rates. Caze´ & van der Meer (2013) also make suggestions as to how learning rates might
adapt to a situation through meta-learning.
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Recently, Gershman (2015) investigated asymmetric learning rates as fit to human
behaviour. Gershman (2015) compared a number of reinforcement learning models with
softmax action selection to human behaviour in high or low reward situations. In a high
reward situation, the probability of reward is greater than 0.5 for two options. In a low
reward condition both options have probabilities less than 0.5 of a win. Gershman (2015)
found strong support for models with asymmetric learning rates, with the learning rate
for a negative prediction error higher than that for a positive prediction error in line
with Niv et al. (2012). Gershman (2015) also considered meta-learning methods inspired
by Caze´ & van der Meer (2013) but found no support for the inclusion of meta-learning
into the models.
2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, I have described the study carried out by Bland & Schaefer (2011)
and found that the behaviour observed was in line with that found by other researchers.
I reviewed computational models of similar tasks where the computational models try
to describe a structure or set of rules on which participants base their decisions. One
commonly addressed question is whether humans naturally apply Bayesian reasoning
or the more simple to compute reinforcement learning. Research suggests that different
situations prompt different learning styles to be applied.
Differences between human responses to wins and losses have been a prominent area
of study in psychology building on the work of Kahneman & Tversky (1984). This factor
is only recently being included when comparing different underlying models of decision
making. When including asymmetries in response to wins and losses, researchers only
amend the learning rates in reinforcement learning but not the temperature parameter
even though action selection is an important part of decision making.
The lack of consideration of asymmetric responses to wins and losses when comparing
different decision making strategies to human behaviour prompted me to model the
behaviour reported by Bland & Schaefer (2011) and to allow asymmetric parameters
including the temperature parameter. In similar studies, researchers suggested that
participants’ learning styles adapted to the structure of the environment as shown by a
better fit of Bayesian than reinforcement learning models. I proposed to test whether
this was also the case in the task of Bland & Schaefer (2011). Many studies (e.g. Behrens
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et al., 2007; Hampton et al., 2006) compare the fit of alternative learning models to
the group of participants as a whole without much attention to individual differences
between participants. As we observed a range of behaviour in the study of Bland &
Schaefer (2011), I was also interested in how individual differences are captured by the
different models.
In comparing reinforcement learning to Bayesian models, I wanted to consider how
much difference there was between the two modelling styles in ability to respond in this
particular task when the models are considered in isolation without trying to model
human behaviour.
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Chapter 3
Modelling the Task
3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, I introduced the psychological task of Bland & Schaefer (2011) which
forms the focus of this thesis. Participants had to choose one of two buttons in response
to a red or blue triangle shown on screen and were given on screen feedback as to whether
each response was correct or not. The feedback given was determined probabilistically
based on underlying rules of which the participants were not made aware. In this
chapter, I present my computational modelling of the task of Bland & Schaefer (2011).
Much of the work described in this chapter has been published in Duffin et al. (2014).
Inspired by some of the studies into modelling human behaviour in probabilistic sit-
uations described in Chapter 2, I investigate whether reinforcement learning or Bayesian
learning is a better fit to the participant behaviour observed during the task of Bland
& Schaefer (2011). There has been much research into the differential effects of re-
wards and punishments on humans in various situations, but not in studies comparing
reinforcement learning and Bayesian learning as fits to human behaviour. This led me
to implement learning models which have different parameters for the trial after a win
compared to the trial following a loss.
When comparing Bayesian inference and reinforcement learning to human behaviour,
it is usually on the basis that Bayesian learning leads to decisions which reap more re-
wards than reinforcement learning due to the ability of Bayesian learning to incorporate
the structure of the environment. For the task of Bland & Schaefer (2011), I compare
these two approaches when adjusting each model to give the most rewards that model
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can produce. In this case the models are not being used to try to replicate human
behaviour.
3.2 Overview of the models
To consider whether reinforcement learning or Bayesian inference is a better fit to
behaviour, I tested a number of different models. Here I give a brief introduction to the
models used, starting with the different reinforcement learning models, full details can
be found in the following section.
As described in Chapter 2, reinforcement learning requires the update of a predicted
value of an action each time feedback is received. The update depends on a learning rate
parameter which is fitted to human behaviour and controls how much more influence
recent outcomes have compared to past ones.
To validate the assumption in Chapter 2 Section 2.2 that participants expected the
environment to be coupled, an uncoupled reinforcement learning model (UNC) is used
which considers the colours seen and the button presses to be independent of each other
and a separate predicted value is maintained for each combination of button and colour.
The remaining models tested assume that the environment is fully coupled. In this
case, I describe each response as being one of two types, where a type 1 response applies
to button 1 being pressed following a red stimulus and button 2 following blue, with
type 2 the opposite. Using this description the actual colour presented on each trial is
ignored. This uses the assumption that participants expect that each colour requires
the opposite button press, that is the environment is coupled.
Two additional reinforcement learning models are used, standard reinforcement
learning (RL) and a win loss modified reinforcement learning model (WL). Motivated
by findings of asymmetry in human responses to wins and losses as described in Chap-
ter 2, the WL model, unlike the other reinforcement learning models, allows wins and
losses to have different influences on learning by allocating two learning rates to each
participant, treating trials following a loss and a win separately.
I used two models with Bayesian reasoning, a simple hidden Markov model (HMM)
based on the work of Hampton et al. (2006) and a more complex model (VOL) following
the work of Behrens et al. (2007). These Bayesian models are based on hidden Markov
models which assume that rewards are governed by a hidden environmental state which
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cannot be directly observed but can be inferred. Bayesian reasoning is used to determine
a probability of reward for each response type. The HMM assumes two hidden states
for the environment, with each state determining which response type is rewarded more
often. The VOL model assumes an additional level of structure to the environment,
volatility, or how quickly the environment is changing. As with Behrens et al. (2007),
a hidden state relates directly to the probability of reward for a particular response,
in my case representing the probability of response type 2 being rewarded, without
the assumption in the HMM of only two states. This gives a flexible model which can
respond to any change in state including changes in feedback validity.
In all models, following the calculation of a belief or probability, I apply the softmax
action selection rule to determine the probability of making each action on each trial.
As described in Chapter 2, the softmax rule is a commonly used way to model the ran-
domness which is present in human responses. Using the softmax rule, I fit temperature
parameters which characterise the degree of randomness of a participant’s responses
given each underlying model. For the HMM, VOL and WL models, I fit two temper-
ature parameters per participant, the parameter being based on whether the previous
trial resulted in a win or a loss. This allows differences in response to wins and losses
to be a consequence of differences at the action selection stage of the decision.
Given a set of parameters and a model, I calculate a probability for each action on
each trial for the outcomes received by the participant. For each model, parameters
are fitted to each participant’s behaviour by searching possible values to maximise the
likelihood of the parameters over all trials. After finding a set of parameters which were
the best fit for each participant with a calculated likelihood of those parameters, mod-
els were compared by using the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) which penalises
models which have more parameters (Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2011).
3.3 Details of the models
3.3.1 Reinforcement learning
Uncoupled reinforcement learning (UNC)
I gave an informal description of reinforcement learning in Chapter 2; here I explain
fully how this was implemented for this thesis. Reinforcement learning considers the
predicted value of, or rewards which will be obtained by taking a particular action. As
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described in Section 3.2, one reinforcement learning model tested, referred to as uncou-
pled reinforcement learning (UNC) does not make the assumption that the environment
is coupled. In the UNC model, four separate predicted values are maintained, one for
each combination of colour seen and button pressed. The reward value, R, is set from
the win or loss feedback, ignoring the actual number of points won and lost, by setting
R to 1 if a reward was given on that trial and set to 0 otherwise. At each trial, t a pre-
diction error, δ(t), is calculated as the difference between the reward and the predicted
value of the response made to the colour shown as follows
δ(t) = R(t)−Qi(t),
where i takes four values representing the combination of the button selected in response
to the colour shown on trial t and Qi(t) is the predicted value of that combination
represented by i. This prediction error, δ(t), is used to update the expected value Qi(t)
for the relevant action and colour combination for the next trial, using a learning rate,
α, with a value between 0 and 1 as follows
Qi(t+ 1) = Qi(t) + αδ(t).
A learning rate parameter, α, was calculated for each participant to fit the behaviour
recorded. On each trial, the three Qi(t) values for colour and button combinations not
experienced on that trial are maintained for the next trial, without any forgetting.
Standard reinforcement learning (RL)
In the RL model, I consider the colours and buttons to be opposites, and use the
response types as described in Chapter 2 and Section 3.2 above. In this formulation,
every trial gives full information about both possible actions and so only one predicted
value needs to be maintained whilst still applying the reinforcement learning framework
as for the UNC model.
Suppose Q(t) is the predicted value of using response type 1, on trial t and that
R(t) is the reward associated with response type 1. In this case the reward, R, is set to
1 or 0 as follows. On trials in which a type 1 response is made, if a reward is given, R
is set to 1 otherwise R is set to 0. On trials when response type 2 is carried out, if the
response was rewarded R is set to 0 otherwise R is set to 1.
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At each trial a prediction error, δ(t), is calculated and the value Q(t) updated as
described for the UNC reinforcement learning model. Using the coupled relationship be-
tween the two response types, the expected value for a type 2 response can be calculated
as 1−Q(t).
Win loss modified reinforcement learning (WL).
In this model, the predicted values for responding in accordance with each rule are
calculated exactly as for standard reinforcement learning but in the WL model, each
participant is assumed to have two different learning rates which apply according to
whether they received a reward or punishment on the previous trial.
3.3.2 Bayesian models
Hidden Markov model
The hidden Markov model (HMM) used in this work is broadly based on the work
of Hampton et al. (2006). This model assumes that the outcome on each trial depends
probabilistically on the value of a hidden state at that trial and on nothing else. The
hidden state is a random variable which always takes one of two possible values and is
equivalent to the two underlying rules set by the experimenters, but unknown to the
participants, as described in Chapter 2. In each hidden state one of the two response
types is rewarded the majority of the time.
To introduce the model formally, at trial t the hidden state is represented by Xt and
has two possible values, denoted by xi where i can be 0 or 1. Upper case letters are
used to denote random variables and lower case to represent a particular value that the
random variable can take.
The outcome on trial t in the study is represented by the random variable Yt and
has two possible values for the two response types which can be rewarded. Using the
notation P to denote a set of probabilities, P(Yt) represents a probability for each value
which Y can take. We can denote the set of probabilities P(Yt) by a column vector,
where for example for Y , ( ab ) indicates that there is a probability a that a type 1
response is rewarded and b that type 2 is rewarded. I use yt as shorthand for Yt = y
where y is the known (but arbitrary) value taken by Y on trial t. When an outcome
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has been observed, then the probability becomes 1 for one response type and 0 for the
other, so yt can be represented by ( 10 ) or (
0
1 ).
In the HMM, the hidden state only depends on its value at the previous trial and on
the set of constant probabilities, P(Xt|Xt−1), for staying in the same state or switching.
This is equivalent to saying that if rule 1 applies then there is a constant probability of
rule 1 applying at the next trial. Given a hidden state, there is assumed to be a constant
probability for each possible outcome y, this set of probabilities is written P(Yt|Xt). In
matrix notation, P(Xt|Xt−1) is given by:(
p 1− p
1− p p
)
where p which is between 0 and 1 represents the probability of being in the same
state on trial t as on trial t − 1. Representing the parameters this way assumes that
there is symmetry in the underlying environment. This representation assumes that the
probability of a switch from one environmental state to the other is the same whichever
of the two states the environment is in initially. By replacing p by another variable,
say q, the probabilities P(yt|Xt) can be expressed in the same form as for P(Xt|Xt−1).
This would assume that if one response type is rewarded with a set probability in one
environmental state then the other response is rewarded with the same probability in
the other state. To fit this model to human behaviour, the probabilities, p and q, are
considered to be parameters which are fitted to the observed behaviour.
The HMM assumes that the participants estimate these two sets of probabilities
and that they do so quickly enough that they can be considered to be constants. It
also assumes that it is not necessary to estimate the two different experimental levels
of feedback validity and that participants do not realise that switches only occur at 30
trial intervals.
If we have values, or estimates, for the probabilities of the environment being in each
possible state after t trials, P(Xt, y1, ...., yt), then we can incorporate the probability of
a switch in state P(Xt|Xt−1) to give an estimate for the probabilities for each state at
trial t+1 which can be used to inform our responses. When an outcome is observed, the
probabilities can be updated using the probabilities of the outcome actually observed
given each hidden state, P(yt|Xt). This gives a process which can be used at each time
step and only requires the probability distribution for X to be stored. Figure 3.1 shows
the relationship between the variables in the HMM.
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Xt−2 Xt−1 Xt
Yt−2 Yt−1 Yt
Figure 3.1: Representation of the hidden Markov model, where Xt represents the en-
vironmental state at time t and Yt represents the outcome which only depends on the
current state.
To show this process formally, we take the joint probability distribution at trial t
for X with all the known observations y1, ....., yt, written P(Xt, y1, ...., yt−1, yt), and use
the definition of conditional probability to write
P(Xt, y1, ...., yt−1, yt) = P(yt|Xt, y1, ....., yt−1)P(Xt, y1, ...., yt−1). (3.1)
But yt depends only on Xt so
P(yt|Xt, y1, ....., yt−1) = P(yt|Xt). (3.2)
Substituting Equation 3.2 into Equation 3.1 gives
P(Xt, y1, ...., yt−1, yt) = P(yt|Xt)P(Xt, y1, ...., yt−1). (3.3)
Now we introduce variable Xt−1 because we know that
P(Xt, y1, ...., yt−1) =
∑
i
P(Xt, x
i
t−1, y1, ...., yt−1) (3.4)
where i takes values 0 and 1. Using the definition of conditional probability, Equation
3.4 can be re-written to give
P(Xt, y1, ...., yt−1) =
∑
i
P(Xt|xit−1)P (xit−1, y1, ...., yt−1). (3.5)
Now Equation 3.5 can be substituted into Equation 3.3 to give
P(Xt, y1, ...., yt) = P(yt|Xt)
∑
i
P(Xt|xit−1)P (xit−1, y1, ...., yt−1). (3.6)
The left hand side of Equation 3.6 is now written in terms of its value on the previous
trial when combined with known probabilities. To begin the process, it is assumed that
there is an equal probability of X being in either of the two possible states.
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Hidden Markov model with volatility
The work of Behrens et al. (2007) inspired my hidden Markov model with volatility
(VOL) which was presented in Duffin (2011) with the model details being repeated here.
Being based on a hidden Markov model, this model shares some features with the HMM
described above but makes different assumptions about the nature of the environment.
Xt−2 Xt−1 Xt
Yt−2 Yt−1 Yt
Vt−2 Vt−1 Vt
K
Figure 3.2: Relations between the variables in the hidden Markov model with volatility
(VOL). The variables Xt and Yt are as in the HMM in Figure 3.1 but in this case Xt
depends on the volatility Vt as well as on its own previous value.
In the VOL model, as in the HMM, the outcome at a particular trial depends only
on the value of a hidden state at that trial. In this case the hidden state, X represents
the probability that a type 2 response will be rewarded. As X represents a probability,
it must have values between 0 and 1. For computation, X was treated as a discrete
random variable by taking 49 equally distributed points in the (0, 1) interval. Responses
can be based on the mean, or expected value, of the probability distribution over X,
that is the probability that X takes each of its possible values.
As in the HMM, the value of X depends on its previous value, but in the VOL model,
X also depends on the value of a second hidden variable, V , representing the volatility
of the environment, which was also treated as a discrete random variable taking values
between 0 and 1 in the same way as X. The volatility, V , depends on its previous
value and that of a parameter, K. The parameter K is a representation of the degree
of confidence in the estimate for volatility. The relationships between the variables in
the VOL model are shown in Figure 3.2.
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The equations for updating probabilities for the VOL model follow in a similar way
to those for the HMM. For transitions from one trial to the next, there are sets of
probabilities P(Vt|Vt−1,K) and P(Xt|Xt−1, Vt) for transitions of Vt and Xt respectively.
In this case the joint probability to consider is P(Xt, Vt,K, y1, ...., yt) and the outcome
can be incorporated as follows
P(Xt, Vt,K, y1, ...., yt) = P(yt|Xt)P(Xt, Vt,K, y1, ...., yt−1). (3.7)
Now we can introduce and sum out over Xt−1 as before to give
P(Xt, Vt,K, y1, ...., yt) = P(yt|Xt)
∑
i
P(Xt|xit−1, Vt)P(xit−1, Vt,K, y1, ...., yt−1). (3.8)
Now we need to also sum out over Vt−1 in a similar way, giving
P(Xt, Vt,K, y1, ...., yt) =
P(yt|Xt)
∑
i
P(Xt|xit−1, Vt)
∑
j
P(Vt|vjt−1,K)P (xit−1, vjt−1,K, y1, ...., yt−1). (3.9)
Equation 3.9 gives an expression for P(Xt, Vt,K, y1, ...., yt) in terms of its value on
the previous trial.
Following the ideas of Behrens et al. (2007), I used a beta distribution, with a mean
of the old value of X, to determine the probability distribution for X at the next time
step. Also motivated by Behrens et al. (2007), I used a normal distribution to determine
the probability distribution for Y . The actual distributions used for transition matrices
and initial distributions were based on my previous investigation (Duffin, 2011) into
replicating the behaviour of the model of Behrens et al. (2007). Like Behrens et al.
(2007), I assumed that the process for determining the current state and volatility does
not vary between participants.
3.3.3 Probabilities for actions
Each learning model gives a predicted value or probability for making a particular
response at each trial, this can be considered to be a belief at trial t, denoted B(t).
For each model as described above, the value of B(t) will be between 0 and 1. For
the UNC model, the belief is a value for making each button press, given the colour
that is displayed, for the other models, the belief is based on making a type 1 response.
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To model human behaviour, these underlying beliefs have to be used to give an actual
probability of each action. This is done using softmax action selection in the following
way.
Given a belief B(t) in a type 1 response, the probability, P (t), of making a type 1
response is given by
P (t) =
e
B(t)
T
e
B(t)
T + e
1−B(t)
T
,
where T is the temperature parameter which is fitted to each participant’s responses
and controls the amount of randomness above an underlying belief as described in
Section 2.4.2.
As this study only considers two possible actions, the probability of making a type 2
response is given by 1−P (t). For the UNC model, the two possible responses relate to
the two buttons.
For each of the models, apart from the uncoupled and standard reinforcement learn-
ing models (UNC and RL), each participant was assumed to have two different temper-
ature parameters, one applying after positive and one after negative feedback. When
a participant failed to respond in the allowed time, I assumed that the previous belief
value would be remembered and that the temperature parameter applied would be that
used after a loss.
3.3.4 Fitting parameters
Given a set of parameters for a model, the process described above can be used to
calculate a probability for each response type at each trial. Assuming that responses
are independent given a model, the joint probability of the observed response data given
a set of parameters for a participant is given by the product of the probability of each
response actually made. This joint probability forms the likelihood of a set of parameters
given the response data. For each participant I took the sum of the log likelihood for
each response, ignoring trials in which no response was given. Using the search function
fmincon in MATLAB (2012) to minimise the negative of the log likelihood, I found
parameters to maximise the likelihood of each participant’s responses for each model
separately. Parameters were constrained according to the model and a minimum value
had to be specified for the fmincon function. As temperature has to take a positive
value, for each model I allowed temperature parameters to take any value greater than
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or equal to 0.01. For the reinforcement learning models, I allowed the learning rate to
take values between 0.0001 and 1 inclusive. For the HMM, the probability parameters
took values between 0.00001 and 0.5 inclusive.
The parameter fitting process was done for each participant and model and gave
a set of best fit parameters and a log likelihood value for those parameters for that
participant and model.
3.3.5 Comparing models
Models with more parameters should be able to show a closer fit to the data so it
is customary to penalise models with more free parameters which have been fitted to
participants’ behaviour (Mars et al., 2012). To do this, I compare the four models de-
scribed above by calculating the commonly used Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
for each model which is given by (Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2011).
BIC = −2 logL+ k logN (3.10)
where L is the likelihood (calculated as described in the previous section), k is the
number of parameters in the model, N is the number of data points and natural log-
arithms are used. Lower BIC values imply a better fit to the data. For the models
used here: RL and UNC each have two parameters, consisting of one learning rate and
one temperature; the WL model has four parameters, two of each of learning rate and
temperature; the HMM also has four parameters, two for the probabilistic structure
and two temperatures, and the VOL model has just two temperatures.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Comparing model fit
The Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) was used, as described above, to compare
each model giving the calculated BIC values shown in Table 3.1 for all participants
combined. As a better model has a lower BIC value, the WL model shows the best
overall fit to the data and the UNC model the worst fit. When examining the BIC for
each model calculated separately for each participant, rather than just the combined
value given in Table 3.1, the UNC model was the worst fit to behaviour compared to
the other models for all participants. The finding that the UNC model did not fit
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the behaviour supports my assumption that participants expected the red and blue
stimuli to require opposite responses and that if button 1 was an incorrect response
then button 2 would have been correct.
Model BIC
RL 773.4
WL 726.3
HMM 742.8
VOL 851.1
UNC 998.0
Table 3.1: The calculated BIC for all models using all participants.
The best fit model was the WL model for 24 of the 30 participants, for four partic-
ipants the best fit was the RL model and for two the HMM. Of the 24 participants for
whom the WL model was the best fit, 23 had HMM as the next best fit. The differences
in the BIC between the WL model and each other model were statistically significant,
p < 0.001 in each case, t(29) = 5.05, 4.25 and 7.48 for comparison of WL to RL, HMM
and VOL models respectively.
Figure 3.3: Bayes factors for the difference between the WL and HMM models for each
participant giving an indication of the amount of evidence in favour of the WL model
over the HMM.
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The HMM and WL models fit the participants’ behaviour better than the other
models so I now compare these two models in more detail. Using the process described
by Lewandowsky & Farrell (2011), I calculated Bayes factors for the difference between
the HMM and WL models for each participant. Bayes factors can give an indication of
the size of an effect; Lewandowsky & Farrell (2011) report previously proposed guidelines
that a Bayes factor above 10 implies strong evidence for one model over the other, and
between 3 and 10 implies moderate evidence. Figure 3.3 shows the Bayes factors for
the WL compared to HMM for all participants where the ordering of the participants
is based only on the order in which they participated in the study.
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the calculated trial by trial probabilities for making a type 2
response given by the HMM and WL models using fit parameters for three participants.
The actual responses made and feedback given are shown.
Having used all trials to determine the best fit parameters for each participant and
model, I used those best fit parameters to calculate a trial by trial probability of making
a type 2 response. Figure 3.4 shows these probabilities for the HMM and WL models
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for three participants for the first 240 trials of the study. As the log likelihood was used
to find the best model and the WL model gave the best fit, where there is a difference
between the models, the WL model is usually closer to the actual response made by the
participant. Figure 3.4 gives a way to visualise the differences between the models and
to look for patterns in the occurrences of the differences.
The RL model used here is most similar to that used by other researchers to char-
acterise behaviour in different conditions (Jocham et al., 2009). Figure 3.5 shows the
fit parameters for the RL model. The colouring of the points indicates the percentage
of maximising responses of each participant, that is, as described in Chapter 2, the
percentage of trials in which the response matched the underlying rule set by the exper-
imenters. Figure 3.5 shows that the most successful participants in the task were fitted
with the lowest values for both the learning rate and temperature. A lower temperature
suggests less guessing and so would be expected to be a good strategy. A low learning
rate means that responses would be slow to respond to negative feedback. Having a
low learning rate, a participant is able to ignore randomly occurring losses but this may
also mean that responses to changes in the underlying rule are also slow.
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Figure 3.5: Fit parameters for all participants for the RL model coloured to show the
level of maximising displayed by each participant.
Figure 3.6 shows the fit parameters for the WL model, the fit temperature was
significantly higher after a loss than a win, t(29) = 5.61, p < 0.0001 with means of
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0.87 and 0.35 after a loss and a win respectively. As a high temperature makes the
probabilities for each action closer to each other, according to this model, participants
chose more randomly after a loss than a win.
The fit learning rates were significantly higher after a win than after a loss, with
means of 0.77 and 0.52 respectively, t(29) = 4.52, p < 0.0001. A lower learning rate
after a loss implies that losses have less influence on the underlying belief, which allows
behaviour to respond slowly to occasional negative feedback. This way people can
take advantage of stable periods by not switching to the opposite response type when
occasionally losing points when using the most likely response.
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Figure 3.6: Fit parameters for all participants for the WL model with the learning rates
on the left and temperatures on the right.
Figure 3.7 shows the relationship between the fit parameter values for the WL model
and their equivalent parameters under the RL model. The WL learning rate after a
loss is strongly correlated to the RL learning rate (r(28) = 0.88, p < 0.0001) and the
WL temperature after a win to the RL temperature (r(28) = 0.88, p < 0.0001). The
correlations between WL learning rate after a win and WL temperature after a loss and
their RL equivalents are not so strong. For a given RL learning rate, there is a range of
fit WL learning rates after a win, likewise for temperature after a loss. These differences
allow the WL model to fit individual differences in human behaviour better than the
RL model.
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Figure 3.7: Relation between the RL parameters and their equivalents in the WL model
for each participant.
3.4.2 Parameter recovery
If the fit parameters are reliable, it should be possible to take simulated data, which
has been generated using known parameters, and accurately estimate those parameters
(Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2011). For each model, parameters representing ‘typical par-
ticipants’ were chosen. Each model’s learning rules were used, with a random number
generator to convert the probabilities calculated by the model to actual actions at each
trial, to generate two sets of simulated responses to each participant’s observed out-
comes. This gave sets of actions to observed stimuli which were processed in the same
way as the original participant responses to give estimated parameters for the simulated
responses.
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Figure 3.8: Parameters fit to data generated using the parameter values shown by
crosses using the WL model.
Figure 3.8 shows that the fit parameters for the WL model are clustered around the
parameters used for data generation which are shown by crosses suggesting that the
parameters are reliable. For the higher temperature parameters, there is more spread
in the fit parameters than for the lower temperature parameters, especially for the
temperature after loss.
The left of Figure 3.9 shows the parameters representing probabilities in the struc-
ture of the HMM fit to participant behaviour. The error probability is the probability
of losing when using the response type associated with the current rule. If the par-
ticipants had understood the experimental generation of outcomes and were applying
that knowledge, I would expect the fit parameters to be close to those approximating
the generation of data, indicated by a cross on the left of Figure 3.9. The generative
environment had equal numbers of blocks with feedback validity (FV) of 83% and 73%,
giving an average probability of 22% of losing when using the response associated with
the current underlying rule, the error probability. To approximate the probability of
a rule switch, I used a probability of 0.021 based on 5 switches in 240 trials, having
switches after 120 or 30 trials, the study having equal numbers of stable and volatile
blocks as described in Chapter 2. The HMM assumes that this probability is constant,
but the blocks of trials gave structure to the switches in the generative environment.
The right of Figure 3.9 shows the parameters fit to data generated using the HMM
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Figure 3.9: Left: Parameters relating to the probabilistic structure of the HMM fit to
participant behaviour, with the structure of the generating environment approximated
by a cross. Right: Fit parameters for the HMM to data generated with the parameters
shown by crosses.
with parameter values shown by crosses. For the HMM, the spread of fit parameters
away from the data generation parameters shows that the parameters are not well
recovered. In particular, for several participants the fit value for the error probability
was 0.49, that is the probability of losing when using the response type associated with
the current rule. Fitting parameters to data generated with this parameter value, the
estimated parameter values covered the whole range of feasible values. For the data
generated with parameters closer to the actual experimental data, the fit parameters
are not so widely spread. This suggests that if participants had made their responses
in line with a reasonable estimation of the generative structure, this would have been
recovered in the data.
3.4.3 Model recovery
Of the models tested, I found that the WL model was the best fit to participant
data. If data is generated as described in the previous section and then each model is
fitted to the generated data and the model fits are compared, rather than just fitting
the model which generated the data, the best fit model should be that which generated
the data. Using the simulated data from the previous section, I compared the fit of
each model as in the analysis of participant data. Table 3.2 shows the percentage of
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simulations using each model which were best fit by each model. The correct model has
been identified in most cases for all of the models.
Simulated model
RL WL HMM VOL
Fit model
RL 99.6 8.6 18.8 0
WL 0.4 86.0 1.6 0
HMM 0 5.1 78.5 0.8
VOL 0 0.3 1.1 99.2
Table 3.2: Percentage of best fit models to simulations using each of the models.
The largest incorrect identification was the finding that the RL model was the best
fit for 18.8% of the simulations by the HMM. The wrongly identified simulations were
those which had the parameter for the error probability set to 0.49, and the probability
of a switch set to 0.35. This was also the set of parameters which could not be reliably
recovered from the simulated data as described above. A simulation using these param-
eters always gives probabilities close to 0.5 for each response with slight preference in
line with the most recent outcome. Reinforcement learning produces responses in line
with the most recent outcome by setting the learning rate to one, and the probabilities
remain close to 0.5 by setting a high value for temperature. In this way the same be-
haviour can be achieved by the HMM and RL models. Using BIC to compare models,
RL will be preferred as the RL model has two parameters compared to four for the
HMM.
3.4.4 How well can these learning methods do?
Human behaviour in the task of Bland & Schaefer (2011) was best fit by the WL
model. Other researchers making similar model comparisons consider Bayesian models
to be better in this type of task, (e.g. Behrens et al., 2007; Hampton et al., 2006). I
now test which model gives better performance at the task when carried out by an ideal
agent. By ideal agent, I mean an agent which always selects the action which the model
suggests is most likely to give a reward, and the model parameters are chosen to give
the highest number of rewards for the task. I used the sequence of outcomes received
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by each participant in the task and then compared the best performance of each model
on each participant’s trials.
For the RL and WL models, the best parameters were found by a grid search over
all possible values of the learning rates at intervals of 0.01. As these ideal agents always
choose the preferred action given by the model belief, no temperature parameters are
required. For the WL model, a learning rate after a win of 0.48 and after a loss of 0.24
maximised rewards. A learning rate of 0.2 gave maximum rewards for the RL model.
The WL model won significantly more rewards than the RL model t(30) = 3.53, p =
0.0014.
For the HMM, I searched the parameter space in the region of those parameters
approximating the generative environment to find the best performance. The param-
eters approximating the generative environment are described in Section 3.4.2. The
parameters which maximised rewards were 0.021 for the switch probability and 0.2 for
the error probability. There was no significant difference between the performance of
the WL and HMM models t(30) = 1, p = 0.33. The HMM was significantly better than
the VOL model, t(30) = 4.98, p < 0.0001.
Figure 3.10 shows the maximising behaviour, aligned with the experimental rule,
of the ideal WL model in comparison to that of the participants. The percentage of
responses in line with the underlying experimental rule were averaged over all partici-
pants and the ideal WL model for trials following rule switches, with each of the levels
of FV shown separately. The ideal WL model has parameter values which optimise be-
haviour over all trials, not just volatile blocks. The ideal WL model far outperforms the
participants and reaches a steady level of maximising at 100% in the high FV condition.
As well as being able to outperform humans when used by an ideal agent, the WL
model can also closely simulate human behaviour. Ten sets of simulated responses were
generated using the WL models with the fit parameters and the sequence of outcomes
for each individual participant. Figure 3.10 shows that the simulations closely replicate
the aggregate performance of the participants. Although only volatile blocks are shown,
the parameters used in the simulations were those fit to participant behaviour across all
trials regardless of the experimental conditions. Maximising behaviour of participants
and simulations quickly adapts to a rule switch and reaches a plateau which is approx-
imately equal to the level of feedback validity (probability matching). For trials 21 to
30 following a switch in the high feedback validity (FV = 83%) condition, participants
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Figure 3.10: Performance of humans and the WL model following a rule switch, ag-
gregated over volatile blocks only. The WL model run by an ideal agent (red) can
outperform humans (dashed cyan). The WL model can also simulate human behaviour
at this aggregate level when using parameters fit to human behaviour (black)
showed maximising of 82% and the WL simulation 81%. In the low feedback validity
condition (FV = 73%), maximising by participants and the WL model was 73%.
3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Summary of results
I found that a reinforcement learning model with separate parameters according to
whether the previous trial resulted in a win or a loss (WL) gave a significantly better
description of human behaviour in the two-alternative probabilistic learning task with
rule reversals of Bland & Schaefer (2011) than the other models tested. The Bayesian
learning models are able to adapt to changes in the environment. However, the WL
model was a better fit to the behaviour than the other models although it has constant
parameters throughout all trials. The difference between the fit of my WL model and
standard reinforcement learning (RL) applied even when the WL model was penalised
due to having more parameters than the RL model. In the WL model, the fit learning
rate and temperature parameters showed a significant difference between the fit values
following a win and a loss.
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Comparing the performance of ideal agents on the task, I found no significant dif-
ference between the HMM and WL models. Ideal agents have parameters which are
chosen to maximise rewards given the model and always choose the option given by
the model as the most favourable. Bayesian models are constructed to make optimal
decisions, providing that the assumptions underlying the models are correct. Although
the assumptions of the Bayesian models are based on the experimental structure used to
generate rewards, the HMM or VOL models as implemented and tested in this case did
not outperform the WL model on this task although the WL model does not adjust its
learning rate to accommodate different levels of unexpected uncertainty and volatility.
Using ideal agents, I found a small but significant improvement in performance of
the WL model compared to the RL model on this particular task. All of the models,
when used by ideal agents, far outperform human behaviour.
3.5.2 Relation to other work
As the Bayesian and reinforcement learning based models make different assump-
tions about the environment, comparing the fit of different models to human behaviour
can give insights into the assumptions people make about the environment. The HMM
I implemented, as with that of Hampton et al. (2006), assumes that there will be rule
switches within probabilistic feedback. My VOL model, based on that of Behrens et al.
(2007), expects not only rule switches but also that the frequency of switches depends
on the level of volatility in the environment.
As described in Chapter 2, in comparing reinforcement learning and Bayesian models
to human behaviour, both Hampton et al. (2006) and Behrens et al. (2007) concluded
that the Bayesian models were a better fit to behaviour.
When Hampton et al. (2006) compared a hidden Markov model to a reinforcement
learning model, the reinforcement learning model made no assumptions about the struc-
ture of the environment. This reinforcement learning model would be most similar to
my uncoupled reinforcement learning model (UNC) which as explained above was a
poor fit to behaviour. As with Hampton et al. (2006), I found that a hidden Markov
model (HMM) was a better fit to behaviour than such a reinforcement learning model.
My uncoupled reinforcement learning model, however, was not as good a fit as either
the RL and WL models. From this I conclude, as did Hampton et al. (2006), that par-
ticipants made some assumptions about the environment but I have no evidence that
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they adjusted their rate of learning according to the structure of volatile and stable
periods within a probabilistic environment. The task of Hampton et al. (2006) did not
have the two options coupled and so is not directly comparable to the task of Bland &
Schaefer (2011). By comparing my UNC and RL models, I found strong evidence that
the participants of Bland & Schaefer (2011) did expect the environment to be coupled.
It is possible that participants in other studies would also make that assumption when
actually it would be incorrect to do so. As the instructions given to participants in
tasks can have a strong effect on their behaviour, for example in the findings of Taylor
et al. (2012) described in Chapter 2, I expect that instructions would make a difference
to assumptions of the structure of an environment.
In my investigations of behaviour, I have focussed on modelling differential responses
to losses and gains. Yechiam & Hochman (2013b) proposed a loss-attention mechanism
and suggest that losses decrease the amount of randomisation. In the task I consider,
unlike that of Yechiam & Hochman (2013a), the participants could not avoid losses as
there was no way to predict the outcome on individual trials. I find a higher temperature
after individual losses, implying that participants are less likely to follow the underlying
belief after a loss. This does not necessarily conflict with the idea of loss-attention,
as adding randomness to a response after a loss may be a mechanism for testing an
underlying belief without making a large adjustment to that belief.
When modelling the different effects of wins and losses, Ito & Doya (2009) and
Guitart-Masip et al. (2012) fit different reward values following a win or a loss. To
maintain the symmetry of the task I study in which exactly one response is correct on
each trial, I have taken a different approach and fit a separate learning rate, rather than
reward value, following wins and losses. This is equivalent to fitting a different learning
rate according to the sign of the prediction error, or whether the outcome was better or
worse than expected.
Fitting a different learning rate after a win or a loss, I find, as did Frank et al.
(2007), that the mean learning rate following a win is higher than that after a loss.
Frank et al. (2007) use softmax action selection to model the actual response made, but
they used a single constant temperature parameter for each participant which did not
vary according to whether a win or a loss had occurred previously. I found that the fit of
the model improved by allowing both learning rate and temperature to have parameters
which depended on the outcome of the previous trial. I suggest that a combination of
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two learning rates and two temperatures can be used to characterise the behaviour of
an individual.
Niv et al. (2012) and more recently Gershman (2015) found a higher learning rate
after a negative prediction error than a positive prediction error. That is a higher
learning rate when the outcome was worse than expected, equivalent to a loss in my
modelling, so my fit of a higher learning rate after a win does not align with the findings
of Niv et al. (2012) and Gershman (2015).
Bayesian models can optimise the number of rewards received when the assumed
structure for the Bayesian inference exactly matches the underlying structure of the
task. I examined the performance of the learning models when, rather than being fit to
human behaviour, the model parameters were selected to maximise the total number
of rewards achieved in the task considered here. I use the term ideal agent to describe
this use of the model. In this task, the rewards obtained by an ideal agent using the
WL model was not significantly different to that of the ideal HMM. The ideal HMM
was set up with parameters to closely resemble the structure of the environment set in
Bland & Schaefer (2011), but with the assumption of a small but constant probability
of a rule switch. In the experiment, rule switches only occurred at the ends of blocks
of 30 or 120 trials. The HMM also assumes that for each environmental state, there is
a constant probability of each outcome. However, the experimental data was generated
using two levels of FV, of 83.3% and 73.3% as described in Chapter 2, with outcomes
randomised to give the correct proportion of outcomes aligned with the underlying rule
within a block. I do not believe that these differences between the generative process
and the assumptions of the HMM significantly hamper the performance of the HMM.
I believe that the ideal agent using the WL model is approaching an optimal level of
response in this task. The ideal HMM also performed significantly better than the VOL
model, my implementation of the model of Behrens et al. (2007).
The ideal WL model had a small but significant advantage over the ideal RL model in
the task. The parameters for the ideal WL model, those which gave the best performance
in the task, were learning rates of 0.48 after a win and 0.24 after a loss. This finding
that the ideal WL model outperformed the ideal RL model, that is that asymmetric
learning rates according to wins and losses, have an advantage over a single learning
rate is in accordance with the work of Caze´ & van der Meer (2013). Caze´ & van der
Meer (2013) examined the advantages of asymmetric learning rates more generally with
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a range of reward probabilities but in static tasks, that is with no rule switches. I have
shown that also in a task with environmental switches, asymmetric learning rates can
be advantageous. As my focus is on modelling human behaviour, I have not investigated
the impact of different volatility levels or feedback validity on this finding.
The tasks studied by Caze´ & van der Meer (2013) do not have coupled outcomes, so
exploration is needed and it would not be appropriate to always take the option with
the highest belief as I did when testing ideal agents. Caze´ & van der Meer (2013) used
softmax action selection with a constant temperature parameter to model the action
taken. It would be interesting to consider asymmetric temperatures implemented in the
work of Caze´ & van der Meer (2013).
As with the ideal agent, the participants in the study had significantly higher fit
learning rates after a win than a loss, although the parameters fit to human behaviour
were generally higher than the ideal parameters, with means for the participants of 0.76
and 0.52 for the learning rates after a win and a loss respectively. When running any of
the models as ideal agents, they all far outperform human behaviour. The ideal agents
do not have any randomisation of their responses whereas softmax action selection has
been included when modelling human behaviour.
3.5.3 Assumptions and limitations
The task considered here, having coupled outcomes in which one or the other re-
sponse is correct, does not require any exploration, or trying the different alternatives to
see if things have changed. The participants were expected to know that if the button
press was incorrect, then the other button would have been correct. Exploration is an
important feature of learning from experience (see e.g. Cohen et al., 2007). Tasks which
have more than two options automatically require exploration, as negative feedback
does not show what would have been the correct response. It will accordingly be more
difficult to learn when there are more alternatives.
It has been acknowledged that standard reinforcement algorithms are not suitable in
complex situations in which there may be many possible states or actions (e.g. Botvinick
et al., 2009). The task considered here having been carried out in a psychology labora-
tory, had two clearly distinguishable stimuli and response buttons with clear feedback
immediately after each trial. In real life the actions available are not always clear and
it is often the case that many actions may have been taken when a reward is received
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so it might not be clear which action or sequence of actions were most useful, this is
known as the credit assignment problem (Sutton & Barto, 1998).
Wilson & Niv (2012) compared optimal performance between a Bayesian and non-
Bayesian model in their probabilistic learning task and the Bayesian model clearly had
superior performance. My finding that my ideal WL reinforcement learning model
performs as well as the HMM may be restricted to the case of coupled two alternative
tasks. Additionally, the level of feedback validity or volatility might affect the relative
performance of the different styles of responding.
The modelling presented here assumes that whatever decision making processes the
participants use to make their responses, these remain constant for the whole task. I
have not included any modelling which incorporates meta-learning, or the changing of
parameters over time as a participant learns a task. Krugel et al. (2009) proposed a
mechanism for changing the learning rate during a probabilistic reversal-learning task
to allow more flexible response to reversals than would otherwise be the case with
reinforcement learning. When adding meta-learning to a model, this often involves
adding additional parameters to the model which then means the models are penalised
more heavily in comparison, for example when applying BIC as I have done.
I have assumed that the task instructions give participants enough information to
form a model. Some studies have found that a Bayesian model is a better fit to human
behaviour only in conditions when participants have been told to expect changes in rule
(Payzan-LeNestour & Bossaerts, 2011; Wilson & Niv, 2012). In the study I examine,
participants were not given such information.
3.6 Conclusions
I found that a reinforcement learning model with separate parameters for a trial
following a win to those following a loss gave a better fit to the behaviour in the study
of Bland & Schaefer (2011) than the other models tested. For most of the participants,
the fit learning rate after a win was higher than that after a loss which also reflected
the relationship between the parameters found to be the best for the task when carried
out by an ideal agent.
Having found a particular model to be a good fit to human behaviour, it is important
to consider how plausible it is that the model could be implemented neurally. In the
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next chapter, I describe the basal ganglia, an area of the brain known to be important in
learning and action selection. I review existing neuro-computational models of decision
making which are based on basal ganglia circuits.
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Chapter 4
Basal Ganglia
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, I described algorithmic approaches to modelling human behaviour as
recorded in the psychological task of Bland & Schaefer (2011) described in Chapter 2.
Such approaches can give insight into the processes carried out, but it is also important
to consider how those models might be implemented in the brain (Mars et al., 2012).
The basal ganglia are a set of interconnected brain areas which have long been known
to be involved in the selection of motor output (see e.g. Redgrave et al., 2010). It is now
known that the basal ganglia also play an important part in reinforcement learning in the
brain (see e.g. DeLong & Wichmann, 2010; Redgrave et al., 2011). Through changes to
connections in the basal ganglia, stimuli can become associated to rewarding outcomes
(see e.g. Redgrave et al., 2011). The basal ganglia are subcortical, near the centre of
the brain, roughly shown by the red area in the plastic brain shown in Figure 4.1.
The task of Bland & Schaefer (2011) requires the participants to press one of two
buttons to indicate their responses, that is they have to select motor output to pro-
duce the movement required to press a button. To succeed in the task, they have to
learn associations between the colour of the stimulus shown and the response which is
rewarded. This takes the form of reinforcement learning which is driven by feedback in
terms of being told whether they won or lost following each button press. As the basal
ganglia are involved in these functions, they provide a good focus for investigating how
the psychological task may be carried out in the brain.
I describe how understanding has built up on the connections of the basal ganglia
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Figure 4.1: Approximate location of the basal ganglia shown in red in the centre of the
brain.
nuclei and how those connections allow signals to be processed which contribute to
decision making. These findings have become established as models of information flow
along pathways in the basal ganglia.
Modelling information flow using a diagram showing how information passes from
one region of the basal ganglia to another does not allow the study of the dynamics
of the interactions. Computational models of neural processes allow dynamical inter-
actions within isolated circuits to be examined. They also allow experimentation with
different connection strengths to see how the outputs change. Such models can be vali-
dated by comparing their performance to human behaviour measured in psychological
experiments. Computational models can be modified to simulate the effects of condi-
tions such as Parkinson’s disease. Computational models can also be used to suggest
experiments to be carried out by neuroscientists or psychologists. The results of such
experiments can then influence changes to the computational models leading to parallel
advances in neuroscience and computational modelling of neural systems.
I describe a number of published computational models of the basal ganglia. It
would be intractable to model the biological details of every neuron involved in complex
cognitive tasks such as decision making (Cohen & Frank, 2009), so I review models
which simulate the interactions between populations of neurons and consider learning
and decision making at a systems level.
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4.2.1 Structure of the basal ganglia
The basal ganglia receive neural signals from the cortex and the basal ganglia out-
put projects to another region near the centre of the brain, the thalamus, as well as
connections to other brain regions which are not considered here. The basal ganglia
are formed from four main structures, the striatum, globus pallidus, substantia nigra
and subthalamic nucleus. Figure 4.2 shows the approximate relative positions of these
structures within the brain and their relation to the thalamus. Figure 4.2 represents a
vertical section cut from ear to ear.
Figure 4.2: Approximate positions of the basal ganglia nuclei on a coronal section, based
on Wichmann & DeLong (2009).
Neural connections through the basal ganglia allow signals to be transmitted from
a cortical area, through the basal ganglia to the thalamus and back to the same area of
the cortex. These connections thus form circuits or loops with separate parallel loops
thought to be used for different processes (Alexander et al., 1986). These loops are
involved in eye and limb movements, cortical function and emotions.
Input to the basal ganglia from the cortex passes to the striatum. Although the
globus pallidus and substantia nigra are identified as single regions within the basal
ganglia based on anatomical appearance, both of these are now considered to consist of
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two separate areas. The globus pallidus consists of the globus pallidus internal (GPi)
and the globus pallidus external (GPe).
The substantia nigra contains the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) and the
substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr). Output from the basal ganglia passes to the
thalamus from the GPi and SNr, these two regions are often considered to be a single
output structure with an internal separation, denoted GPi/SNr (Wichmann & DeLong,
2009).
Within the basal ganglia circuits, Alexander & Crutcher (1990) observed that there
are multiple parallel pathways through which signals can pass from the striatum to the
GPi/SNr, as shown in Figure 4.3. Using the direct pathway, information flows straight
from the striatum to the GPi/SNr. Information travelling via the indirect pathway
passes through the GPe and STN in order to reach the GPi/SNr. Traditionally, as
suggested in Figure 4.3, it was thought that completely separate areas of the striatum
formed part of the direct and indirect pathways. It is now known that some individual
neurons in the striatum project to both the GPi and GPe (Nambu, 2008).
Within the indirect pathway, the output from the STN is excitatory, tending to
increase the activity in the connected populations. The other nodes of the basal ganglia
have inhibitory effects on the later nodes in the system.
Striatum
Cortex
GPe
GPi/SNr
Thalamus
STN
indirect
pathway
direct
pathway
Excitatory
Inhibitory
Figure 4.3: Direct and indirect pathways in the basal ganglia as identified by Alexander
& Crutcher (1990). Dotted lines indicate multiple nodes in the same region.
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Chevalier & Deniau (1990) described the disinhibition mechanism by which infor-
mation is passed from the striatum to the thalamus. Considering the direct pathway,
the normal state for GPi/SNr neurons is to emit spikes at about 100 Hz. This is known
as tonic output and inhibits the thalamus thus preventing the production of an action.
When the striatum fires, this inhibits GPi/SNr and so prevents the normal inhibition
signal from GPi/SNr to the thalamus. The loss of an inhibition signal is known as
disinhibition. Like the GPi/SNr, neurons in the GPe and STN are also tonically active.
Smith et al. (1998) added to the understanding of the indirect pathway by including
a connection from GPe to GPi/SNr giving the network shown in Figure 4.4.
Striatum
Cortex
GPe
GPi/SNr
Thalamus
STN
indirect
pathway
direct
pathway
Excitatory
Inhibitory
Figure 4.4: Direct and indirect pathways in the basal ganglia as identified by Smith
et al. (1998).
Additional connections involving the STN, but not shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4,
were known by Alexander & Crutcher (1990) and Smith et al. (1998) but not highlighted
in their descriptions of the direct and indirect pathways. The STN is, along with the
striatum, a source of input to the basal ganglia, receiving signals from the cortex. Input
to the STN from the cortex is directed from areas involved in motor control, whereas
input to the striatum is from many cortical areas (Nelson & Kreitzer, 2014). In addition
to receiving input from the GPe as shown in Figure 4.4, the STN projects excitatory
output to the GPe, these reciprocal connections form the STN–GPe loop and can lead
to complex firing patterns.
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Nambu et al. (2002) highlighted the importance of the connections between the
cortex and the STN. They gave the name ‘hyperdirect’ pathway to the connections
from the cortex to GPi/SNr through the STN. Figure 4.5 shows this new pathway in
addition to the previous two. Nambu et al. (2002) point out that transmission times
for signals passing along the hyperdirect pathway is shorter than that for the direct or
indirect pathway.
Striatum
Cortex
GPe
GPi/SNr
ThalamusSTN
indirect
pathway
direct
pathway
hyperdirect
pathway Excitatory
Inhibitory
Figure 4.5: Addition of the hyperdirect pathway to the basal ganglia, showing the
connections as presented by Nambu et al. (2002).
The connections shown in Figure 4.5 include those which have been the focus of
computational models of the basal ganglia. Although this general connection structure
has been discovered through experiment, it is still very much a simplification. It is
also known, for example that the GPe projects to itself and to the striatum (Nambu,
2008). It is also not clear how much segregation there is between subpopulations which
represent different stimuli or different aspects of a task. Nambu (2008) and Calabresi
et al. (2014) have described problems with the simple model of direct and indirect
pathways. There are different ideas of how the direct and indirect pathways interact
in order to produce behaviour. Some explanations assume that the connection from
the STN to the GPi/SNr is diffuse in that activation of one subpopulation in the STN
increases activity in all, or many, subpopulations in the GPi/SNr. Other researchers
suggest that activation in STN passes to corresponding subpopulations in the GPi/SNr.
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Calabresi et al. (2014) also point out that both direct and indirect pathways are
involved in action selection and that it is now known that many neurons in the striatum
connect to neurons in both pathways.
4.2.2 Learning in the basal ganglia
So far the descriptions of the basal ganglia consider how areas of the basal ganglia
are connected and how those connections might enable action selection, but do not
describe changes over time which enable responses to adapt to the environment.
I included the SNc in the description of the basal ganglia but I have not given any
role for this region. Neurons in the SNc fire in response to rewards and release the
neurotransmitter dopamine (Schultz, 1992). Schultz (1992) describes how dopamine
neurons respond to a reward and that the response can be the same for different rewards.
When a cue consistently predicts a reward, then the SNc firing occurs when the cue is
presented rather than at the time of the reward. When an animal is overtrained using
many thousands of trials, the response is small. A response at the original level occurs
when the animal is presented with a new but similar task. Schultz (1992) concludes
that dopamine is released in response to novel and unexpected stimuli.
Further research has shown that the dopamine response correlates with the predic-
tion error, or how different the received reward was to the expected reward (see e.g. Niv,
2009; Redgrave et al., 2011; Schultz, 1998). In Chapter 3, we saw that the prediction
error was an important feature of reinforcement learning. This forms a link between the
algorithmic style of modelling behaviour using reinforcement learning as in Chapter 3
and the underlying neural implementations of such learning. Dopamine signals which
occur in response to rewards, or the lack thereof, are termed phasic dopamine and the
signal is of short duration. This is in contrast to an underlying level of dopamine, known
as tonic dopamine.
Foerde & Shohamy (2011) give a review of the role of dopamine in reward learning
in the basal ganglia. When an expected reward is not received, there is a dip in the
firing of the SNc neurons and so a dip in the dopamine level available in other areas.
When rewards are delivered probabilistically, the amount of dopamine released at the
time of the cue and the outcome depend on the probability of reward.
Dopamine produced in the SNc spreads to many areas of the brain, but the impact
of dopamine levels on the striatum has become the focus of much research. Neurons in
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the striatum have receptors which respond to dopamine and occur in two main types,
D1 and D2 (see e.g. Gerfen, 1992). At the simplified level of considering the direct and
indirect pathways as segregated, cells in the direct pathway mainly have D1 receptors
and in the indirect pathway D2 receptors. The different responses and distribution of
these receptors mean that dopamine received in the striatum has different effects in the
direct and indirect pathways and produces different effects in response to rewards and
to punishments. Dopamine affects both the excitability of striatal neurons and their
plasticity, that is the strength of connections to the striatum. In the direct pathway, high
dopamine makes the striatal neurons more likely to fire and promotes the strengthening
of connections to those neurons. In the indirect pathway, high dopamine decreases the
chance of firing to a given input and encourages the weakening of connections (see e.g.
Cohen & Frank, 2009).
4.2.3 The basal ganglia and Parkinson’s disease
The basal ganglia have received a lot of attention due to their association with
Parkinson’s disease (DeLong & Wichmann, 2010; Lanciego et al., 2012; Nelson & Kre-
itzer, 2014; Redgrave et al., 2010). The most notable symptoms of Parkinson’s disease
are a lack and slowness of voluntary movements and also tremor. As described in the
section on learning, neurons in the SNc produce dopamine which affects other parts of
the basal ganglia. In Parkinson’s disease, neurons in the SNc die and so there is less
dopamine in the rest of the basal ganglia. The impact of this lack of dopamine is often
thought to change the balance of activation between the direct and indirect pathways
leading to higher than normal activity in the STN leading to higher activity in the
GPi/SNr which in turn makes movement less likely (Lanciego et al., 2012). Although
there remain many questions about the mechanisms of Parkinson’s disease, it is now
acknowledged that this description is somewhat simplistic (Obeso et al., 2008; Wein-
berger & Dostrovsky, 2011). Weinberger & Dostrovsky (2011) describe how patterns
of firing, in particular oscillatory activity, are now believed to play an important part
in Parkinson’s disease. The reciprocal connections between the STN and the GPe are
known to allow oscillations which are implicated in Parkinson’s disease.
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4.3.1 Introduction
As described in Section 4.2.1, the basal ganglia can be thought of as comprising
many different nodes giving what are frequently described as three separate pathways.
It is too complicated to just examine a circuit diagram and work out the behaviour of
the system, or to calculate it mathematically. Computational modelling allows us to
examine complex interactions between the neural populations, and to investigate the
effects of different parameters in the system.
Recent reviews of computational models of the basal ganglia are given by Schroll &
Hamker (2013) and Helie et al. (2013). Both reviews consider computational models
which simplify the biological details in order to investigate the production of complex
behaviour, described as computational cognitive neuroscience models by Helie et al.
(2013). The reviews of Schroll & Hamker (2013) and Helie et al. (2013) each have a
different focus: Helie et al. (2013) concentrate on the use of computational models to
investigate the functions of different parts of the basal ganglia; and Schroll & Hamker
(2013) look at the cognitive and motor outputs of various models. The different focusses
for these reviews serves to highlight the fact that computational modelling of the basal
ganglia does not always have the same aims. Different researchers asking different
questions include different nodes of the basal ganglia or different additional circuits
beyond the basal ganglia.
The studies I consider here nearly all include the direct pathway, but not all include
the indirect or hyperdirect pathways. For the models I describe here, Table 4.1 shows
which of the main pathways described in Section 4.2.1 are included in the models.
In addition to briefly describing some of the long-standing computational models of
the basal ganglia, I will focus on models which include aspects of learning and individual
differences in responses.
4.3.2 Review of selected models
Gurney et al. (2001) created a model of action selection which interprets the path-
ways in the basal ganglia in a different way to the commonly used notions of direct
indirect and hyperdirect pathways. Instead they describe a separation between select
and control pathways, where the select pathway comprises the pathway from the cortex
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Direct Indirect Hyperdirect
Gurney et al. (2001) ! ! !
Humphries et al. (2006) ! ! !
Frank (2005) ! ! #
O’Reilly & Frank (2006) ! ! #
Frank (2006) ! ! !
Joseph et al. (2010) # ! #
Krishnan et al. (2011) ! ! #
Kalva et al. (2012) ! ! #
Humphries et al. (2012) ! ! #
Stocco (2012) ! ! #
Schroll et al. (2012) ! # !
Chersi et al. (2013) ! ! !
Guthrie et al. (2013) ! # !
Baldassarre et al. (2013) ! # !
N’Guyen et al. (2014) ! ! !
Gurney et al. (2015) ! ! !
Table 4.1: Summary of the main basal ganglia pathways included in computational
models discussed in this chapter.
through D1 neurons in the striatum to the GPi/SNr along with the pathway from the
cortex through the STN to the GPi/SNr. The control pathway has a similar pattern
but includes D2 neurons in the striatum and the STN, both projecting to the GPe.
Control signals are then produced by the GPe and projected to both the STN and the
GPi/SNr. This model requires the assumptions that the same signals are transmitted
from the cortex to the striatum as to the STN and that the connections from the STN
to GPi/SNr are diffuse rather than focussed on a specific target. The model of Gur-
ney et al. (2001) has inspired many further computational models of the basal ganglia.
Humphries et al. (2006) added more biological details to the model and compared their
model’s outputs under different levels of simulated dopamine. They showed that their
model could not only select the correct action, but also switch response in response to
a change in the input.
Frank (2005) developed a widely used interpretation of the direct and indirect path-
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ways. As the direct pathway encourages action via the disinhibition process as described
in Section 4.2.1 above, the direct pathway is referred to as the Go pathway. The indi-
rect pathway has the opposite effect on the thalamus, and is named the NoGo pathway.
Within this model stands the idea that the same cortical signal is projected to both
the direct and indirect pathway and the balance between the two signals determines
whether an action is made or not.
Frank (2005) demonstrates the first computational model to incorporate effects of
dopamine to enable learning in the basal ganglia. This model includes the direct and
indirect pathways, but not the hyperdirect pathway, or the STN. The indirect pathway
is based on the direct connection between the GPe and GPi/SNr as shown in Figure 4.5.
The learning mechanism implemented in the models of Frank and colleagues (see e.g.
Frank, 2005) requires the model to be run twice for each trial, each time letting the
activation at the nodes reach a stable state. The model is firstly run with the input
signals and a medium level of dopamine to generate a response, inhibition within the
nodes prevents more than one response from being selected. According to the correctness
of the response, simulated dopamine is increased or decreased and the model run again.
The model is based on the assumption that there is an increase in dopamine which
increases the activation in the direct pathway in response to a reward and a dip in
dopamine causing increased activation in the indirect pathway in response to negative
feedback. This change in dopamine applies to the pathway relating to the action taken.
Weights in the model are changed to reduce the difference between the two runs of the
model. The model was used to simulate a probabilistic reversal learning task. Frank
(2005) simulated the effects of Parkinson’s disease by altering the amount of dopamine
available. Frank (2005) also investigated changes to the model so that the indirect
pathway provided a more global NoGo signal rather than specific to the action taken.
Frank and colleagues have continued to build on this model, adding additional brain
areas and simulating more complex tasks. This allowed them to look at the interactions
between brain areas and to propose functions for those areas. O’Reilly & Frank (2006)
showed how the model could interact with the cortex so that information could be gated
to working memory. Frank (2006) included known connections of the STN, thus adding
the hyperdirect pathway giving the structure in Figure 4.5. They suggest that the STN
provides a signal which will suppress all responses, and refer to this as a global NoGo
signal.
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As understanding progresses, different questions can be asked. Now I focus on those
models which investigate aspects of exploration and exploitation within action selection.
Many studies of computational models of the basal ganglia do not consider individual
differences within responses. Some, for example Frank (2005) and Frank (2006) consider
the effects of Parkinson’s disease and the difference between this and a healthy brain.
They do not consider the wide range of behaviour within a healthy population and
how the variation may be manifested neurally. This does not mean that the models are
deterministic with no randomness, but that the randomness is present due, for example,
to the initial connection weights being selected randomly, as by Frank (2005).
As softmax action selection is considered to be a good model for the selection of an
action given a set of underlying beliefs (Daw et al., 2006) and is the mechanism I used
when modelling human behaviour in Chapter 3, I am interested in how this could be
implemented in the brain. In particular, I wish to examine possible biological correlates
of a temperature parameter as a characteristic of an individual, with the ability for the
parameter to have separate values following a win and a loss. Randomness as a result of
initially random weights does not give any indication of how temperature could be im-
plemented. I now examine some existing approaches to randomness of responses which
could produce a mechanism which could explain the different temperature parameters
found to fit human behaviour.
Chakravarthy and colleagues have investigated the role of the STN in exploration
(Joseph et al., 2010; Kalva et al., 2012; Krishnan et al., 2011). Although, as indicated
in Table 4.1, these models do not include the hyperdirect pathway they do all include
the STN as part of the indirect pathway from the cortex to the GPi/SNr via the GPe
and the STN. Within this indirect pathway, they also include a recurrent connection
from the STN back to the GPe. Expanding the ideas of Frank (2005) of how high and
low levels of dopamine enhance the Go and NoGo pathways respectively, Joseph et al.
(2010), Krishnan et al. (2011) and Kalva et al. (2012) add the additional concept of
medium levels of dopamine promoting exploration. They see the STN–GPe loop as
important in allowing this exploratory behaviour. Krishnan et al. (2011) and Kalva
et al. (2012) describe models in which both the STN and GPe regions are represented
by 2-dimensional layers of neurons. Each STN and GPe node is connected to the
corresponding node in the opposite layer by one to one connections in each direction.
In addition each layer has lateral connections. Using this arrangement, they find that
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the STN–GPe circuit can produce complex oscillatory and chaotic dynamics. Kalva
et al. (2012) show that chaotic behaviour is more likely when the connections between
the STN back to the GPe and back are relatively strong. Kalva et al. (2012) use the
level of simulated dopamine to determine the characteristics of neurons in the striatum,
STN and GPe. In the striatum, low dopamine causes the indirect pathway neurons to
fire strongly in response to an input, whereas high dopamine gives strong firing in the
direct pathway. In the STN–GPe loop the dependence on dopamine is such that the
nodes are more active under conditions of low dopamine.
Kalva et al. (2012) compare the output of their model to the behaviour of partici-
pants in a two-armed bandit task. They see individual differences between participants
as different thresholds which control the balance between the activation of the direct
and indirect pathway neurons in the striatum under the influence of dopamine. It is not
clear to me whether they keep constant dopamine levels or adjust them according to
feedback in the task. They compare the fit threshold parameters to the inverse of the
temperature when fitting a behavioural softmax model for the action selection stage.
Thus they suggest a possible neural implementation which can give output which has
some similarity to softmax action selection.
Humphries et al. (2012), using a network based on that of Gurney et al. (2001)
with its select and control pathways, proposed that the basal ganglia output at the
SNr can be interpreted as a probability distribution for the actions available. They
propose that differences in exploration and exploitation can arise from different levels
of tonic dopamine. They model the effects of different levels of tonic dopamine on the
excitability of two populations of striatal neurons with two types of dopamine receptors,
D1 and D2 for each action. These two populations give different responses to the same
input. Within their model, the tonic dopamine level is an individual characteristic of
subjects carrying out a task. They modelled a two-alternative task, using reinforcement
learning to set the input to the model. In this reinforcement learning, all simulated sub-
jects had the same learning rate. Through changes to striatal excitability, the different
tonic dopamine levels gave individual differences in response to the task. Interestingly,
these differences would, in other circumstances, have been interpreted as resulting from
different underlying learning strategies, but in their simulation the underlying reinforce-
ment learning model was identical for all simulated subjects. Humphries et al. (2012)
concluded that high levels of tonic dopamine promote exploration and moderate levels
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promote exploitation. They see this effect of tonic dopamine as separable from the
effects of phasic dopamine, which as described above is thought to encode a prediction
error and be involved in long term learning through changing the strengths of con-
nections. They suggest that tonic dopamine may be set from the prefrontal cortex in
response to how uncertain the environment is.
Chersi et al. (2013) also consider the different activity levels of the striatum un-
der different dopamine levels to be important in the generation of randomness. They
consider a task of learning which button operates which of three lights. They simulate
changes in dopamine levels in response to the operation of the correct button. These
dopamine changes affect both the excitability of the striatal neurons and the strengths
of connections so that learning occurs. In addition to learning a task, they show that
their model can also respond to reversals in the environment.
A different aspect of the striatum is proposed by Stocco (2012) to be important in
randomness. Stocco (2012) highlights the inhibitory interneurons which are known to
exist within the striatum but are rarely included in computational models. He suggests
that the amount of exploration could be controlled by a threshold on the activation of
the interneurons which then changes the output from the striatum.
Recent studies of computational models of the basal ganglia have considered other
aspects of information processing. One area of interest is how different loops within
the basal ganglia interact (Baldassarre et al., 2013; Guthrie et al., 2013; N’Guyen et al.,
2014; Schroll et al., 2012). In each of these cases, they compare the output of the models
to experimental data, so it is also useful to see how they incorporate exploration into
these models. Schroll et al. (2012), Baldassarre et al. (2013) and Guthrie et al. (2013)
present models which include the direct and hyperdirect, but not the indirect pathways,
whereas N’Guyen et al. (2014) uses all three pathways. In all these models, the STN
provides a global signal to the GPi/SNr, however, only the model of N’Guyen et al.
(2014) includes recurrent connections between the STN and GPe.
Schroll et al. (2012) present two loops through the prefrontal cortex, basal ganglia
and thalamus which learn the task. These loops bias a motor loop which produces the
response. Schroll et al. (2012) simulate dopamine and use a three factor learning rule,
taking account of pre-synaptic and post-synaptic firing rates and dopamine level, to
adjust the weights of connections in the basal ganglia, including the connections from
the cortex to both striatum and STN and from the striatum to GPi. They state that
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exploration in action selection is supported by random terms in the equations governing
each neural population. Schroll et al. (2012) demonstrate that their model can flexibly
control working memory.
Baldassarre et al. (2013) simulate three loops through the basal ganglia, control-
ling arm movement, visual attention and focus on goals. They focus on intrinsically
motivated learning, that is where there are no goals but learning occurs due to the
agent exploring randomly and observing surprising outcomes, which promote dopamine
release. The agent is able to benefit from the learning when goals are introduced.
Guthrie et al. (2013) describe a decision making task as having two distinct stages.
The first stage is to decide which cue has greater value and the second stage is to
prepare a motor action. They show the striatum as having nodes for the cognitive
and motor aspects as well as having nodes which combine the two. They describe the
exploration phase of the task as being early on before learning has taken place. In this
phase, inherent noise in the system means that there is asymmetry between activation
corresponding to different actions and so an action will be chosen and the model can
learn from the results of its actions.
N’Guyen et al. (2014) investigate the interactions of subcortical and cortical basal
ganglia loops for carrying out tasks. The tasks take simulated visual input representing
colour and spatial information and the basal ganglia system learns to generate output
representing a saccade to the correct position in the visual field such that the saccade is
rewarded. Input to the striatum is biased by a reinforcement learning algorithm which
is applied separately to the basal ganglia circuit. Exploration in the system before
learning has occurred is due to noise which is added to the simulated visual inputs.
Gurney et al. (2015), building on their previous work (e.g. Gurney et al., 2001;
Humphries et al., 2006), propose a new way to incorporate plasticity, or changes of
connection strengths between populations, into a model of the basal ganglia. Their
model of plasticity takes three factors into account: the firing rates of the pre-synaptic
and post-synaptic populations, the dopamine level and the type of dopamine receptor,
D1 or D2. The changes at each level of these three factors are based on extensive data
based on real neurons. Using their plasticity rules, Gurney et al. (2015) investigate the
balance needed between the activity of the D1 and D2 neurons in the striatum in order
for a decision to be reached. They find that both D1 and D2 neurons, that is both the
direct and indirect pathway, need to be active in order to best select an action. This
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study forms an important link between models of neural plasticity and models of action
selection.
4.4 Conclusions
Although the basal ganglia make up only a small part of the brain, the known
anatomical details are complex. The concept of direct and indirect pathways has pro-
vided a useful model, but both Nambu (2008) and Calabresi et al. (2014) have identified
problems with this simple model. They point out that the two pathways are not com-
pletely separated as some neurons in the striatum have been found to connect to both
the GPe and the GPi. Nambu (2008) notes that the hyperdirect pathway forms a faster
connection from the cortex to the GPi/SNr.
Until now, the main focus on understanding the role of dopamine in the basal ganglia
has been on the effects of dopamine on the cortico-striatal connections. The striatum is
not the only point in the basal ganglia which is likely to be influenced by dopamine, as
dopamine is also transmitted to the GPi, GPe and STN (Nambu, 2008). Of these, the
GPe and STN have recurrent connections which can lead to complex firing patterns,
but the influence of these on the basal ganglia function is not known.
Regarding computational models of the basal ganglia more generally, as we have
already seen, different research groups address different questions. In order to focus on
specific aspects of the basal ganglia, researchers have to choose what level of detail to
include in their models. This choice includes deciding which pathways and connections
between nodes to include and at what level of detail to model the neurons, their interac-
tions and any changes in the system. Several of the models discussed (e.g. Frank, 2006;
Gurney et al., 2001) rely on the assumption that the signal from the STN to GPi/SNr
is widely spread or even global. Recent work suggests that the connections between
the STN and GPi/SNr are highly focussed, although they could be less so than the
connections along the direct pathway (Brodal, 2010; DeLong & Wichmann, 2010).
Having produced the computational model described in Chapter 3, I wanted to ex-
plore how that model could be implemented neurally. As highlighted by Cohen & Frank
(2009) it is unusual for the same researcher to consider both an abstract computational
approach and a neural implementation of the same model. In Chapter 5, I introduce the
technique of population density modelling of neural systems that I use for the remainder
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of this thesis. I will give some background into how population level modelling is built
from simplified models of individual neurons.
Before building a model of the basal ganglia in Chapter 6, I show in Chapter 5
some investigations into the STN–GPe loop. Oscillations in the STN–GPe loop are
implicated in Parkinson’s disease (Weinberger & Dostrovsky, 2011) leading to studies of
computational models of the STN–GPe loop in isolation (e.g. Merrison-Hort & Borisyuk,
2013; Nevado Holgado et al., 2010). I show my results obtained using population density
modelling can be related to those using other techniques.
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Chapter 5
Population Density Models
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter I introduce the method of population density modelling for neural
systems, which I use in the remainder of this thesis. I give a brief outline of the
underlying theory for population density modelling and a comparison to other styles of
computational modelling of groups of neurons. I show that population density modelling
can be used to replicate and build on research based on other modelling styles.
In order to introduce population density modelling, I first give an overview of the
underlying simplification of the properties of neurons and their interactions which is
used. Neurons produce electrical signals called action potentials, a process also known
as firing. The action potential is a large and rapid change in voltage between the inside
and the outside of the neuron, the membrane potential. This electrical signal can travel
very rapidly between neurons, forming a method of information transfer. A message is
passed from one neuron to another at a junction called a synapse. Each individual action
potential from a neuron has the same electrical properties, information is transmitted
using the timings of the action potentials, that is the pattern of firing. In this thesis,
an action potential is taken to be an instantaneous event after which the neuron cannot
fire again for a set time period, the refractory period.
5.2 Leaky integrate and fire neurons
Here I introduce a commonly used model of neuronal activity, the leaky integrate
and fire model, which also forms the underlying model for the neural simulations I
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present. The leaky integrate and fire model was introduced by Lapicque (1907) (avail-
able in translation, Brunel & van Rossum (2007)) and allows modelling of the membrane
potential of a neuron.
Without giving any details of the chemical properties, a neuron has a membrane
which forms a lipid bilayer through which ions can pass. There will be different con-
centrations of different ions on the inside and the outside of the neuronal cell. At
equilibrium, the resting membrane potential, the forces on the ions due to the different
concentrations will be balanced by a potential difference across the membrane. Fig-
ure 5.1 gives a schematic illustration of the changes in membrane potential, with the
initial state being the resting potential.
Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of an individual neuronal action potential.
If a small temporary increase in voltage is externally applied across the membrane,
the membrane potential will afterwards decay back to its equilibrium potential. Fig-
ure 5.1 shows this with an increase in voltage after the stimulus is applied and the
lines shown by * decaying back to the resting potential. When a large enough voltage
is applied so that the membrane potential exceeds a threshold, the neuron is said to
become active. The voltage rises very quickly with no additional external input. This
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occurs due to changes in the properties of the membrane allowing different ions to pass
through. The neuron is said to have fired, or an action potential to have been gen-
erated. The membrane potential then decreases and dips below the resting potential,
this dip is known as hyperpolarisation. These features are shown in Figure 5.1. The
resting potential is typically -70 mV, so the increase in membrane potential is called
depolarisation, and the peak of the action potential at about 40 mV.
The leaky integrate and fire model simulates changes in membrane potential when
below threshold. The action potential can be assumed to be an instantaneous spike
after which the membrane potential is reset to a reset potential after a fixed time, the
refractory period. For simplicity, I will assume that the reset potential is the same as the
resting potential. The potential difference between the inside and outside of a neuron
can be considered as forming an electrical circuit containing a resistor and a capacitor,
as illustrated in Figure 5.2. In Figure 5.2 the top and bottom represent the outside and
inside of the neuron respectively, so the potential difference, V , is that across the cell
wall, that is the membrane potential.
R C V
I
Figure 5.2: RC circuit representation of the membrane of a neuron, used in the leaky
integrate and fire model.
To derive the equation for the change in membrane potential of a leaky integrate
and fire neuron using the circuit diagram Figure 5.1, consider V to be the membrane
potential at an instant in time, then
I = IR + IC (5.1)
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where I is the external current applied to the neuron, IR is the leak current through
the resistor which will act to restore the potential to the resting value, Vr, and IC is the
current due to the charging of the capacitor. Using Ohm’s Law
IR =
V − Vr
R
(5.2)
From the definition of a capacitor
Q = V C (5.3)
where Q is the charge, V is the voltage across the capacitor and C is the capacitance.
Current is the rate of change of charge so
IC = C
dV
dt
(5.4)
Substituting equations 5.2 and 5.4 into equation 5.1 gives
I =
V − Vr
R
+ C
dV
dt
(5.5)
Rearranging and setting τ = RC, this constant being known as the membrane time
constant of the neuron, gives
τ
dV
dt
= −(V − Vr) +RI. (5.6)
Equation 5.6 gives the dynamics of the membrane potential of a neuron under the
leaky integrate and fire model while the membrane potential is below the threshold.
This model does not incorporate the action potential, or spike, itself. The timing of
a spike is given by the time at which the membrane potential, V reaches a threshold.
When this has occurred, and possibly after a period of delay, the absolute refractory
period, the membrane potential, V , is set to the reset potential. If a constant current is
applied, which is high enough to cause the neuron to spike, it will continue to do so at
regular intervals. Rather than merely recording the timing of each spike, it is usual to
calculate the mean firing rate by averaging the number of spikes over a time window.
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5.3 Modelling groups of neurons
Neurons do not operate in isolation, a human brain has many billions of neurons each
of which may have connections from many thousands of others. There is structure to the
organisation of neurons such that local populations of neurons have similar properties.
One way to model connected populations of neurons is to model each neuron indi-
vidually, including modelling the changes in membrane potential when individual action
potentials are propagated from one neuron to another. Modelling many neurons this
way is computationally expensive and requires many parameters to be specified. Chersi
et al. (2013) and Humphries et al. (2006), discussed in Chapter 4, use this style of mod-
elling. Each neuron in the model produces spikes and it is usual to average the number
of spikes over time for a group of similar neurons which form a connected population,
as did Chersi et al. (2013).
An alternative to modelling each individual neuron separately is to use a firing rate
neuron model. In this case a simulated node represents a population of neurons and the
firing rate of the node is modelled directly. One such model is given by
τ
dv
dt
= −v + F (I), (5.7)
where v represents the firing rate of the node, τ is a time constant, I is the total input
to the node and F (I) is an activation function (Wilson & Cowan, 1972). The function
F (I) is often taken to be a sigmoid function. The constant τ determines the time scale
at which the firing rate changes in response to inputs, but this is not the same as the
membrane time constant in the leaky integrate and fire model. Although Equation 5.7
looks very similar to Equation 5.6 they are very different. Equation 5.6 describes the
membrane potential of an individual neuron and has a discontinuity as the neuron fires
and the membrane potential has to be reset. Equation 5.7 describes the continuous
dynamics of the firing rate of a population of neurons.
If we assume that the time scale for changes to the inputs is much shorter than the
time constant for the firing rate, then the total input I can be described as the weighted
sum of the input firing rates from connected nodes.
Examples of computational basal ganglia models, described in Chapter 4, which use
this style of modelling of populations of neurons are; Baldassarre et al. (2013), Guthrie
et al. (2013) and Gurney et al. (2015).
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5.4 An introduction to population density modelling
An alternative approach to modelling populations of neurons is population density
modelling which models the states of a collection of neurons using probability distribu-
tions, (Knight, 1972; Omurtag et al., 2000; Stein, 1965). Using the approach presented
in Omurtag et al. (2000), I describe how a population of leaky integrate and fire neurons
is modelled. In this case the state of a neuron is considered to be the membrane poten-
tial and population density modelling allows us to consider changes to the distribution
of membrane potentials over time.
Before building the population density model, we need to consider some aspects of
simulating a population of identical individual neurons in a connected population. The
change in membrane potential for each neuron in the system is governed by Equation 5.6.
We can rescale the membrane potential, V , so that it is between 0 and 1 where the
rescaled membrane potential v is given by
v =
V − Vr
VT − Vr (5.8)
where VT is the threshold potential and, as before, Vr is the resting potential. Now
Equation 5.6 can be re-expressed as follows
dv
dt
= −γv + s(t), 0 ≤ v ≤ 1, (5.9)
where
γ =
1
τ
, s(t) =
I
C(VT − Vr) (5.10)
We can use vj(t) to denote the rescaled membrane potential of neuron j of our pop-
ulation at time t. Then each neuron’s membrane potential changes over time according
to
dvj
dt
= −γvj + sj(t), (5.11)
where there is no difference between each neuron in terms of the leak current, as we have
taken them to be identical, but the current to each neuron depends on the other neurons
connected to it. We are considering individual spiking neurons, and as described above
we can create a list of the firing times for each neuron, so let tln denote the set of firing
times of neuron l from the population. Each spike is of identical strength sˆ and so the
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change in each neuron that l connects to driven by the spikes from l can be expressed
as
sl(t) = sˆ
∑
n
δ(t− tln), (5.12)
where δ(t − tln) is the Dirac delta function which is zero everywhere except at t = tln
where there is a spike. If we know all the connections in the population then we can use
Γj to denote the set of indices of all the neurons that provide an incoming connection
to neuron j. We can then use Equation 5.12 and calculate the change in neuron j due
to all the incoming neuronal spikes as
sj(t) =
∑
l∈Γj
sl = sˆ
∑
l∈Γj
∑
n
δ(t− tln). (5.13)
Suppose that when setting up the population we connect each neuron to G others on
average, where the connections are chosen randomly. Suppose also that external input
to the population is Poisson distributed and spikes arrive at times t0.
Now we can start to build the population density model by considering a probability
density, ρ(v, t) of membrane potentials over time. Suppose we simulate a population
of P connected leaky integrate and fire neurons and do so N times giving N replica
simulations. Each time we will generate a new randomly chosen set of connections. This
is the approach taken by Omurtag et al. (2000). Nykamp & Tranchina (2000) develop
the population density equation using a different approach, using a large population
with all to all connections but with randomness in the arrival times of synaptic inputs
and in the size of the change in membrane potential when a neuron receives a single
spike.
Following the approach of Omurtag et al. (2000), if dv is a small interval of the scaled
membrane potential, then we can use nk(v, t)dv to represent the number of neurons
having a membrane potential in dv in the kth replica simulation and define a number
density at a membrane potential v as the average number of neurons having membrane
potential v over all N of our replica simulations.
n(v, t) = 〈nk〉 = lim
N→∞
1
N
∑
k
nk(v, t). (5.14)
This number density can be converted into the required probability density, ρ(v, t), by
normalising by the number of neurons in each replica population, P , as follows
ρ(v, t) =
n(v, t)
P
. (5.15)
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As stated above, the average firing rate of a neuron is calculated by summing the spikes
emitted over a time window. Using tmn to denote the firing times of neuron m, we can
calculate the average firing rate per neuron in the population as follows
r(t) =
1
P
lim
∆t→0
〈 1
∆t
∫ t+∆t
t
dt
∑
m 6=0
∑
n
δ(t− tmn )
〉
. (5.16)
The part of the incoming firing rate due to external sources, σ0(t), can be similarly
expressed as
σ0(t) = lim
∆t→0
〈 1
∆t
∫ t+∆t
t
dt
∑
n
δ(t− t0n)
〉
. (5.17)
Note that each neuron is connected to G others on average, so the average rate of
receipt of incoming impulses, σ(t), can be expressed as
σ(t) = σ0(t) +Gr(t). (5.18)
The population density ρ(v, t) gives the distribution of neurons across all possible
membrane potentials at time t and ρ(v, t)dv represents the probability of a neuron
having a membrane potential in (v, v + dv).
To derive the population density equation we need to consider how ρ(v, t) changes
over time. We can use J(v, t) to denote the flux of probability across v at time t.
Consider an interval (a, b) of the membrane potentials and the probability within that
interval, then ρ(v, t)dv will change due to the flux across a and b.
J(a, t)− J(b, t) = ∂
∂t
∫ b
a
ρ(v′, t)dv′. (5.19)
Now let b = v and differentiate by v to give
∂ρ
∂t
= −∂J
∂v
. (5.20)
We are using a rescaled membrane potential such that v < 1 with firing occurring
when v reaches 1 and the neuron being reset to have v = 0, here we use the simplification
that the reset potential is the same as the resting potential. Equation 5.20 does not
account for the firing and reset of neurons and can be modified as follows
∂ρ
∂t
= −∂J
∂v
+ δ(v)J(1, t). (5.21)
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We now need to describe the flux J which is caused by neuronal dynamics due to the
leak and to inputs via synapses. Without synaptic inputs, Equation 5.9 becomes as
follows
dv
dt
= −γv (5.22)
Now suppose a neuron having membrane potential in (v, v + ∆v) crosses v during the
time interval (t, t+ ∆t) where ∆t is short and
∆v =
dv
dt
∆t+O(∆t2). (5.23)
Then
ρ(v, t)∆v = ρ(v, t)
dv
dt
∆t+O(∆t2). (5.24)
The flux of probability is the change over unit time. Using Jl(v, t) to represent the flux
due to leak, we can divide Equation 5.24 by ∆t to give
Jl(v, t) = ρ(v, t)
dv
dt
+O(∆t). (5.25)
Let ∆t→ 0 so that we can ignore the O(∆t) term and combine with Equation 5.22 to
give
Jl(v, t) = −γvρ(v, t). (5.26)
Now we need to consider changes to the population density due to neurons receiving
input spikes. Each time a neuron receives an input spike its membrane potential will
increase by a fixed amount, h.
a b
D′′ D D′
h
Figure 5.3: Considering the population density as a histogram of membrane potentials,
neurons in D will move to D′ on receiving an impulse spike.
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Consider the part of the membrane potential shown as D in Figure 5.3. Neurons
which receive an incoming spike will leave D and move to D′. Also, D will receive those
neurons from D′′ which receive an impulse. The region D is small but arbitrary and
the rate of incoming impulses is σ(t) so we can consider the probability flux across a
membrane potential v due to synaptic input, Js(v, t), as
Js(v, t) = −σ(t)
∫ v
v−h
ρ(v′, t)dv′. (5.27)
Now we can take Equations 5.25 and 5.27 and insert into Equation 5.21 to give the
population density equation as
∂ρ
∂t
= γ
∂vρ
∂v
+ σ(t)(ρ(v − h)− ρ(v)) + δ(v)J(1, t) (5.28)
with the boundary condition of ρ(1, t) = 1 as there cannot be any density above the
threshold.
In Equation 5.28, J(1, t) is the flux across the threshold potential of 1 and is equal
to the firing rate of the population which is given by
r(t) = −σ(t)
∫ 1
1−h
ρ(v′, t)dv′. (5.29)
The software Miind (de Kamps et al., 2008) provides the functionality to solve Equa-
tion 5.28 and allow simulation of large populations of leaky integrate and fire neurons.
5.5 Using population density modelling
The software Miind (de Kamps et al., 2008) allows the specification of populations
of neurons and the connections between them in order to simulate neural systems.
Incoming spikes are considered to be generated by a Poisson process and so the actual
arrival times for spikes are stochastic. It is assumed that within a neural population,
each neuron receives a large number of individual synaptic impulses, but that each
incoming spike makes only a small change to the membrane potential of the neuron.
Given these conditions, the input to a neural population can be simulated using Gaussian
white noise (Amit & Brunel, 1997; de Kamps, 2006; de Kamps et al., 2008).
To create simulations using Miind, background input can be specified by a constant
or variable firing rate. Populations are connected to each other and to receive back-
ground input by specifying a number of effective connections, N , and an efficacy h where
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the efficacy represents the increase in membrane potential when an individual neuron
receives a single incoming spike. It is important to ensure, when specifying connections,
that the efficacy is small in comparison to the threshold potential so that the assumption
required to use Gaussian white noise holds. Suppose that an incoming connection with
firing rate ν is connected using the parameters N and h to a population which has a
membrane time constant τ then the mean µ and standard deviation σ for the Gaussian
white noise approximation are then given as follows (Amit & Brunel, 1997):
µ = τhNν,
σ2 = τh2Nν (5.30)
I now show some simple simulations created using Miind (version 0.09). The plots
shown in this section use populations with the following settings, the threshold mem-
brane potential is set to 0.02 V, the reset and the resting potential both set to 0 V, the
membrane time constant 0.02 s and a refractory period of 0.002 s. Each simulation is
started with each entire population having a membrane potential equal to the reset po-
tential, that is 0 V. In each case, efficacies stated refer to a percentage of the difference
between the reset and the threshold potential, that is a percentage of 0.02 V.
Firstly, I make some observations from the simplest type of simulation available,
that of isolated populations which receive only background input and no connections
from other populations. Figure 5.4 shows the results of two separate simulations each
of which have a steady background input of 1.4 spk/s which excites a single node using
the parameters shown in Table 5.1. Using Equation 5.30 above, it is easy to verify that
the mean of the stochastic input is the same in each case, but the top of Figure 5.4
shows a higher variance in the input than the bottom.
Node Number of Connections Efficacy
Top 4000 1.6
Bottom 10000 0.64
Table 5.1: Connections from steady background for the two simulations shown in Fig-
ure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Left: Firing rate with time on the x-axis and firing rates in spk/s on the y-
axis. Right: Population density at steady state the x-axis shows the membrane potential
with the threshold potential at the right. The top and bottom simulations result from
the parameters shown in Table 5.1.
Figure 5.4 shows on the left that, for each simulation, the firing rate increases from
zero, reaches a maximum, dips and then settles to a steady firing rate. Although the
mean input is the same, the steady firing rates are different. When the variance in the
stochastic input is higher, the population firing rate at the steady rate is also higher.
The population densities on the right of Figure 5.4 show the distribution of membrane
potentials in the population with the threshold membrane potential, 0.02 V, at the right
of the plot. Where the variance in the connections is greater we also see a wider peak
in the membrane potential distribution. The peaks at 0 V show the neurons which have
been re-entered into the population after firing at the reset potential.
I now show the output from populations where background input is fed to one neural
population which then excites a second neural population as shown in Figure 5.5. In
the following simulations, both populations receive input from a steady background of
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A B
Excitatory
Background
Figure 5.5: Simple simulation in which node A excites node B in addition to both nodes
receiving excitatory background input.
1.5 spk/s, Table 5.2 shows the parameters used to connect the background input to the
two nodes. Node A receives higher mean input from the background than node B as
node B will also receive excitatory input from node A.
Node Number of Connections Efficacy
A 10000 0.64
B 62.5 4
Table 5.2: Connections from steady background for the nodes in Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.6 shows the output of node A from the background connection shown in
Table 5.2. Node A starts firing after 0.01 s and the firing rate rapidly rises to reach a
peak of approximately 29 spk/s between 0.03 and 0.04 s. The firing rate then dips to
approximately 17 spk/s between 0.05 and 0.06 s before settling to a steady firing rate of
approximately 20 spk/s. I use spk/s when referring to the firing rate of a population at
a particular time and I will use Hz when describing oscillations in the population firing
rate. Note that although the specified connections to node A from the background input
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.30
5
10
15
20
25
30
Figure 5.6: Output at node A for the network shown in Figure 5.5.
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are the same as for the bottom of Figure 5.4, the output is different as the background
firing rate is now higher.
The same output from node A is used for the two tests described below with different
connections between A and B. The output from node A excites node B with a delay of
0.1 s. Figure 5.7 shows the output of node B with the two sets of connection parameters
shown in Table 5.3.
Test Number of Connections Efficacy
1 2500 0.18
2 125 3.6
Table 5.3: Two sets of connection parameters from node A to node B in the simple
simulation illustrated in Figure 5.5. The two tests give the same mean input but test 2
has a higher variance in the input.
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Figure 5.7: Output at node B for the tests in Table 5.3. Left: Test 1. Right: Test 2.
The two sets of connection parameters from node A to node B have the same value
for the product of efficacy and number of connections, so as everything else in the
simulations are identical and using Equation 5.30, the mean input to node B is identical
in each case. The different efficacies mean that test 2 has higher variance in the signal
feeding node B. This higher variance gives a lower initial peak firing rate but a higher
steady state firing rate as seen in Figure 5.7.
Creating simulations using Miind, I can visualise the population density as it changes
over time, not only at the steady state as was shown in Figure 5.4. Figure 5.8 shows
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Figure 5.8: Development of population densities over time for node B in Figure 5.5.
Top: Test 1. Bottom: Test 2.
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the evolution of the population densities for node B in the two tests, corresponding to
the firing rates shown in Figure 5.7. The population densities start from 0.124 s of
simulated time and are shown at intervals of 0.002 s, reading from left to right and top
to bottom with the times shown at the top of each sub-plot. Each sub-plot has the
threshold potential on the right hand side, so as the population crosses this threshold,
the node will fire and that portion of the population which has fired will be reset after
a delay of 0.002 s. These population densities respond to the input from node A with
a delay of 0.1 s.
Considering test 1, shown at the top of Figure 5.8, at 0.136 s the membrane potentials
of the population have risen towards the threshold in response to the strong input from
node A and node B starts to fire. At 0.14 s, some of the population has been re-
introduced at the reset potential and there is still a large part of the population being
pushed over the threshold. From 0.144 to 0.148 s the membrane potential of that part
of the population which has already fired is increasing again and only a small part of
the population has not fired, having a membrane potential close to the threshold. By
0.152 s the population has stopped firing, the firing rate of node A has dipped and is no
longer enough to push the membrane potential of population B over the threshold. At
0.156 s it can be seen that the part of the population which has not fired now has lower
membrane potentials. As the output of node A increases, the membrane potentials of
node B increase again so that at 0.176 s node B is firing again.
In test 2 shown at the bottom of Figure 5.8, the population membrane potentials are
more spread and at 0.136 s the population has started firing and some of the population
has been reset. In this test, once node B has started firing it does not stop firing again,
shown by the fact that the population density is always touching the threshold potential.
5.6 Excitatory-inhibitory circuit
I now consider a slightly more complex system again with two neural populations
but this time with a recurrent connection, that is each neural population is connected
to each other. In this model, one population produces excitatory output and the other
inhibitory. The excitatory connection remains as in the simple simulation described
above. Now I introduce, in addition, an inhibitory connection back to the excitatory
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STN GPe Excitatory
Inhibitory
Background
Figure 5.9: Neural system used to investigate the behaviour of an excitatory-inhibitory
circuit. Nodes are labelled as parts of the basal ganglia which form such a circuit.
node as shown in Figure 5.9. Although the circuit still appears very simple with just
two nodes, adding this additional connection allows complex output to be produced.
This neural circuit can be used to represent the STN–GPe loop within the basal
ganglia. As described in Chapter 4, the STN–GPe connections have been included in
computational models of the basal ganglia when studying learning and decision making
and in connection to randomness of decision making (e.g. Kalva et al., 2012). Neurons in
the STN–GPe circuit are known to exhibit unusual oscillatory behaviour in Parkinson’s
disease prompting several computational studies of the circuit in isolation (e.g. Kumar
et al., 2011; Merrison-Hort & Borisyuk, 2013; Nevado Holgado et al., 2010; Pavlides
et al., 2012).
Nevado Holgado et al. (2010) analysed a simple mathematical representation of the
STN–GPe circuit in order to describe conditions which cause beta oscillations, that is
oscillations in the range 13 to 30 Hz. They compared their analytical conclusions to
firing rate based neural simulations created using firing rate based modelling techniques
as described in Section 5.3. I show how population density modelling allows the same
conditions to be observed. Following that, I demonstrate some results which have not
been demonstrated using firing rate based models.
Nevado Holgado et al. (2010) set the weights in their model in order to produce
responses matching those seen experimentally. They show the results of a simulation
of a ‘healthy’ STN–GPe circuit as having a peak firing rate of approximately 110 spk/s
for the STN and 30 spk/s for the GPe. In this simulation the oscillations are quickly
damped and steady firing rates of 55 spk/s and 20 spk/s are shown for the STN and GPe
respectively. For parameter settings to mimic Parkinson’s disease, they show continuing
oscillations at a rate of 20 Hz with a larger amplitude for the GPe than for the STN.
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Note that the node I refer to as the GPe is labelled GP by Nevado Holgado et al. (2010).
The weights used in a rate based model cannot be used directly in a population based
model, so I tested various combinations of parameter settings to approximate the output
shown by Nevado Holgado et al. (2010).
For the simulations described in this section, the threshold membrane potential, reset
potential and refractory period are as used in Section 5.5 above. Now the membrane
time constants are set to different values for the two populations, having 6 ms for the
excitatory neurons, STN, and for the inhibitory population, GPe 14 ms, these values
are as used by Nevado Holgado et al. (2010). The simulations begin with the whole of
each population having a membrane potential equal to the reset potential. Background
input is applied to each node and after 0.1 s of simulation, additional background input
is applied to the STN node, in the presentation of parameters this is shown as having a
delay. The first 0.1 s of simulated time are used to allow the population density profiles
to approach their steady state before a stimulus is applied.
The first condition given by Nevado Holgado et al. (2010) for oscillations to occur
is that the strength of the connections between the two populations have to be strong
enough, both from the STN to GPe and the GPe to STN. To demonstrate this, I used
the connections shown in Table 5.4 from steady background of 1.8 spk/s each set with
3000 effective connections. As in Section 5.5 above, efficacies are shown as a percentage
of the threshold membrane potential.
Node Efficacy Delay (s)
STN 2 0
GPe 1 0
STN 0.9 0.1
Table 5.4: Connections from a steady background of 1.8 spk/s to the two nodes.
Figure 5.10 shows the effect of changing the strengths of the connections from the
STN to GPe and the GPe to STN when running simulations with background connec-
tions as in Table 5.4. In each case the connections between the STN and GPe incur a
6 ms delay in each direction and there are 1250 effective connections. The first 0.1 s of
simulation allow the population densities of both nodes to take on a normal distribution
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Figure 5.10: The effect of increasing the connection efficacies from the STN to GPe and
the GPe to STN. Each row has a single value for the efficacy of the connection from the
STN to GPe. Each column represents a single setting for the GPe to STN connection.
using background input which is too low to cause firing. The additional input to the
STN at 0.1 s causes the STN to start to fire, starting the interactions in the system. In
each case these steady background inputs continue for the remainder of the simulation.
Without the first 0.1 s to allow the population densities to develop, all neurons in each
population start with the same membrane potential. This is not a biologically realistic
situation and in terms of the simulations, causes higher amplitude and longer oscilla-
tions in the firing of the STN. This process of the background input being introduced
at separate times is used throughout the remainder of this chapter.
The top left plot in Figure 5.10 shows the results of setting an efficacy of 0.05 from
the STN to GPe and -0.005 from the GPe to STN, where a negative efficacy indicates an
inhibitory connection. Each row in Figure 5.10 shows the effect of keeping the STN to
GPe connection constant and increasing the magnitude of the efficacy of the connection
GPe to STN by 0.01, as this is an inhibitory connection this gives an efficacy of -0.045
for the rightmost column. Each column shows the effect of increasing the efficacy of
the connection from the STN to GPe by 0.01 each time with 0.08 for the bottom row.
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In Figure 5.10, the green line shows the activation of the STN and the black line that
of the GPe. These colours are used throughout this section but will not be explicitly
labelled each time.
Figure 5.10 shows a transition from reaching a steady state to sustained oscillations
as the strengths of connections from the STN to GPe and the GPe to STN are both in-
creased. Examining the bottom right plot in Figure 5.10, we can estimate the frequency
of the oscillations to be about 33 Hz. Comparing the plots in the bottom row, we see
that increasing the strength of connection from the GPe to STN reduces the frequency
of oscillations. Looking at the right-hand column, we see that increasing the connection
strength from the STN to GPe increases the frequency of oscillations.
The second condition found by Nevado Holgado et al. (2010) is that for oscillations
to occur the transmission delay between the STN and GPe nodes has to be high in
comparison to the membrane time constants for those nodes. In their mathematical
analysis, Nevado Holgado et al. (2010) used the same membrane time constant for each
node, whereas I have used the different membrane time constants they used in their
simulations.
Connection Number of Connections Efficacy
STN to GPe 1250 0.06
GPe to STN 1250 −0.03
Table 5.5: Parameters used to test changes to the delay in transmission between the
two nodes, shown in Figure 5.11.
Figure 5.11 shows the effect of increasing the transmission delay between the STN
and GPe, keeping the same delay in each direction, from 1 ms and increasing by 1 ms
whilst keeping all other parameters constant. The simulations were set up with back-
ground input as given in Table 5.4 and connections between the nodes as given in Ta-
ble 5.5. For small transmission delays, the oscillations die out. As the delay increases,
oscillations persist and the amplitude and period of the oscillations increases.
Figure 5.12 shows the effect of altering the efficacies of the connections from the
background input to the STN and GPe. I show two levels of background input, described
as high and low, to each of the nodes, details of the parameter settings are in Table 5.6.
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Figure 5.11: Effect of increasing the delay in the connection between the two nodes.
The top plots have the low connection from the background to the STN and the bottom
the high connection. The left plots have the low connection to the GPe. Increasing the
efficacy of the connection from the background to either the STN or GPe increases the
amplitude and the frequency of the oscillations. Nevado Holgado et al. (2010) report
that to produce sustained oscillations, the excitatory input from the cortex to the STN
must be high in comparison to the inhibitory input from the striatum to the GPe. To
keep my model as simple as possible, I have implemented excitatory input from a steady
background as the only input external to the STN–GPe circuit. Considering a lower
excitatory background input to the GPe as equivalent to a higher inhibitory input, my
results are in line with those of Nevado Holgado et al. (2010).
So far, the simulations shown have not included self-inhibition in the GPe node
although such self-inhibition is included by Nevado Holgado et al. (2010). I now add
that connection and observe the effect of increasing the strength of the self-inhibition
of the GPe.
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Connection Number of Connections Efficacy Delay (s)
Background to STN 3000 2 0
Background to GPe low 3000 0.7 0
Background to STN low 3000 0.8 0.1
Background to GPe high 3000 1 0
Background to STN high 3000 0.9 0.1
STN to GPe 1250 0.1 0.006
GPe to STN 1250 −0.02 0.006
Table 5.6: Parameters used to test the effect of different input connections to the two
nodes, giving the results shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of different connections from the input to the STN and GPe
nodes.
Figure 5.13 shows the effect of increasing the strength of an inhibitory connection
from the GPe to itself. The top simulation was produced using the parameters given
in Table 5.7 the magnitude of the self-inhibition of the GPe was increased by 0.005
for each of the two following simulations whilst keeping all other parameters constant.
As would be expected by adding additional inhibition, the maximum firing rate of the
GPe node decreases as the self-inhibition increases. In addition, the frequency of the
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Connection Number of Connections Efficacy Delay (s)
Background to STN 3000 2 0
Background to GPe 3000 1 0
Background to STN 3000 1 0.1
STN to GPe 1250 0.1 0.006
GPe to STN 1250 −0.03 0.006
GPe to GPe 1250 −0.01 0.006
Table 5.7: Parameters for the initial test of adding self-inhibition to GPe, giving the
top simulation in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Effect of increasing self-inhibition in the GPe node.
oscillations also decreases, as we see fewer peaks in the same time period in the bottom
of Figure 5.13 than the top.
Above, I have indicated that the conditions for oscillations to occur as detailed by
Nevado Holgado et al. (2010) can be demonstrated using a population density modelling
technique.
Figure 5.13 shows that the structure of the oscillations can become more complex
as self-inhibition in the GPe node increases as we see that the firing rates of the GPe
node do not form a single peak during one period of oscillation. I now describe some
investigations into this kind of pattern of firing rate changes.
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Connection Number of Connections Efficacy Delay (s)
Background to STN 10000 0.55 0
Background to GPe 10000 0.4 0
Background to STN 10000 0.3 0.1
STN to GPe 10000 0.006 0.006
GPe to STN 10000 −0.00325 0.006
GPe to GPe 10000 5 ×10−7 0.004
Table 5.8: Parameters for Figure 5.14 which give a split in the peak of the oscillating
firing of the GPe as shown in Figure 5.14.
Figure 5.14 shows another example of oscillatory behaviour in which there are two
peaks in the firing rate of the GPe node within each period of oscillation. These os-
cillations are generated using the parameters given in Table 5.8 and continue with an
unchanging pattern, at least as far as 10 s of simulated time. Note that in this sim-
ulation, there is a very small self-excitation of the GPe node, I found by experiment
that this allowed a wider range of the other parameters to show splits in the peak firing
rates.
Figure 5.15 shows the firing rates of the two nodes, from the same simulation as
in Figure 5.14 focussing on one period of oscillation starting from 1 s of simulation
time. As I used a population density technique for this simulation, we can examine
the distribution of membrane potentials during the simulation. Figure 5.16 shows the
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Figure 5.14: Oscillations with a double peak in the firing rate of the GPe node, simulated
using the parameters in Table 5.8.
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Figure 5.15: Detail of firing rates from Figure 5.14.
change in distribution of membrane potentials for the GPe node starting from 1 s of
simulation time as in Figure 5.15.
Looking at Figure 5.16, it is immediately clear that the membrane potentials are not
normally distributed. At the start of Figures 5.15 and Figure 5.16, the GPe node is not
firing and so none of the population is held in its refractory period. The connection de-
lay between the STN and GPe is 0.006 s. Using the regular pattern of activation shown
in Figure 5.15, we see that the STN node is firing at a high rate which is increasing
during the 0.006 s up to time 1 s of the simulation, the start of the plot, and so the
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Figure 5.16: Changes in the population density of the GPe for times corresponding to
Figure 5.15.
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membrane potentials of the GPe neurons are being shifted towards the right, the thresh-
old potential. At 1.006 s, membrane potentials are being pushed over the threshold and
so neurons in the node are firing. The distribution of membrane potentials forms two
clear peaks. At 1.008 s, some of the neurons which have fired re-enter the distribution
at the reset potential. There is a smaller proportion of the neurons being pushed over
the threshold potential as those reaching threshold correspond to the dip between the
two peaks. The corresponding firing rate of the STN at 1.002 s is still high and so the
firing rate rises as the second of the two previous peaks is pushed over the threshold.
The firing rate of the STN is falling and by 1.02 s is not strong enough to push the
membrane potential of the GPe neurons over the threshold and so the GPe stops firing
and the peak close to the threshold potential starts to move back towards the reset
potential. There is still a portion of the GPe neurons with a membrane potential close
to the threshold as well as a population which has fired and been reset. At 1.026 s the
membrane potential distribution looks the same as it did at 1 s.
Connection Number of Connections Efficacy Delay (s)
Background to STN 3000 2 0
Background to GPe 3000 1 0
Background to STN 3000 1.1 0.1
STN to GPe 1250 0.15 0.006
GPe to STN 1250 −0.04 0.006
GPe to GPe 10000 5 ×10−7 0.004
Table 5.9: Parameters for Figure 5.17.
Figure 5.17 shows a simulation, generated using the parameters given in Table 5.9,
with a more complex profile to the repeated oscillations, having three peaks in the firing
of the GPe node during one period.
Figure 5.18 shows detail from one oscillation during the simulation shown in Fig-
ure 5.17, starting from 1.7 s of simulation. From Figure 5.18 we can estimate the period
of the oscillations to be 0.028 s, corresponding to a frequency of 36 Hz. The three peaks
in the firing rate of the GPe node consist of a double peak which occurs while the STN
node is firing and a separate peak which occurs when the firing rate of the STN node
is very low.
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Figure 5.17: Oscillations which show three peaks in the firing rate of the GPe node
during one cycle.
Figure 5.19 shows a sequence of snapshots of population density of the GPe node at
times corresponding to Figure 5.18 and, as with the previous example, the membrane
potentials are not normally distributed during the cycle. In both these examples, we
can see that the membrane potentials remain in a split pattern from one cycle to the
next, but that does not explain how the split occurs at the beginning of the simulation.
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Figure 5.18: Detail of the firing rates for the simulation in Figure 5.17.
Figure 5.20 shows the firing rates at the beginning of the simulation shown in Fig-
ures 5.17 to 5.19, from the time that the additional input is fed to the STN node at 0.1 s
of simulation. Note that the y-axis is scaled differently to that shown in Figure 5.18 as
the first time the GPe node fires, the firing rate reaches above 600 spk/s.
Figure 5.21 shows the population density for the GPe node corresponding to Fig-
ure 5.20 when the additional input has been applied to the system. Initially, the mem-
brane potentials in the GPe node are normally distributed. At 0.112 s some of the
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Figure 5.19: Population density for the GPe node corresponding to Figure 5.18.
population has fired and at 0.114 s the whole population has fired and some neurons
have been set to the reset potential. This corresponds to a time when the STN is still
firing so the membrane potentials of the GPe neurons increase until 0.12 s when the
GPe has started firing again. At 0.124 s, not all of the neurons in the GPe population
have fired a second time, but taking into account the 0.006 s delay in transmission from
the STN to GPe, at 0.118 s the STN node is not firing and so not exciting the GPe
node. This has caused a split in the distribution of membrane potentials in the GPe
neurons.
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Figure 5.20: Detail from the start of the simulation shown in Figure 5.17, from the time
that the additional input is first applied.
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Figure 5.21: Population densities for the GPe node at the start of the simulation,
corresponding to the output shown in Figure 5.20.
Varying the simulation parameters still further resulted in the output shown in Fig-
ure 5.22 which was based on the parameters given in Table 5.10. Comparing Tables 5.10
and 5.8 which gave a simulation with a double peak in the GPe firing rate, we see that
Table 5.10 has stronger connections from the STN to GPe and the GPe to STN in
addition to stronger background input to the STN. In Table 5.10 we see that the GPe
now has an inhibitory self-connection.
Connection Number of Connections Efficacy Delay (s)
Background to STN 10000 0.55 0
Background to GPe 10000 0.325 0
Background to STN 10000 0.4 0.1
STN to GPe 10000 0.007 0.008
GPe to STN 10000 −0.004 0.008
GPe to GPe 10000 −0.005 0.004
Table 5.10: Parameters for Figure 5.22.
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Figure 5.22: Oscillations in which the main peaks of the activation of the GPe alternate
in amplitude, produced using the parameters shown in Table 5.10.
In Figure 5.22, the prominent peaks in the firing rate of the GPe node alternate
between approximately 120 spk/s and 150 spk/s for the peak firing rate reached. It is
also clear that the firing rates of the STN node also do not form regular peaks.
Figure 5.23 shows the activation of the two nodes of the simulation in Figure 5.22 for
just over one full period of the oscillations. Using this figure, the elapsed time between
the two main peaks in the GPe firing rate is approximately 0.025 s which corresponds
to a frequency of 40 Hz. The full period of oscillation at which the pattern of activation
of the GPe repeats is approximately 0.048 s corresponding to a frequency of 20.8 Hz.
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Figure 5.23: Detail of one period of oscillation from Figure 5.22.
Figure 5.24 shows another simulation, based on the parameters in Table 5.11. Those
parameters not shown in Table 5.11 were set as in Table 5.10 so we see that the only
differences are to decrease the strength of the connection from the STN to GPe but to
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Connection Number of Connections Efficacy Delay (s)
STN to GPe 10000 0.006 0.006
GPe to STN 10000 −0.005 0.006
Table 5.11: Parameters for Figure 5.24 which shows complex activity.
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Figure 5.24: A complex but repeating pattern of activation in the two nodes, given by
using the parameters in Table 5.11.
increase the magnitude of the inhibitory connection from the GPe to STN. Figure 5.24
shows that the period for the repetition in patterns of firing rates is longer still as the
0.3 s of simulation shown only contain a little over three oscillations based on the peaks
of firing of the GPe node.
Having found complex patterns of oscillations of firing rates of the two nodes, I
changed the parameters to look for longer periods in the oscillations and the possibility
Connection Number of Connections Efficacy Delay (s)
Background to STN 3000 2.0 0
Background to GPe 3000 0.75 0
Background to STN 3000 1.0 0.1
STN to GPe 1250 0.15 0.008
GPe to STN 1250 −0.02 0.008
GPe to GPe 10000 5 ×10−7 0.004
Table 5.12: Parameters for Figure 5.25 which shows low frequency oscillations.
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Figure 5.25: Simulation in which there is a very slow repeating pattern of activation.
of patterns which do not repeat. To allow more complex interactions, I increased the
delay in transmission of signal from the STN to GPe and back to 0.008 s, the previous
simulations had this delay set to 0.006 s.
Figure 5.25 shows a simulation in which there is a very slow repeating pattern in the
amplitude of the peaks of the firing of the GPe, showing approximately 12 repetitions
in 10 s of simulated time although we also see individual peaks making up the slow
pattern. This simulation was produced using the parameters in Table 5.12.
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Figure 5.26: Detail of one second of the simulation shown in Figure 5.25.
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One second of the same simulation as that shown in Figure 5.25 is shown in Fig-
ure 5.26. Now we can see approximately 35 peaks in the firing rate of the STN node
although this is only just over one repeat of the slow pattern which is more clearly seen
in Figure 5.25.
Connection Number of Connections Efficacy Delay (s)
Background to STN 3000 2.0 0
Background to GPe 3000 1.0 0
Background to STN 3000 1.0 0.1
STN to GPe 1250 0.15 0.008
GPe to STN 1250 −0.03 0.008
GPe to GPe 10000 5 ×10−7 0.004
Table 5.13: Parameters for Figure 5.27 where the output of the simulation does not
appear to repeat.
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Figure 5.27: Activation of the GPe node using the parameters in Table 5.13 where the
output does not appear to repeat over a long time of simulation.
Figure 5.27 shows a simulation, produced using the parameters in Table 5.13, in
which there does not appear to be a repeating pattern, even after simulating 160 s.
Here only the activation of the GPe node is shown to show the pattern of the maximum
firing rates reached over time.
Comparing Tables 5.12 and 5.13, we can see that only two parameters differ between
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the simulations shown in Figures 5.25 and 5.27, the background input to the GPe and
the strength of the connection from GPe to STN.
An alternative means to examine the relation between the outputs of the two nodes
is to plot the activity of one node against that of the other. For a simple periodic
system, this will result in a loop. Such plots are shown in Figures 5.28 and 5.29 for
the simulations shown in Figures 5.25 and 5.27 respectively. In each of Figures 5.28
and 5.29, the intensity of the colour shows the number of times the same pair of values
of the two activations was recorded. The axes are not labelled for visual reasons only.
Figure 5.28 clearly shows that there is an oscillatory pattern, as the plot forms a loop,
but this loop has a complex structure. In Figure 5.29, it is not clear that the pattern
ever repeats exactly, supporting the view shown in Figure 5.27 that this simulation does
not repeat.
Figure 5.28: Activation of the GPe (y-axis) plotted against activation of the STN (x-
axis) for the simulation shown in Figure 5.25.
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Figure 5.29: Activation of the GPe (y-axis) plotted against activation of the STN (x-
axis) for the simulation shown in Figure 5.27.
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5.7 Discussion
5.7.1 Summary of results
In this chapter I provided an introduction to the underlying theory behind popula-
tion density modelling and then showed how neural interactions can be simulated using
this technique.
I showed simulations of a simple circuit consisting of an excitatory and an inhibitory
node. Within these simulations, I showed how changing some of the parameters of the
model allows the simulation to transition from reaching a steady state to oscillatory
behaviour, in line with the findings of Nevado Holgado et al. (2010).
I amended the parameter settings for the same underlying neural circuit and showed
that as the simulations moved beyond simple oscillations, there became structure in the
pattern of activity within each period of oscillation. I used the membrane potential dis-
tributions to show how the structure in the firing rate patterns relates to an underlying
split in the population density profile.
I showed a simulation which had a pattern of activation which appeared to repeat
over a long time scale and one which did not appear to repeat. This shows that complex
patterns of behaviour can be produced by a very simple underlying model.
5.7.2 Assumptions and limitations
The simulations in this chapter, by necessity, only cover a very small part of the
parameter space of possible simulations which would be possible even for a simple model
with only two connected neural populations. In particular, I have only shown a small
amount of investigation into the effects of different variances in the connections, in
Section 5.5. I have also not varied the membrane time constant or refractory period in
the investigations of the excitatory inhibitory circuit.
Although I have estimated the frequency of the oscillations for some of the results
shown, I have not included any formal analysis of the frequencies. The final simulation,
shown in Figures 5.27 and 5.29, gives the impression that the pattern of activation of
the two nodes does not repeat. This has not been formally analysed to test whether
this is chaotic behaviour.
It is now known that there are two types of GPe neurons which have different prop-
erties which give them different responses to input from STN neurons (Nevado Holgado
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et al., 2014). My GPe population assumes that all neurons in the GPe have the same
properties.
5.7.3 Relation to other work
I have shown how the conditions for oscillation in the STN–GPe loop as described
by Nevado Holgado et al. (2010) can also be demonstrated using population density
modelling. Nevado Holgado et al. (2010) show oscillations of 20 Hz when simulating the
conditions of Parkinson’s disease. These oscillations fall within the range described as
beta oscillations, 16 to 31 Hz. I showed oscillations with a higher frequency, for example
approximately 33 Hz shown in Figure 5.10, which falls at the low end of the gamma
range of oscillations, 32 to 100 Hz. The difference in frequency could be due to the
parameters chosen for the simulations, Nevado Holgado et al. (2010) used a firing rate
based model and so the model parameters were not directly transferrable to population
density techniques. Using a firing rate model required Nevado Holgado et al. (2010)
to set sigmoid functions to control the activation of the populations, as described in
Section 5.3 above. In population density modelling, this step is replaced by the setting
of underlying background input to each node.
Nevado Holgado et al. (2010) showed activation which reached a steady state in both
the STN and GP in conditions to represent a normal state as opposed to a Parkinson’s
disease state. Although enhanced oscillations in the STN and GPe are a feature of
Parkinson’s disease, oscillations are also a feature of normal activity in these nodes
with oscillations recorded at a range of frequencies (Boraud et al., 2005). This normal
oscillatory activity may be important in behaviour (Boraud et al., 2005; Kumar et al.,
2011).
Humphries et al. (2006) created a spiking neuron model of the basal ganglia in
order to investigate action selection. Within their investigations they report oscillatory
activity in the STN–GPe loop. They show slow oscillations in conditions of Parkinson’s
disease and oscillations of 55 Hz, in the gamma range, when simulating normal awake
activity in rats. In order to examine the oscillations, Humphries et al. (2006) had to
compute a moving average firing rate over groups of neurons. Using population density
models saves this step.
Merrison-Hort & Borisyuk (2013) also used a spiking neuron technique, in this case
to investigate the STN–GPe loop only. They connected the STN to the GPe so that slow
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wave activity in the STN drove activity in the GPe, but did not include a reciprocal
connection from the GPe to the STN. They did, however, include lateral inhibition
within their GPe neurons. When examining oscillatory activity averaged over groups
of neurons, they found that some of the GPe neurons fired in phase with the STN
and some out of phase. This pattern was an emergent feature of the system in which
all the GPe neurons had the same neuronal properties. Although I am not looking
at slow wave activity, the firing of the GPe population at two different times with
respect to the phase of the STN output could be similar to I observed in Figure 5.19.
Using population density modelling, I can see how the oscillations relate to the split in
the population densities. Merrison-Hort & Borisyuk (2013) point out that using their
method of analysing groups of spiking neurons, it would be difficult to find such patterns
in higher frequency oscillations.
Kumar et al. (2011) simulated a population of 1,000 spiking neurons in the STN
and 2,000 in the GPe, in contrast to the 50 STN and 100 GPe neurons modelled by
Merrison-Hort & Borisyuk (2013). As with Nevado Holgado et al. (2010), Kumar et al.
(2011) were examining conditions for the onset of oscillations but Kumar et al. (2011)
did not require changes to the connections between the STN and GPe. Kumar et al.
(2011) state that the onset of oscillations can be due to increased excitation of the STN
from the cortex, or increased inhibition of the GPe from the striatum. They consider
how oscillations can be reduced, in particular by changing the input to the STN which
has significance for the use of deep brain stimulation as a treatment for Parkinson’s
disease.
5.8 Conclusions
I have introduced population density modelling and shown how this technique can
replicate results using other computational methods for modelling neurons. In the next
chapter, I create a model of the basal ganglia using population density techniques.
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Basal Ganglia Model
6.1 Introduction
This chapter builds on knowledge of the connections and functions of the basal gan-
glia described in Chapter 4 by using population density modelling techniques described
in Chapter 5 to create neural simulations to select the appropriate action in a situation
modelled on the behavioural task of Bland & Schaefer (2011) described in Chapter 2. I
consider how the task can be represented in a neural system and how the responses of
the neural system vary with the difficulty of the task.
To recap, the scenario in the behavioural task is that a red or blue stimulus is shown
to a participant on each of successive trials and the participant decides which of two
buttons to press. There are two underlying rules that the environment can hold. One
possibility, rule 1, is that the correct response is to press button one in response to
red and press button two for blue. The second rule, rule 2, is the opposite of rule 1,
that is the correct response is to press button two in response to the red stimulus and
button one in response to blue. The participants in the task are not introduced to the
underlying environmental rules, they have to develop a belief as to which is the current
rule from the feedback of whether the response was correct or not. The environmental
rules are rewarded in a probabilistic manner making it difficult to identify a rule change.
In this chapter, I do not consider the learning aspect of the task which I return to in
Chapter 7, I merely examine a neural structure which can combine input representing
a belief as to which underlying rule applies in the environment and input representing
one of two colours. The model can produce output representing two buttons in a way
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which is appropriate for the belief and colour simulated. Firstly, I implement a simple
model representing the direct pathway of the basal ganglia, as described in Chapter 4
Section 4.2.1. I use a simple rule to determine which response is made by the system
and consider how the timing of a response changes for different levels of simulated belief
in the environmental state.
After examining the response of a simple model, I include the influence of an STN–
GPe loop which gives the hyperdirect pathway. As described in Chapter 5, the in-
teractions between the STN and GPe alone can produce complex behaviour. I add
the STN–GPe circuit to the basal ganglia model and consider how its influence affects
responses.
6.2 Simple model for action selection
6.2.1 Setting up the model
In this section, I consider a model of straightforward decisions which are based
on the behavioural task of Bland & Schaefer (2011). By straightforward decisions, I
mean where there is a large difference between the evidence supporting two opposing
responses. In the simple decision modelled here, evidence for one rule and one colour
above the other rule and colour need to be integrated to produce a response.
SNr
Striatum
ColourRule
Excitatory
Inhibitory
Figure 6.1: Simple model of the basal ganglia used for action selection.
To make these simple decisions, I use the network shown in Figure 6.1 to model the
direct pathway of the basal ganglia. In the direct pathway, excitatory cortical input,
represented by the nodes labelled Rule and Colour in Figure 6.1, feeds into the striatum,
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one of the main input nodes of the basal ganglia. Separate neural populations in the
striatum inhibit populations in the SNr, the activity of which forms the output of this
model. As described in Chapter 4, the regions GPi and SNr can together be considered
as the basal ganglia output, in this chapter I refer simply to the SNr. The normal state
of the SNr nodes is to produce activity and a decision is made when the firing rate
at the SNr falls. The fall in SNr activity would allow disinhibition of the thalamus as
described in Chapter 4, but this step is not included in my model.
Figure 6.1 shows the relationships between the different areas in the model but does
not show every individual neural population simulated. The Rule and Colour nodes are
each assigned two neural populations to correspond to the two rules and two colours
in the psychological task. Making the assumption that the two colours in the task are
easily distinguishable, the colour stimulus is implemented by making one of the two
cortical colour nodes fire much more strongly than the other. This is achieved in the
simulations by setting different efficacies for the connections from a steady background
input to each to the two cortical colour nodes. Although two cortical rule nodes are
implemented in the model, a difference in belief between the two rules is implemented
by setting different efficacies in the connections between the cortical rule nodes and
the striatum. I refer to these efficacies as the strengths of beliefs in the two rules, or
merely the rule strength. This implementation is based on the ideas of plasticity of
the connections between the cortex and the striatum so that learning can take place
and rule strengths would be able to change in response to feedback. In this chapter, I
provide different connection strengths to represent beliefs in different rules and do not
implement learning whilst using a model which can be easily extended to incorporate
aspects of learning.
Figure 6.2 shows the full set of neural populations modelled for the striatum and
SNr. In this model, I assume that the striatum provides an area where inputs from
different cortical areas are combined, shown in Figure 6.2, by the set of four nodes
within the striatum which are all connected to each other by inhibitory connections.
These nodes will be referred to as the associative striatum based on the nomenclature
used by Guthrie et al. (2013) who used an associative striatum to combine motor and
cognitive input.
Within the area labelled as striatum in Figure 6.2, the nodes labelled C1, C2, R1
and R2 will be referred to as the specific striatum. The specific striatum nodes re-
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R2
R1
C1 C2
Striatum
SNr
Figure 6.2: All the nodes and their connections for the striatum and SNr in the simple
basal ganglia model shown in Figure 6.1.
ceive excitatory input from their corresponding cortical rule or colour nodes, which are
omitted from Figure 6.2. For simplicity of modelling, although neurons in the striatum
usually give inhibitory output, these nodes are simulated as having excitatory output
and merely transfer a signal from the cortex to the rest of the striatum. As described
above, for the colour nodes in the cortex, one will be firing more strongly than the
other, this difference will be transferred directly to the specific striatum nodes C1 and
C2. One of the two specific striatum rule nodes, R1 and R2 will fire more strongly than
the other due to differences in the connections from the cortex to specific striatum, or
rule strengths. The four associative striatum nodes shown in Figure 6.2 each combine
the activation representing one rule and one colour.
The four nodes of the associative striatum, as well as inhibiting each other, send
inhibitory output to the two SNr nodes. I consider the two SNr nodes to represent the
two response buttons in the task as they would disinhibit distinct populations in the
thalamus which would signal the corresponding motor action via the cortex. As shown
in Figure 6.2, each of the SNr nodes is inhibited by two of the associative striatum
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nodes. This set of connections allows any combination of the two rules and colours to
be converted to a response of one button. The two SNr nodes also inhibit each other,
this helps to create a difference in firing rates in response to slightly different inputs.
To create the simulations examined here using population density modelling with
Miind (de Kamps et al., 2008), each of the populations is set to have a threshold
potential of 0.02 V with a minimum potential of -0.02 V. Following firing, there is
a refractory period of 2 ms after which neurons are reset at the reset potential equal to
the resting potential of 0 V. Different membrane time constants apply to different neural
populations as shown in Table 6.1. The membrane time constants for the associative
striatum and SNr are as used by Humphries et al. (2006).
Node Membrane time constant (ms)
Cortex 10
Specific Striatum 10
Associative Striatum 25
SNr 8
Table 6.1: Membrane time constants used in the simple basal ganglia model.
If one of each of the rule and colour nodes at the specific striatum is more active than
the other then one of the four nodes in the associative striatum should fire more strongly
than the other three. I used trial and error to determine connection parameters to give
a large difference in firing rate profile between the appropriate node in the associative
striatum for the active rule and colour and the other nodes. As described in Chapter 5
Section 5.5, connecting populations using Miind requires the specification of a number
of connections, an efficacy or strength and optionally a delay. For the simple basal
ganglia model, the connection strengths and delays are set as shown in Table 6.2 each
having 1250 effective connections. All references to connection strengths or efficacies
in this chapter are given as a percentage of the threshold potential, which was set
to 0.02 V for all nodes, but are shown without percentage signs. Negative values for
efficacies indicate inhibitory connections. The delay in transmission for the connections
associative striatum–SNr and SNr–SNr shown in Table 6.2 are as used by Thibeault
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& Srinivasa (2013). These connections remain constant for all the simulations in this
chapter unless otherwise specified.
Connection Delay (ms) Efficacy
Associative Striatum–SNr 6 −0.6
Associative–Associative Striatum 1 −0.0008
SNr–SNr 6 −0.06
Specific–Associative Striatum 1 0.0135
Colour–Specific Striatum 10 0.024
Table 6.2: Parameters for connections between nodes in the simple basal ganglia model.
To run the simulations, input has to be provided to the system; I use a steady
background input of 1.8 spk/s which is connected to each node with the connection
efficacies shown in Table 6.3, each link having 3000 effective connections. A large
peak in firing rate can occur when a signal is passed from one node to the next. The
background connections to the striatum and cortex were determined in order to try to
stop this peak reaching unrealistically high firing rates. The background connections are
based on the assumption that a small circuit such as that studied here cannot work in
isolation and will always have other inputs which I consider to be noise and not related
to this task.
As described in Chapter 4 Section 4.2.1, the SNr is continually firing during its
normal state, known as tonic firing. A decision is made when the firing rate at an SNr
node is low and has a disinhibitory effect on the thalamus. In the model presented here,
tonic firing is achieved by setting the level of background input to the SNr nodes such
that the SNr nodes would be firing except when enough inhibitory input is received
from the striatum. Based on Humphries et al. (2006), I consider a decision to have been
made when the firing rate of the SNr node falls below 5 spk/s. Humphries et al. (2006)
show simulations in which the mean firing rates of their SNr populations are between
20 and 40 spk/s before stimuli are applied to the system.
Each simulation is run for 0.05 s of simulated time with the inputs shown in Table 6.3
to allow the populations to reach their equilibrium and represents the time before a rule
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or colour stimulus is applied. This results in a low firing rate at the specific striatum
which is not high enough to activate the associative striatum.
Node Efficacy
Specific Striatum 1.45
Associative Striatum 0.575
SNr 2.4
Cortex 1.5
Table 6.3: Strength of connections from a steady background input to nodes in the
simple basal ganglia model.
After allowing the populations to settle for 0.05 s, additional background input is
fed to the rule and colour nodes in the cortex. These additional input connections
represent the onset of the stimulus, that is the time when the red or blue triangle was
shown to the participants. An additional connection from the background input to the
cortical rule nodes becomes active with 3000 effective connections and an efficacy of
0.45 which is identical for the two rule nodes. Also at 0.05 s of simulation, additional
connections become active from the background input to the cortical colour nodes, again
with 3000 effective connections, with the efficacies set for different tests. The efficacies
of the connections from the cortical rule nodes to the corresponding nodes in the specific
striatum are also set for individual tests.
6.2.2 Making a straightforward decision
The model set up as described so far does not give any settings to represent the belief
in the underlying rule or the colour stimulus. Table 6.4 shows two sets of parameters
to achieve this. A colour stimulus is simulated by setting efficacies for the connections
from the background input to the cortical colour nodes, shown as colour 1 and colour 2
in Table 6.4 which are set with 3000 effective connections. The values shown as rule 1
and rule 2 in Table 6.4 give the efficacy for a link from the cortical rule node to the
corresponding node in the specific striatum with 1250 effective connections and, as with
the connection from cortical colour node to specific striatum, a delay of 0.01 s. These
are the connections which represent the strength of belief that one environmental rule
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applies and are proposed to change during learning. In this chapter, I examine the
impact of setting different values for these strengths on the ability of the network to
select the correct action.
For simplicity, efficacies are presented as rule 1 and 2 and colour 1 and 2 as shown in
Table 6.4. I reiterate that these efficacies do not refer to the same part of the network
for rule and colour. Rule connections are between the cortex and the specific striatum
whereas colour connections are between the background input and the cortex.
Firstly, I show that the correct action is achieved when there is a strong difference
between the inputs by considering tests 1 and 2 from Table 6.4, which both have rule 1
higher than rule 2 and colour 1 higher than colour 2, and so the correct response would
be button 1, with colour 1 as red. For these two tests, I examine not only the firing
rates at the SNr nodes during the simulations, but also the firing rates at the striatal
nodes to see how the decision is formed.
Test Rule 1 Rule 2 Colour 1 Colour 2
1 0.0225 0.005 0.9 0.1
2 0.0425 0.005 0.8 0.1
Table 6.4: Parameter settings for tests of a simple decision using the simple basal ganglia
model.
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Figure 6.3: Activations of the specific striatum nodes during simulation test 1.
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Figure 6.3 shows the activity at the specific striatum nodes representing the two
rules and two colours for the simulation test 1. For both the rule and colour, there is
a clear difference between the activation of the two nodes. For the more active colour
node, both the initial peak firing rate and the steady firing rate when the oscillations
have died down are higher than for the most active rule node. In this section, firing
rates are shown from 0.05 s of the simulation as that is when the additional connections
become active to represent the time at which the stimulus is applied.
The specific striatum activation shown in Figure 6.3 is fed to the associative striatum
resulting in the activation at the four striatal nodes shown in Figure 6.4a. It is clear
that, as required, using the connection parameters shown in Tables 6.3 and 6.2 gives
much stronger activity in the associative striatum node representing the appropriate
combination of colour and rule than in the other nodes.
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Figure 6.4: Activations of the associative striatum and SNr nodes in the basal ganglia
during simulation test 1.
The four nodes of the associative striatum inhibit the two SNr nodes resulting in
the output shown in Figure 6.4b which shows that the correct button has been selected,
the SNr node corresponding to button 1 having a firing rate below 5 spk/s and that
the button remains selected for the rest of the simulation shown. The time at which
the firing rate goes below 5 spk/s is 0.106 s from the start of the simulation, I will refer
to this as the response time. As the stimulus is applied after 0.05 s of simulations, in
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this example the response is made 0.056 s after the stimulus is applied which could be
considered to be a reaction time. Timings will be given from the start of the simulation
rather than from stimulus onset.
The parameters test 2 from Table 6.4 show an alternative set of inputs in which there
is a clear difference between the activation for the two colours and two rules, giving the
activation at the specific striatum shown in Figures 6.5a and 6.5b. Test 2 has a higher
overall level of activation in the system than test 1. Figure 6.5c shows the activation
at the associative striatum for test 2. Note that the maximum firing rate of the most
active striatal node is much higher than shown in Figure 6.4a for test 1.
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Figure 6.5: Activations during simulation test 2 for the striatum and SNr nodes in the
simple basal ganglia model.
Figure 6.5d shows that for test 2, the correct button is selected and stays selected
for the remainder of the simulation. Comparing Figures 6.4b and 6.5d, it is clear that
the response is made earlier in test 2 than test 1, the firing rate for the SNr node
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corresponding to button 1 falling below the 5 spk/s threshold at 0.079 s of simulation.
Also, for test 2 the activation of the selected response remains lower for the remainder
of the time shown than in test 1.
6.2.3 Making the decision more difficult
I now examine the effect on the activity of the SNr nodes, and hence the decision
made, of making the rule strengths closer to each other. If, based on tests 1 and 2 from
Table 6.4, I make rule 2 stronger while keeping rule 1 constant, I will be providing more
overall activation to the system. In this case, rather than just seeing the effect of a
smaller difference between the two rule strengths, I would also see the effect of having
more overall activation. I chose to use tests 1 and 2 from Table 6.4 as starting points
and to make rules closer by decreasing rule 1 and increasing rule 2 by the same amount.
Using this method, I change the efficacy of the connection between the corresponding
rule nodes in the cortex and specific striatum, but not the number of connections.
This method of altering rule strengths has the potential that strengths could be set
by reinforcement learning as used in Chapter 3. I do not make any changes to the
parameters for colour given in tests 1 and 2 as in the psychological task which motivates
this neural modelling, it is assumed that the colours are clearly distinguished, but as
learning takes place the belief about the underlying environmental state can change.
Using the method described above to amend rule strengths, and starting from test 1
from Table 6.4, I increased rule 2 by 0.001 and decreased rule 1 by the same amount
keeping all other parameters constant to give the results shown in Figure 6.6. In Fig-
ure 6.6 each successive test is shown in a lighter grey with the lightest grey showing the
results for rule 1 set to 0.0145 and rule 2 to 0.013. Here only the SNr activations for
button 1 are shown in order to focus on the times at which these first cross the 5 spk/s
threshold which represents a decision. In each simulation shown in Figure 6.6, the firing
rate of the SNr node corresponding to button 2 was higher than the highest shown for
button 1 in Figure 6.6 and so was not close to crossing the 5 spk/s threshold.
Looking at Figure 6.6, it is clear that for the lightest grey plot, the activation of the
SNr node does not cross the 5 spk/s threshold at all, so no response is made. All of the
plots, with different levels of difference between the two rules, show the same timings
in the rise and fall of activation but with different amplitudes. At the first dip after
0.1 s the lightest three lines do not cross the threshold. At the next dip in activation,
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Figure 6.6: Firing rates of the SNr node corresponding to button 1 when making the
decision more difficult starting with test 1.
the darkest of those three lines now crosses the threshold, at 0.125 s of simulation. The
second lightest line crosses the threshold at 0.142 s. These response times for different
stimuli are separated even where the stimuli have only changed by a small amount.
These separations in response times relate to the oscillations which occur in the firing
rate of the SNr node after a stimulus has been applied and before the oscillations have
damped down.
To give more quantitative details to the change in response times for different differ-
ences between the rules, additional tests were run starting with the parameters shown
as start in Table 6.5 and for each successive test decreasing the strength of rule 1 by
0.000125 and increasing rule 2 by the same amount until reaching the condition shown
as finish, giving 33 simulations. This gives smaller differences between successive tests
than in Figure 6.6 and now I focus on the first time at which the activation crosses the
5 spk/s threshold and not the pattern of rises and falls. The parameters shown as finish
in Table 6.5 were chosen as using this scheme to change the rules and starting from
test 1 of Table 6.4, when the rules are closer, no response is made at all.
Figure 6.7 shows the response times against the difference in the strengths of the
two rules. For each of the tests shown in Figure 6.7, the activation of the correct SNr
node, that corresponding to button 1, crosses the threshold whilst that corresponding
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Test Rule 1 Rule 2 Colour 1 Colour 2
Start 0.019 0.0085 0.9 0.1
Finish 0.01525 0.01225 0.9 0.1
Table 6.5: Start and end parameters for testing the response time at differences between
the rules giving the results shown in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: Response times against difference in strength between the two rules based
on starting from test 1.
to button 2 does not cross the threshold. A decision is expected to be more difficult
when there is a small difference between the rule strengths, and these show the longest
response times in Figure 6.7. As the decision becomes easier, due to there being a bigger
difference between the rules, the response times decrease. The decrease in response
times has large steps for some changes in rule difference even though the change in rule
strength was the same between each test. For the fastest decisions shown in Figure 6.7,
the rate of change of response time between successive tests is very small.
In Section 6.2.1, I described two possible starting points for simulations, test 1 and
test 2 given in Table 6.4. Having now examined making the decision more difficult when
starting from test 1, I now take a similar process to make the rules closer starting from
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test 2. Test 2 has more overall activation in the system and a bigger initial gap between
rule 1 and rule 2.
Test Rule 1 Rule 2 Colour 1 Colour 2
Start 0.0375 0.01 0.8 0.1
Finish 0.0255 0.022 0.8 0.1
Table 6.6: Parameters for making the decision more difficult starting from test 2 and
used for the simulations shown in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8: Firing rates of the SNr node corresponding to button 1 when making the
decision more difficult starting from test 2.
Given test 2 from Table 6.4, we can subtract 0.005 from rule 1 and add the same to
rule 2 to give the parameters shown as start in Table 6.6. Figure 6.8 shows simulations
which take the start parameters from Table 6.6 and add 0.0015 to rule 2 and subtract
the same from rule 1 for each successive test until reaching the parameter values shown
as finish. Again it is clear that, although the change to the rules was the same for each
successive test, the times at which the activation crosses the 5 spk/s threshold are not
evenly spaced.
Continuing to add 0.0015 to rule 2 and subtract the same from rule 1 from the
parameters finish in Table 6.6 gives settings for rule 1 and rule 2 of 0.025 and 0.0225
respectively. This process can be repeated twice more to give 0.024 and 0.0235 for rule 1
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and rule 2 after which there is a reversal in the dominant rule. Figure 6.9 shows the SNr
activation from the three tests defined by such a process. In Figure 6.9 the activation
for the SNr node corresponding to button 1, a correct response, is shown by a solid line,
and that corresponding to button 2 by a dotted line.
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Figure 6.9: Firing rates of the SNr nodes for tests starting from test 2 and making the
two rules as close as possible. Solid lines show the activation related to button 1 and
dotted lines show activation related to button 2.
The lightest grey lines in Figure 6.9 show the activation of the SNr where rule 1 and
rule 2 are set to 0.024 and 0.0235 respectively and the activation of both SNr nodes
dips below 5 spk/s. The activation corresponding to button 1, the correct response,
crosses the 5 spk/s threshold at 0.112 s and that corresponding to button 2 crosses at
0.113 s. Using the simplification that the response is given by the first SNr node to
cross the threshold this test is taken to show a correct response, however the activation
corresponding to the incorrect response crosses the threshold only a millisecond later.
Depending on how the signal is treated by the next part of the neural system, and
not modelled here, this test could also be interpreted as both responses having been
selected. This case of the activation of both SNr nodes dipping below the threshold for
the smallest difference between the rules starting from test 2 contrasts with the case
shown in Figure 6.6 which was based on starting from test 1 and neither response was
selected when the difference between the strengths of the two rules was close.
To examine the response times for a range of rule differences at a finer grain than in
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Figure 6.10: Response times against difference in strength between the two rules when
starting from test 2.
Figures 6.8 and 6.9, Figure 6.10 shows the response times, starting with the parameters
labelled as start in Table 6.6 and altering each rule in steps of 0.0005, until meeting
the conditions of the final test in Figure 6.9. Again it is clear that there are steps in
response time.
6.2.4 Swapping rule and colour
So far, the simulations shown have all had rule 1 and colour 1 as the dominant ones.
I now demonstrate that the correct button is still selected when the dominant rule and
colour are reversed.
Figure 6.11 shows the firing rates for the SNr nodes corresponding to each button
when the dominant rule and colour are those shown at the top of each plot. The
dominant colour is set to 0.8 and the other to 0.1 and with the rule strengths, the
dominant one is set to 0.025 and the other to 0.0225 and the simulation run with each
combination of these. The simulation in the top left of Figure 6.11 is the same as
that shown in black in Figure 6.9. The activation of the correct SNr node crosses the
threshold in each case, showing that the simulations work as expected when swapping
the rule and colour values. As there is symmetry in the system and it is deterministic,
the plots are the same with the response reversed, as required.
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Figure 6.11: Activation of the SNr nodes when reversing the dominant rule and colour
inputs to the simple basal ganglia model.
6.2.5 Testing sensitivity to parameters
So far, the simulations have all had the fixed parameters shown in Table 6.2. I now
consider how the behaviour of the system changes in response to changes in some of
those parameters. In this case, I keep the connections for rule and colour to be the
constant values given in Table 6.7. These rule settings were chosen so as to be not
the fastest, and most distinct responses of those described earlier with test A based on
making the decision more difficult from test 1 and B from test 2. This was done under
the assumption that the other parameters in the model would have more effect when
considering the response time only when the rules were closer.
Figure 6.12 shows response times for increasing strengths of connection from the
associative striatum to the SNr with colours showing different levels of mutual inhibi-
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Test Rule 1 Rule 2 Colour 1 Colour 2
A 0.0175 0.01 0.9 0.1
B 0.025 0.0225 0.8 0.1
Table 6.7: Parameters for rule and colour when testing sensitivity to other parameters
in the simple basal ganglia model.
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Figure 6.12: Response times when changing parameters involving connections to the
SNr in the simulation. Test A is a more difficult decision based on test 1, and test B
based on test 2.
tion from the SNr to itself. These are all inhibitory connections and the values shown
in Figure 6.12 are magnitudes. In previous tests, the connections from the associative
striatum to SNr and SNr to SNr have magnitudes of 0.6 and 0.06 respectively. The
response times shown are all quite close even when these parameters are changed, es-
pecially for Test B shown in Figure 6.12b. Figure 6.12a shows a split in response times
depending on the parameters. When the strengths of both connections tested were low
enough, no response was made at all. This is not surprising as both inputs inhibit the
SNr and a response is made when the output at the SNr decreases below a threshold.
Additional tests, not shown, demonstrated that the strength of the connections from
the background input to the striatum and the SNr have a big effect on the model. If
the background connection to the associative striatum was too low, then the input from
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the cortical nodes was not enough to give a response at the striatum and so there was
no response to pass to the SNr. If the connection from the background input to the
SNr nodes was too strong then there was no response as the firing rate of the SNr was
too high for the inhibitory connection from the associative striatum to push the SNr
activation below the threshold.
6.3 Adding the STN–GPe loop to the model
6.3.1 Changing the structure of the model
The model described in Section 6.2.1, which responds correctly to the colour and
rule inputs, contains only simple feedforward connections. There are no recurrent con-
nections or other influences which might prevent a correct decision from being made.
Now, I add the STN–GPe loop to the model with the STN receiving input from the
cortex and projecting to the SNr, thus forming the hyperdirect pathway as described in
Chapter 4 Section 4.2.1. As described in Chapter 5, even with just two nodes having
recurrent connections, the STN–GPe loop can exhibit a range of behaviour including
prolonged oscillations.
SNr
STN Striatum
ColourRule
GPe
Excitatory
Inhibitory
Background
Figure 6.13: Illustration of the basal ganglia network with the GPe and STN nodes
included.
Figure 6.13 shows the basal ganglia network with the STN–GPe loop added to the
model of Section 6.2.1. Each of the two new regions shown in Figure 6.13 actually
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represents two nodes representing the two buttons. To study the impact of the STN–
GPe loop in comparison to the simple network presented in Section 6.2.1, the properties
of the nodes and connections are kept as described previously for the cortex, striatum
and SNr, using the parameters given in Tables 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. The membrane time
constants of the new nodes are shown in Table 6.8 and are the same as used when
studying the STN–GPe loop alone in Chapter 5.
Although all the nodes have background input, that to the STN is shown in Fig-
ure 6.13 as in this model the background input to the two STN nodes may differ
representing a preference for one button over the other. These different strengths of
connection from a steady background input represent alternative sources of input to the
STN, such as from the motor areas of the cortex.
Node Membrane time constant (ms)
STN 6
GPe 14
Table 6.8: Membrane time constants used for the STN and GPe nodes within the basal
ganglia model.
GPe
STN
SNr
Figure 6.14: Detail of the connections between the STN and SNr as used in the model
shown in Figure 6.13. Each STN node projects an excitatory signal to both of the GPe
nodes but only to the corresponding SNr node. The background input shown to the
STN indicates that these may have different connection strengths.
The full network for the pairs of STN and GPe nodes and their connections to the
SNr are shown separately in Figure 6.14, omitting the connections from the striatum
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to the SNr. The STN nodes each connect to one of the SNr nodes, which represent the
two buttons, so the STN nodes can also be thought of as representing the buttons. In
this model, I have used focussed connections from the STN to SNr, that is a one-to-one
connection from each STN node to its corresponding SNr node. The rule nodes each
connect to one STN node, however, using the network described in Section 6.2.1, the
two rule nodes have identical activation as the difference between the rules is introduced
by different strengths of connection from the rule to the corresponding rule node in the
specific striatum. The rule nodes do, however, have additional input at the time of
stimulus onset, so this means that additional input is also passed to the STN at that
time.
In Figure 6.14 the connections from a steady background input to the STN are
shown, the efficacy of the connection from the background to the STN may be different
for the two nodes. This difference represents a predisposition to press one of the two but-
tons before the stimulus is actually seen. Where there is a difference in the background
connections to the STN nodes, the tests are repeated with the connections reversed so
that tests are run with bias which separately promotes or impedes the correct response.
Each STN node connects to both the corresponding and opposite GPe nodes. This
is based on the idea of both focussed and diffuse connections from the STN to the GPe
as implemented by Thibeault & Srinivasa (2013). I will use focussed to describe the
connection from the STN to its corresponding GPe node and diffuse to describe the
connection from the STN to the opposite GPe node. The connection delay between the
STN and GPe is set to 6 ms in each direction and that between the STN and SNr as
2 ms, these delays are as used by Thibeault & Srinivasa (2013). For each of the new links
connecting nodes in the system, the number of simulated connections and the delays
in those connections are shown in Table 6.9. These parameters will be kept constant
for all the simulations described, different strengths of connections will be modelled by
using different efficacies which will be stated for individual tests.
6.3.2 Activation of the SNr with influence from the STN
Having set up the model as described above and using rule and colour parameters
as for the three tests shown in Figure 6.9, I used the parameters shown in Table 6.10
for the connections relating to the STN and GPe nodes. This gave the results shown
in Figure 6.15 where the blue lines show the activation of the SNr nodes when the
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Connection Number of Connections Delay (ms)
Rule–STN 1250 6
STN–GPe (diffuse) 625 6
STN–GPe (focussed) 625 6
Background–STN 3000 0
GPe–STN 1250 6
Background–GPe 3000 0
STN–SNr 1250 2
Table 6.9: Standard parameters for testing the influence of the STN–GPe loop when
added to the basal ganglia model.
background input to the STN is lower for the STN node connected to the SNr node
representing the button giving the correct response than to the other STN node, which I
refer to as bias in favour of a correct response. The shading of the blue lines corresponds
to the shading of the black and grey lines showing the SNr activation in the simulation
without input from the STN for three sets of rule strengths.
Connection Efficacy
STN–GPe (diffuse) 0.05
STN–GPe (focussed) 0.05
Background–STN 3
Background–STN 3.025
GPe–STN −0.005
Background–GPe 1
Rule–STN 0.05
STN–SNr 0.0175
Table 6.10: Synaptic efficacies for testing the influence of activity from the STN.
The tests shown in Figure 6.9 were repeated with the connection strengths from the
background to the STN reversed, however, the qualitative details of the profile of the
activation and the times that the activation crossed the 5 spk/s threshold were almost
the same as those shown in blue.
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Figure 6.15: Activation of the SNr shown in blue is influenced by excitatory connections
from the STN. The activation of the SNr nodes without the influence of the STN shown
in black and grey is as in Figure 6.9.
The parameters shown in Table 6.10 give activation of the STN in which the initial
oscillations die out. It is clear from the blue lines in Figure 6.15 that in this case with
excitatory input from the STN, the responses given by the firing of the SNr nodes are
less strong as the minimum firing rate of the SNr node is higher and the time when the
firing rate is below the 5 spk/s threshold is shorter. In particular, the palest blue line
does not cross the threshold at all, indicating that a response is not made although in
the equivalent simulation without the influence of the excitatory input from the STN, a
response was made, at 0.112 s. For the middle of the three simulations in Figure 6.15,
the addition of the input from the STN delays the response to the next dip in the
oscillations in the firing rate of the SNr node. Without the influence of the STN, the
response is made at 0.111 s and with this influence, the response is made at 0.131 s. For
the darkest simulations shown in Figure 6.15 the difference between the response times
with and without the STN is much smaller, 0.111 s and 0.113 s without and with input
from the STN respectively. Figure 6.15 shows that both without input from the STN
and with input in which the oscillations of the STN die out, the firing rates of the SNr
nodes settle to a steady rate after initial oscillations.
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Figure 6.16: Activation of the SNr shown in blue is influenced by oscillatory input from
the STN.
As the influence of the input from the STN is to excite the SNr and a decision is
made when the output of the SNr dips below a threshold, then it seems intuitive that
adding the influence of the STN increase the firing rate at the SNr and thus delay or
prevent a response as shown here.
The simulations shown in Figure 6.15 are now repeated with just two changes to the
connection parameters in order to make the activation of the STN nodes continue to
oscillate. In Chapter 5, I described how oscillations can be maintained in the STN–GPe
loop when the connection strengths are higher. Using the parameters in Table 6.10 and
changing the STN to GPe focussed connection to 0.105 and the GPe to STN connection
to -0.045, results in the simulations shown in Figure 6.16.
In Figure 6.16, we can see that, for each of the rule settings shown, there is a clear
response, the activation of the SNr node shown in blue dips below the 5 spk/s threshold.
The timings of the responses can be much different from those in the underlying simu-
lation without the influence of the STN. For the lightest of the plots in Figure 6.16 the
response was made at 0.112 s without input from the STN and with oscillatory input
from the STN the response is now made at 0.143 s.
Figures 6.15 and 6.16 show examples of the possible impact of the STN on responses
where the underlying simulations are based on making the decision more difficult from
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Connection Efficacy
STN–GPe (diffuse) 0.05
STN–GPe (focussed) 0.105
Background–STN 3
Background–STN 3.05
GPe–STN −0.045
Background–GPe 1
Rule–STN 0.05
STN–SNr 0.0175
Table 6.11: Synaptic efficacies for testing the influence of the STN–GPe loop.
test 2. When the rules are made closer starting from test 1, as shown in Figure 6.6,
there are situations in which no response was made at all as the firing rate at the SNr
did not cross the 5 spk/s threshold. I now look at the impact of input from the STN in
this situation using the underlying simulations shown as the lightest three in Figure 6.6.
The STN–GPe loop connections were set using the parameters shown in Table 6.11
which, as used for Figure 6.16 above, cause the STN activation to continue to oscillate.
Figure 6.17 shows that with the influence of excitatory oscillatory input from the
STN, the activation of the SNr shown in blue clearly dips below the 5 spk/s threshold
and so a response is made. This is the case even for the palest blue line, where the
corresponding simulation without the effect of input from the STN, shown in the palest
grey, does not give a response.
I now look at the change to the population density profiles of the SNr node corre-
sponding to the correct response with and without the influence of input from the STN
in the simulations shown in Figure 6.17 to see how the addition of excitatory input from
the STN can lead to a response being made when previously none was.
In Figures 6.18a and 6.18b the population densities of the SNr node, respectively
without and with the influence of input from the STN, appear similar up to 0.128 s.
From 0.13 s to approximately 0.138 s the main peak of population density is further to
the right, that is nearer to the threshold potential, in Figure 6.18b than in Figure 6.18a
so the firing rate corresponding to Figure 6.18b is higher during this period. From
0.136 s, in Figure 6.18b, we see a portion of the membrane potential distribution which
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Figure 6.17: Activation of the SNr shown in blue has oscillatory input from the STN.
The simulations shown in black and grey do not have input from the STN and are as
previously shown in Figure 6.6.
is nearer to the reset potential, representing neurons which have fired and been re-
introduced. This means that the population density close to the threshold potential is
lower and the firing rate is then lower, becoming low enough to cross the threshold of
5 spk/s.
So far, although I have introduced a bias so that the two STN nodes have different
input connections from the steady background and I have run the simulations with
those connections both ways round, I have only illustrated the activation of the SNr
when the bias at the STN was such as to favour a correct response, shown in blue in
Figures 6.15, 6.16 and 6.17. Now, using the parameters shown in Table 6.12, I show
a pair of simulations with a larger difference in input between the input to the two
STN nodes, and thus a larger difference between the activity of the two STN nodes. In
Figure 6.19, as before, the blue lines represent the output of the SNr nodes when the
bias at the STN favours the correct response with the activity of the correct SNr node
dipping below the threshold. The green lines show the activation of the SNr nodes when
the difference between the STN nodes favours the incorrect response. The activity of
the SNr shown as a solid line is that representing the correct response, and the dotted
line represents an incorrect response.
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(a) Without STN influence as the lightest grey plot in 6.17.
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(b) With STN influence as the lightest blue plot in 6.17.
Figure 6.18: Population densities for the SNr node at the times indicated for simulations
shown in 6.17
Figure 6.19 shows, in black, a simulation in which the activation of the SNr nodes
representing both responses drops below the 5 spk/s threshold in the original simulation
without any input from the STN to the SNr. This is based on the parameters 0.024 and
0.0235 for rule 1 and rule 2 and 0.8 and 0.1 for colour 1 and colour 2 respectively, shown
in light grey in Figure 6.9. In the simulation shown in Figure 6.19, when the bias at
the STN favours an incorrect response, the SNr firing rate for the node corresponding
to the incorrect response dips below the threshold at 0.112 s of simulation, before that
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Connection Efficacy
STN–GPe (diffuse) 0.05
STN–GPe (focussed) 0.105
Background–STN 2.8
Background–STN 2.95
GPe–STN −0.045
Background–GPe 1
Rule–STN 0.05
STN–SNr 0.0125
Table 6.12: Synaptic efficacies for testing the influence of input from the STN to the
SNr where there is a bigger difference between the input to the two STN nodes than in
previous tests.
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Figure 6.19: Activation of the SNr node corresponding to the correct response is shown
by solid lines and that corresponding to the incorrect response is shown as dotted lines.
The black lines show a simulation without input from the STN to the SNr, as shown
in light grey in Figure 6.9. The blue and green lines show bias at the STN in favour of
and against a correct response respectively, using the parameters given in Table 6.12.
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for the correct response (0.129 s), so this is taken to be an incorrect response. When
the bias at STN favours a correct response then a correct response is made. Figure 6.19
uses the parameters in Table 6.12 where we see that the difference between the inputs
to the two STN nodes is larger than for the other tests shown. This difference has been
enough to trigger an incorrect response in the case where the bias hinders the correct
response.
6.3.3 Response times with input from the STN
Previously, in Section 6.2.3, I examined how the response time varied with the
difference between the two rules, finding that there were steps in response times as
shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.10. I now look at the response times for the same sets of
rule differences, but with the addition of input from the STN to the SNr. To do so,
I use two sets of parameters for the connections of the STN and GPe nodes. One set
of parameters shown in Table 6.10 allows the oscillations in the STN node to die out
and gives the results shown by blue diamonds in Figures 6.20 and 6.21. The other set
of parameters has the STN to GPe focussed connection set to 0.105 and the GPe to
STN connection set to -0.045 and all other parameters as in Table 6.10. This second
set of parameters causes oscillations to be maintained in the firing of the STN and the
response times are shown as red circles in Figures 6.20 and 6.21. In each case the timings
shown are only for the case where the STN influence is against the correct response.
In Figures 6.20 and 6.21, the black crosses indicate the response times presented in
Section 6.2.3 without the STN.
Figure 6.20 shows results based on making the decision more difficult starting from
test 1, in each case the correct response was made despite there being a bias against the
correct response from the STN. Where a response is not shown when the rule difference
is small, then this simulation did not give a response as the firing rate of neither SNr
node fell below the threshold. The blue diamonds, where the STN output does not
continue to oscillate, all show a slower response time than the corresponding response
times without input from the STN, shown as black crosses. In addition, a much bigger
rule difference is needed in order for a response to be made compared to the simulation
without input from the STN. The red circles, with the influence of oscillating output
from the STN, show a faster response time for smaller rule differences, but a slower
response time for larger rule differences. In addition, this STN influence enables the
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Figure 6.20: Response times against difference in strength between the two rules making
the decision more difficult starting from test 1. Black crosses show the simulations
without the influence of the STN, blue diamonds with influence of activation of the
STN which reaches a steady firing rate and red circles for simulations with continuing
oscillations in the activity of the STN.
correct response to be made for some smaller differences in rules than was the case with
the basic simulation. In each case there is still a step in response times when changing
rule difference.
Figure 6.21 shows the results of the same STN–GPe parameters applied to rule
differences based on test 2. These simulations have more activation in the system which
results in generally faster response times. Also, the initial test 2 allows for a wider range
of rule differences. In Figure 6.21, again the responses with unsustained oscillations in
output of the STN, shown as blue diamonds, are slower than the responses without any
STN influence. For the smallest rule difference, no response is made in this condition.
For the continuing oscillations in the activity of the STN, for some of the simulations
the response was slower and for some faster than the basic simulation.
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Figure 6.21: Response times against difference in strength between the two rules making
the decision more difficult starting from test 2. The symbols and colours are as in
Figure 6.20.
6.3.4 Changing the connection from the STN to the GPe
So far, I have only used two different sets of parameters for the connections between
the STN and GPe such that the activation of the STN continues to oscillate or reaches
a steady state. I have used these parameters with different rule settings and different
connections between the background and STN nodes. I now look at how changing the
efficacies of the connections from the STN to the GPe affects the activity of the SNr
when keeping all other parameters in the simulations constant using the parameters in
Table 6.13.
As a basic simulation to test the effect of changing the connections between the
STN and the GPe, I use the middle simulation from Figure 6.9 which was also used
in Figures 6.15 and 6.16 with the influence of input from the STN to the SNr. The
parameters in Table 6.13 were used only with the bias at the STN favouring an incorrect
output. For each successive test, the focussed connection from the STN to the GPe is
increased by 0.01, until reaching 0.095, and the resulting activation of the SNr node
corresponding to the correct response shown in Figure 6.22.
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Connection Efficacy
STN–GPe (diffuse) 0.05
STN–GPe (focussed) 0.055
Background–STN 3
Background–STN 3.025
GPe–STN −0.035
Background–GPe 1
STN–SNr 0.0175
Table 6.13: Parameters for testing the effect of changing the strength of the STN–GPe
connection only.
Figure 6.22 shows that changing the strength of connection from the STN to GPe
makes a difference to both the timing and amplitude of the resulting oscillations at
the SNr. The correct response was made in each simulation despite the small bias at
the STN being towards the incorrect response. The response times, at which the SNr
activation dips below 5 spk/s were, for increasing the STN to GPe efficacy, 0.112, 0.128,
0.127, 0.143 and 0.115 s. There is a wide variation in response times which do not follow
a simple pattern based on the changes in the STN to GPe connections. This suggests
that the model is sensitive to the parameters used and I would expect that it would also
be sensitive to other parameters.
6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 Summary of results
In this chapter I have demonstrated a simple model of action selection in the basal
ganglia. Firstly, I implemented a feedforward network, representing the direct pathway
in the basal ganglia described in Chapter 4. Unlike published computational models
of the basal ganglia, I implemented my model using population density techniques as
described in Chapter 5.
I used my simulated basal ganglia to make decisions based on the psychological task
of Bland & Schaefer (2011) described in Chapter 2. Making a decision in the basal
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Figure 6.22: Top plot: Activation for the SNr node corresponding to the button for the
correct response using the parameters given in Table 6.13. Subsequent plots: Increasing
the strength of the focussed connection from the STN to GPe by 0.01 for each successive
test.
ganglia model required the combination of a representation of a belief as to environ-
mental state which applied, referred to as a rule strength, and a visual stimulus of a
colour. I showed how the timing of the responses made by the model varied according
to the difficulty of the decision, modelled as a smaller difference between the belief in
each underlying rule. I found that there is not a simple linear relation between rule
strengths and response times using my simple model. I have shown how this relates to
the oscillations which occur initially as a signal is passed from one node to another in
a neural system.
As described in Chapter 4, the hyperdirect pathway forms another channel for infor-
mation flow through the basal ganglia. I created the hyperdirect pathway by adding an
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additional node, the STN, to the simple direct pathway basal ganglia model. The STN
takes input from the cortex and is also connected to the GPe forming an excitatory-
inhibitory circuit which can display stable or oscillating behaviour, as investigated in
Chapter 5. I examined the ability of the model to select the correct action under dif-
ferent conditions of activity of the STN.
I found that if the oscillations in the activity of the STN have subsided before
the signal arrives through the direct pathway to the basal ganglia output, the SNr,
then adding the excitatory connection from the STN to the SNr can delay or prevent
a response from being made, as illustrated in Figure 6.15. When the STN exhibits
sustained oscillations then these can allow a decision to be made where one was not
made without the influence of input from the STN as shown in Figure 6.17. This gives
a possible advantage of oscillatory output from the STN during normal activity.
A bias from the STN towards an incorrect response can produce an incorrect output
as shown in Figure 6.19. Whether an incorrect action is produced depends on the
difference between the strengths of belief in the two rules and on the strength of the
bias at the STN. This will be investigated further in Chapter 7.
6.4.2 Assumptions and limitations
Even though I have only modelled a simplified basal ganglia model for action se-
lection, the parameters chosen for the simulations reported only cover a small fraction
of the possible parameter settings. I have only presented two different starting points
for considering rule and colour settings. These allow different amounts of excitatory
input into the system. For test 2 with a higher maximum rule difference, I lowered the
parameter for colour 2 compared to that for test 1 so as to reduce difference in overall
activation between the two tests. I have experimented with more parameter settings
than those presented here and find the results to be qualitatively similar.
I have tried to focus on just a small number of parameters to look at the influence of
specific connections on the behaviour of the model. When changing the connections in
the model, I have changed only the efficacy and not the number of effective connections.
As described in Chapter 5 Section 5.5, both the number of effective connections and
the efficacy should be changed to vary the mean and standard deviation of the input
signal. As indicated in Section 6.3.4, the model could be very sensitive to the parame-
ters relating to the STN–GPe loop, but only a small part of this parameter space has
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been investigated. Aside from the rule and colour settings and bias at the STN, the
parameters are identical for corresponding pathways. An alternative approach would
be to add random noise to the input to each node, as done by Guthrie et al. (2013) and
Schroll et al. (2012). This approach would have required additional parameters in the
model to control the level of noise and additional simulations to see the overall effects.
In all the simulations shown, I have provided additional input to the system at
0.05 s at the time I consider the stimulus to have been presented in the behavioural
task. Although the task consists of a colour stimulus which would imply changing
the input to the cortical colour node only, additional input is fed to the rule node.
The additional signal to the rule nodes represents engagement with the task and an
assumption that the appearance of the colour signals that a decision has to be made.
The cortical rule nodes excite the STN although excitation of the STN when a decision
needs to be made could originate from other brain areas. In addition, both the rule and
colour nodes need time for the population densities to develop from the initial state of
all neurons having a single membrane potential.
This work only includes some of the known pathways in the basal ganglia. As with
Guthrie et al. (2013) I only include the direct and hyperdirect pathways. Unlike Guthrie
et al. (2013), I include the GPe node in a loop with the STN. I have used the simple
feedforward only model as a baseline upon which to examine the impact of activity of
the STN on the system. I have taken the STN–GPe loop to be part of the hyperdirect
pathway only rather than including the indirect pathway. In the indirect pathway, the
GPe receives inhibitory input from the striatum. It is known that both the direct and
indirect pathways are active during movement initiation (Nelson & Kreitzer, 2014). I
have simulated the direct and hyperdirect pathway only so that I could keep my model
simple and examine the impact of excitatory input from the STN to SNr.
As with Guthrie et al. (2013), I use an association area in the striatum to combine
information. N’Guyen et al. (2014) raise a concern that this method does not scale up
to cater for large numbers of possible inputs. In the model of N’Guyen et al. (2014),
described in Chapter 4, multiple inputs converge on the SNr, they found however, that
the model was not able to successfully respond to combinations of inputs. I show that
the association area I have implemented can correctly combine signals, the main focus of
my investigations is the impact of excitatory input from the STN on the SNr activation.
I do not rule out other mechanisms by which signals could be combined.
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It is not clear what constitutes a response neurally and computational models involve
many simplifications from real biological systems, so each modeller has to choose a
plausible mechanism to determine a response. I have followed Humphries et al. (2006)
and used a threshold of 5 spk/s as the firing rate below which the firing rate of an SNr
node has to fall for a decision to be achieved. I did not implement nodes to receive
the tonic inhibitory input from the SNr such that a drop in firing rate from the SNr
disinhibits the next node in the system. Whether the next node actually would fire
would depend on other factors which are not included in my simulations, such as the
delay in transmission of the signal and the membrane time constant of the nodes. This
means that it would not always be the case that the following node would always fire
when the SNr firing rate falls below the threshold as it may need that dip to last longer
to start firing. I have also taken the simplistic approach that the first node to cross the
threshold triggers a response even when there is only a very small time difference before
the other node falls below the threshold. My assumption is that there could be some
other mechanism which can respond very quickly and ensure that only one response
is selected but that this mechanism is beyond the scope of my investigations. This
is where my approach differs from that of Humphries et al. (2006). Humphries et al.
(2006) create populations of individual spiking neurons. They determine the average
firing rate for the whole population using a moving time window. This gives them the
possibility that more than one response will be selected.
Some computational models (e.g. Frank, 2005) allow a system to reach a stable
state and then compare the activation of different nodes when in that stable state to
determine whether a decision has been made. My approach of considering the first of the
SNr nodes for which the activation falls below 5 spk/s means that the initial oscillations
which occur as a signal is passed from one node to another become an important feature
of the decision making.
Using my simple basal ganglia model I found that there were steps in what I describe
as the response time, that is the time at which the firing rate of one SNr node falls below
the threshold of 5 spk/s. A decision having been made at the basal ganglia is only one
part of the decision time in a behavioural context. The work presented here does not
consider how the decision at the basal ganglia is transformed to a motor output in terms
of a button press. Even if a step in response time is seen when the activation at the
SNr is considered, I would expect there to be random differences occurring in the rest
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of the process to convert the decision into an action so that steps would not be likely
to be seen in the behavioural reaction time.
These simulations are deterministic, the results are identical every time they are
run. I chose to set the weights in the simulation to fixed values, in most cases identical
for each channel so that I could examine the effects of systematically changing some of
the weights.
One difference between my model and many other computational models of the basal
ganglia is that I have not included diffuse connections from the STN to SNr as included
by, for example, Frank (2006) and Gurney et al. (2001) as described in Chapter 4. There
is a school of thought that the STN inhibits all actions by increasing the activation of all
SNr nodes and this has helped to develop models of interaction between pathways in the
basal ganglia giving an explanation for the function of each pathway. Other researchers
suggest that the underlying biological connections are topographic in nature, (Brodal,
2010; DeLong & Wichmann, 2010). The computational models of Chakravarthy and
colleagues use focussed projections from the STN to SNr (e.g. Kalva et al., 2012).
In my modelling, I have shown that it is possible to produce a lower firing rate
at the SNr by the addition of excitatory input from the STN. Oscillatory excitatory
input from the STN to the SNr can force the output of the SNr to also oscillate giving
periods at which the firing rate of the SNr is lower than it would be without the input
from the STN. If, as I consider, short dips in the firing rate of the SNr can result in a
decision, this can result in a decision being made when otherwise a decision would not
be made. In the psychological task I study, participants lose 10 points if no response is
made, so it is better to guess, giving a chance of being correct, than to not answer at
all. A mechanism to force a response could be provided by oscillatory input from the
STN to the SNr. Although I have used focussed connections from the STN to the SNr
and always implemented asymmetric connections from the background input to the two
STN nodes, I believe that the effect of producing a response through oscillations in the
STN output could also be achieved, in the same way as shown in Figure 6.18, when the
STN globally excites the SNr.
In setting the parameters for the simulations, I have always set the additional input
to both the rule and colour nodes to be at the same time as each other. This means
that the timings of the oscillations which occur as a signal is passed through the basal
ganglia nodes always have the same relation to each other. As the STN can have a large
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effect on the timing of the response, I would expect that different timings of the signals
could also have a big effect on the responses.
In treating each trial as a completely separate event, I have represented stimuli by
increasing the background input to the cortical nodes at a particular point in time. This
input then remains at the higher level for the remainder of the simulations. Humphries
et al. (2006) used an alternative approach in which input to one channel increased and
at a later time input to the other channel was increased to a level above that of the
first. Humphries et al. (2006) showed that their model could correctly switch response.
As described in Chapter 4, information processing in the basal ganglia is considered
to take place in loops so that the decision made at the SNr is fed back to the cortex. I
have not implemented such a loop in my model. This is a common approach in models
which consider each individual trial as a separate event and do not look at how brain
activity is maintained or changes between trials, for example Krishnan et al. (2011) and
Humphries et al. (2012).
I have implemented a bias at the STN by means of connections from a background
input. This bias could originate in other brain areas or due to changes in other connec-
tions.
6.5 Conclusions
I have shown that population density modelling can be used to model cognitive
processes. I have shown how the response of the model changes when the inputs are
varied and considered how input from the STN changes the responses. I found that the
impact of the STN on responses varied according to whether the output from the STN
was oscillatory or not. This leads me to suggest a benefit of oscillatory activity from
the STN in that responses can be made in situations in which no response would be
made without this input. In Chapter 7, I further examine the role of the STN, whilst
incorporating learning into the model.
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Chapter 7
Learning
7.1 Introduction
In Chapter 6, I examined a simple neural model of the basal ganglia and the addition
of the STN–GPe loop to that model. The model responds according to stimuli based
on individual trials of the psychological task of Bland & Schaefer (2011) described in
Chapter 2. However, the neural model had no mechanism for learning a belief in the
underlying state of the environment. I now move towards using the neural model to
simulate the reinforcement learning model developed in Chapter 3 to describe human
behaviour.
The reinforcement learning model consists of two parts: updates using a learning
rate parameter to an underlying belief in which rule currently applies, and probabilistic
selection of an action using a temperature parameter used in a softmax rule which con-
trols the randomness of the responses. In this chapter, I take an approach of applying
the belief updates given by reinforcement learning directly to the rule strengths in the
model, allowing me to focus on how the action selection mechanism might be imple-
mented in the basal ganglia. I propose a mechanism by which connections in the model
may implement different temperatures in softmax action selection.
I simulate a sequence of trials and on each trial I use the model’s output to determine
the response made and use the outcome of whether the response was correct or not to
update connections between nodes in the model between trials. I focus on the possibility
that the STN–GPe loop acts as a source of randomness, as did Krishnan et al. (2011)
described in Chapter 4. Using sequences of trials, I run the model multiple times using
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different parameters to represent the learning rate and temperature parameters from
the reinforcement learning model. I record the behaviour of the model on each trial,
and use these behavioural responses to estimate the reinforcement learning parameters
underlying that behaviour in the same way as for the human behavioural data described
in Chapter 3.
7.2 The STN as a source of randomness
7.2.1 Influence of the STN on decision accuracy
In Chapter 6, I started to examine how the difference between the background
input to the two STN nodes in the basal ganglia model could lead to an incorrect
response. In Figure 6.19 when the asymmetry between the inputs was against the
correct response, the wrong response was made. When the asymmetry at the STN was
in favour of the correct response, the correct response was made which I now assume to
be true in general and investigate conditions under which asymmetry actually produces
an incorrect response. Keeping the input from the background to one of the STN nodes
constant, I look at the accuracy of the response when varying the difference in the rule
strength and in the difference between the background input to the two STN nodes,
which I refer to as the bias at the STN.
SNr
STN Striatum
ColourRule
GPe
Excitatory
Inhibitory
Background
(a) Relationship between nodes.
GPe
STN
SNr
(b) Connections involving the STN.
Figure 7.1: Basal ganglia network used for learning experiments.
The decision making network presented is repeated in Figure 7.1 for convenience. For
these investigations, most of the weights for the connections are held constant with the
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values used in Chapter 6 in Tables 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.8 and 6.9 with additional connections
at 0.05 s of simulation to represent the stimuli as before. The remaining parameter
values which are fixed for these experiments are shown in Table 7.1, these parameters
produce sustained oscillatory activity in the STN–GPe loop. As in Chapter 6, a response
is indicated by the first of the two SNr nodes for which the activation falls below the
threshold of 5 spk/s.
Connection Efficacy
STN–SNr 0.02
STN–GPe (diffuse) 0.05
STN–GPe (focussed) 0.105
GPe–STN −0.045
Rule–STN 0.05
Table 7.1: Parameters which are kept unchanged for the learning experiments.
Following the investigations into the effects of adding the STN–GPe loop to the
decision making model, I chose to use the simulation shown in black in Figure 6.9 as
the basic simulation in this chapter and make the rules closer from there. That is, I
take the minimum and maximum rule strengths to be 0.0225 and 0.025 respectively
and set the colour to 0.8 for the colour shown and 0.1 for the colour not shown. These
settings are based on making the decision more difficult from test 2 from Table 6.4 in
Chapter 6. I adjust the rule strengths by increasing one and decreasing the other by
the same amount. I scale the difference between the two rule strengths so that the
maximum difference, which is 0.0025 using the parameters described above, is set to 1.
The connections from the background to the STN nodes give a bias to the response
as each STN node connects to just one of the two SNr nodes as shown in Figure 7.1b.
The background input to the STN node connected to the SNr node representing the
incorrect response is set to 2.5 for each of the tests. The background input to the
other STN node is set to various levels up to 3. In general, a higher output at the
STN will excite the corresponding SNr node. Under the ideas of Frank (2006) of the
STN providing a NoGo signal, this would reduce the chance of the activation of the
SNr dipping below a threshold and creating a response. The interactions between the
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populations are complex and, as shown in Chapter 6, it is possible for excitatory input
to result in a response. As with the difference in rule strengths, I scale the difference
between the background input to the two STN nodes to be between 0 and 1 and refer
to this scaled difference as the level of scaled bias at the STN.
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Figure 7.2: Accuracy of the decision made by the model according to the scaled differ-
ence between the rules and scaled bias at the STN.
Figure 7.2 shows whether the response was correct or not for combinations of scaled
rule differences and scaled bias at the STN as described above. When the rule difference
is small, a small bias towards the incorrect response will cause the incorrect response
to be taken and when the difference between the rules is large, a large bias is needed to
force the incorrect response. For most of the rule differences used, there is a single level
of difference in bias such that if the difference is smaller than this the correct answer is
given but otherwise the incorrect response is made. This is not the case for the scaled
rule difference of 0.52 where for increasing difference in bias, the response changes from
correct to incorrect then correct again and incorrect again. To try to understand why
this happens, firstly I show in Figure 7.3 the output of the two STN nodes for some
different bias settings.
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Figure 7.3: Activation of the two STN nodes for increasing bias at the STN. The left
output is projected to the SNr node representing the correct response and the right
output is projected to the SNr node representing an incorrect response. The grey levels
show different levels of scaled bias at the STN.
The asymmetry between the output of the two STN nodes is shown as the difference
between the left and right plots in Figure 7.3. The peaks of the activation shown in the
left plot, which shows the output which will be passed to the SNr node corresponding
to a correct response, are higher than the peaks in the right plot. Noting that the
output from the STN is excitatory will therefore tend to increase the firing rate at
the corresponding SNr node and that a decision is made when the SNr output falls
below a threshold, the higher peaks influencing the correct response will discourage that
response. The relationship is not as simple as that, as we saw in Chapter 6 excitatory
oscillatory input from the STN to the SNr can encourage a response. The level of
complexity in the interactions leads me to examine the output of the simulations for
specific parameter values.
The right hand plot in Figure 7.3 shows the output of the STN node which has a
constant background input of 2.5 for the different levels of bias. Note that Figure 7.3
shows that the peaks of activation of this node have the same amplitude, but that the
timings of these peaks varies according to the level of bias between the two STN nodes,
especially later in the simulation. Note that in the left plot of Figure 7.3, it is clear that
both the amplitude and the timings of the peaks differ according to the level of bias.
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Figure 7.4 shows details of the firing rates of the SNr nodes for simulations with
the scaled rule difference set to 0.52 and the four different levels of STN bias shown in
Figure 7.3. The grey levels of the four plots in Figure 7.4 match those in Figure 7.3
showing the level of STN bias. The plots in Figure 7.4 each show the activation of the
SNr node corresponding to the correct response as a solid line and that corresponding
to the incorrect response as a dotted line, focussing on the time period when a response
is made. In each of the plots in Figure 7.4, the input from the striatum to the SNr is
identical, as this only depends on the colour and rule settings which were unchanged in
these simulations.
At the first dip in firing rates of the SNr nodes shown in Figure 7.4, for the lowest
level of STN bias, shown in the top left, the firing rate for the SNr node corresponding to
the correct answer clearly goes below the 5 spk/s first before that corresponding to the
incorrect answer. For the plots shown top right and bottom right, the firing rate for the
node corresponding to the incorrect response cross the threshold so the wrong action is
made. For the simulation shown in the bottom left, the firing rate dips close to but not
below the threshold so no response is made at that time. In each case, when the firing
rates dip a second time, the activation corresponding to the correct response clearly
crosses the threshold before that for the incorrect response, so the correct response is
made in the bottom left plot.
7.2.2 Relating the influence of the STN to the softmax temperature
In order to consider whether the influence of the activity of the STN on decisions
made at the SNr in the basal ganglia could produce responses which show similarity to
softmax action selection, I first examine softmax action selection more closely than in
Chapter 3. I repeat the formula for softmax action selection, for the situation where
there are two alternatives. Given a belief, B, that one environmental state applies, where
B is between 0 and 1 and the belief in the other response is 1−B, and a temperature
parameter T which is greater than zero, the probability, P , of response in line with that
environmental state is given by
P =
e
B
T
e
B
T + e
1−B
T
.
Figure 7.5 shows how the probabilities of an action depend on the underlying belief
and the temperature, T . When the beliefs in each option are equal, at 0.5, then the
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Figure 7.4: Activation of the two SNr nodes for different levels of bias at STN, shown
in the same grey levels as in Figure 7.3, for the scaled rule difference of 0.52. Solid lines
show the activity of the SNr node representing the correct answer and dotted lines the
incorrect answer.
probability of selecting each response is also 0.5 regardless of the value of the temper-
ature. When the temperature is low, 0.05 shown in blue in Figure 7.5, the probability
of responding in alignment with the belief quickly becomes 1 as the belief moves away
from 0.5. When the temperature is high, even when the belief in rule 1 is 1, thereby
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Figure 7.5: Influence of the temperature parameter in softmax on the probability of
responding in accordance with the underlying belief
having no belief in rule 2, the probability of selecting rule 1 is still under 80%, having
much more randomness in responses.
To potentially relate softmax action selection to the effect of the STN, I first take
the approximation that the boundary between correct and incorrect responses shown
in Figure 7.2 can be represented by a straight line passing through the origin and the
point representing a scaled rule difference of 1 and a scaled bias at the STN of 0.7.
Using this simplification to a linear boundary, I created simulations using MATLAB
(2012) in which the bias at STN was calculated by sampling the background input to
each STN node from a normal distribution with mean zero and standard deviations
shown in Figure 7.6. The accuracy of the response was calculated without using the
neural simulation, using the assumption that when the bias at the STN is in favour of
the correct response a correct response will be made. When the bias at the STN is in
favour of the incorrect response, I assume that the response will be correct when the
scaled bias is below the linear boundary between correct and incorrect responses for that
scaled rule difference. For each of the four standard deviations shown in Figure 7.6, the
process of selecting weights and calculating the accuracy was repeated 10,000 times for
each of 21 equally spaced scaled rule differences in the (0,1) interval and the percentage
of correct responses calculated.
Figure 7.6 considers only the difference between the two rules taken in one direction,
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Figure 7.6: Modelling the response made dependent on the difference between the rules
and the difference of two values sampled from normal distributions.
so only relates to beliefs from 0.5 to 1 which appear in the top right of Figure 7.5. It is
clear that the curves shown in Figures 7.6 and 7.5 have the same shapes. This demon-
strates that softmax behaviour can be achieved in this model by randomly selecting the
connections to the STN nodes from normal distributions. The temperature in softmax
is controlled by the standard deviations of the distributions from which to select the
connections. A higher temperature is represented by a higher standard deviation.
7.3 Adding learning to the basal ganglia model
7.3.1 Defining a test process
I have indicated above that it may be possible to use the bias at the STN to im-
plement softmax action selection. This was based on some assumptions; I made a
simplification to a linear relation between the rule difference and the STN bias to give
the boundary between correct and incorrect decision. As described above, this rela-
tion was not linear when using the neural model. Also the relation between accurate
and inaccurate responses according to rule difference and the bias at the STN shown
in Figure 7.2 was based on keeping the background input to one STN node constant.
I assumed that, in the range of connection strengths used, the difference between the
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input to the two STN nodes is more important than the absolute values of the two
connection strengths.
I now return to the neural population simulations and use reinforcement learning
to calculate the rule strengths, with two different learning rate parameters according
to whether the previous trial was a win or a loss. I select weights for the background
connections to the two STN nodes from normal distributions with a mean of zero and
the standard deviation which is also a parameter dependent on whether the previous
trial was a win or a loss. This will implement the reinforcement learning model which I
found to be the best fit to human behaviour of the machine learning approaches tested
in Chapter 3.
A run is formed from a sequence of trials where each trial takes the form of the
trials shown in Chapter 6, but in this case weights in the model are amended between
each trial. The only weights which are amended are those which connect the rule nodes
to the specific striatum and those which supply background input to the STN. The
connections from the background to the colour are set to simulate a colour presented
on each trial.
7.3.2 Updating weights
Here, I give a recap of reinforcement learning as described in Chapter 3 and explain
how it has been applied to the rule strengths in the computational basal ganglia model.
The environment is assumed to be coupled so whichever button is correct on a trial, the
other button is incorrect. This means that an agent only needs to maintain a predicted
value of the outcome for one response type, I use response type 1. Suppose Q(t) is
the predicted value of using response type 1, on trial t and that R(t) is the reward
associated with response type 1. The reward value can be determined directly from
the colour shown and correct response and does not depend on the response actually
selected. If colour 1 is shown and button 1 is correct or colour 2 shown and button 2
correct then R is set to 1, indicating that a type 1 response was correct on that trial,
in other cases R is set to 0. At each trial a prediction error, δ(t), is calculated as the
difference between the reward and the predicted value of a type 1 response
δ(t) = R(t)−Q(t).
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This prediction error, δ(t), is used to update the expected value Q(t) for the next
trial, using a learning rate, α, with a value between 0 and 1 as follows
Q(t+ 1) = Q(t) + αδ(t).
As with the best fitting model to human behaviour, I use two learning rates according
to whether the previous response was correct or not. The predicted value is converted
directly into a rule strength, that is the efficacy for the connection between cortical rule
node and the corresponding node in the specific striatum. Keeping rule strengths within
the range described above, between 0.0225 and 0.025, connection strengths can be set
from the Q value by setting rule 1 to 0.0225 +Q/400 and rule 2 to 0.025−Q/400.
For setting the connection strengths from the background input to the STN, the
following process is used. Random numbers are selected from a standard normal dis-
tribution for each of the two connections. These random numbers are scaled by a
‘temperature’ parameter which is set according to whether the previous trial was a win
or a loss. The resulting values are added to 2.5 to give the efficacies of the connections
from the background to the STN nodes.
7.3.3 Test data
Using aspects of the environment presented to the human participants by Bland &
Schaefer (2011), I created test data using MATLAB (2012). Each set of data generated
consists of 360 trials in blocks of 120. As with the psychological study, blocks of trials
are considered to be stable or volatile. Stable blocks have no switch in underlying
rule and volatile blocks have a rule switch every 30 trials. Stable and volatile blocks
are alternated to form a set of 360 trials, giving two sets of conditions, starting with
stable and volatile. These two conditions were repeated by starting with the opposite
underlying rule to give four sets of 360 trials. Each trial consists of a colour shown,
coded as 1 or 2 and the number of the correct button for that trial. Each trial has a
50% chance of each colour being shown and a 73.3% chance of feedback being given in
alignment with the underlying rule. This data corresponds to the low feedback validity
condition used with the human participants.
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7.3.4 Simulation
The test data produced was presented to the computational basal ganglia set up as
in Section 7.2 and using the sets of parameters shown in Tables 7.2 and 7.3 to determine
the weight changes between trials. Note that these temperature parameters are not the
same as the temperature in the softmax calculation, but are used to set the standard
deviation of the distribution from which the connections from the background to the
STN connections are set. Each set of learning rate parameters was paired with each
set of temperature parameters and was tested against each of the four sets of test data
described in Section 7.3.3 and the process carried out twice with different seeds for the
random number generator for the STN weights.
a b
Learning rate after loss 0.4 0.25
Learning rate after win 0.8 0.5
Table 7.2: Learning rates used to update rule strengths for simulations of sequences of
trials.
1 2 3 4
Temperature after win 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.08
Temperature after loss 0.13 0.16 0.13 0.16
Table 7.3: Parameters used to set the connections from the background to the STN
nodes as described in Section 7.3.2.
7.3.5 Results
Figure 7.7 shows some sequences of responses made by the neural simulations using
just three of the possible eight combinations of parameters from Tables 7.2 and 7.3.
In Figure 7.7, the actions are represented in terms of responses of one of two types in
exactly the same way as for the human participants as shown in Chapter 2. Unshaded
areas in Figure 7.7 show that the underlying rule in the environment is rule 1, that is
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Figure 7.7: Examples of responses generated by neural simulations.
that type 1 responses are rewarded with high probability. Shaded areas show that rule 2
applies. Responses which gain (lose) points are shown in green (red).
The top two simulations in Figure 7.7 use learning rate parameters a from Table 7.2
and the bottom two use b. The second simulation uses parameters 3 from Table 7.3,
the others use parameters 4. That is, the bottom two plots have the same parameter
sets but different random seeds for the responses and different test data. In Figure 7.7
we can see features which align with responses made by human participants. Most of
the occasions where the opposite response type is made to that on the previous trial
follow incorrect responses, shown in red. There are, however, trials where an incorrect
response is not followed by a switch and trials, for example trial 60 in the top plot of
Figure 7.7 where a switch is made although the previous response is correct.
Using the sequence of actions made by the neural simulation to each set of test data,
the process described in Chapter 3 was carried out to estimate the model parameters
in the same way as for human responses. Figure 7.8 shows the estimated learning rates
from the responses, showing the results using all the different temperature parameters.
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As the learning rates were used directly to set connection strengths in the model, it
would be expected that the responses would show features of those learning rates, but
as the responses depend on the activation of nodes in the simulation, this needs to be
checked.
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Figure 7.8: Estimated learning rates after a win and a loss for responses generated by
neural simulations.
In Figure 7.8, we see that the learning rates have all been correctly estimated as
having higher values after a win than a loss and that, on average, the estimated learning
rates for test a are lower than for test b, using the parameters shown in Table 7.2. For
test b, the estimated learning rates after a win are more spread than after a loss and
for test a.
Figure 7.9 shows the estimated temperatures for the neural simulations including
both sets of learning rate parameters with each of the combinations of parameters
indicated. Tests 1 and 2 in Table 7.2 have a lower temperature after a win than tests 3
and 4. In Figure 7.9, for learning rate parameters a, the fit temperature parameters after
a win for tests 1 and 2, shown in black and grey, are lower than for tests 3 and 4 shown
in blue. The same applies with learning rate parameters b, comparing red and pink to
green. For tests 1 and 2, the equivalent fit temperatures after a win are higher when
in conjunction with learning rate parameters b than with learning rate parameters a.
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Figure 7.9: Estimated temperatures after a win and a loss for responses generated by
neural simulations where the key indicates the combination of parameters from Ta-
bles 7.2 and 7.3.
This implies that there is interaction between the effects of the parameters. The effect
is less pronounced for tests 3 and 4.
The parameters used for tests 1 and 3 have a lower temperature after a loss than
tests 2 and 4. The simulations using these parameters are shown in Figure 7.9 using
dark and light markers respectively. In Figure 7.9 there is no apparent difference in the
spread of the light and dark markers. This is the case for both sets of learning rate
parameters.
So far in this chapter, I have considered only whether a response was considered
correct or not based on the first SNr node for which the output fell below the threshold
of 5 spk/s. I now look at how the timings of these responses vary according to the
underlying belief which was used to set the weights for the connections from the cortical
rule node to the specific striatum. I use the higher of the Q values calculated by
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reinforcement learning for each response type and consider whether the response was
made in accordance with or against that higher Q value and plot the response times
separately. As in Chapter 6, I use the total time from the start of the simulation to
represent the response time, rather than the time after the stimulus was applied.
Figure 7.10 shows the response times for all the individual trials using the learning
rate parameters shown as a in Table 7.2 with responses against the underlying belief
shown on the left and those in accordance with the underlying belief on the right.
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Figure 7.10: Left: response times where response was opposite to the current belief.
Right: response times where response was in accordance with the current belief.
In Figure 7.10 it is clear that responses occur at particular bands of time. As
all the connection weights are identical for each trial in the simulation apart from
those representing the current colour, the rule and the background to the STN, the
timing of the responses will depend on the oscillations in the SNr nodes as described in
Chapter 6. The distribution of response times is clearly different for responses against
the underlying belief shown on the left in Figure 7.10 compared to those in accordance
with the underlying belief shown on the right. In particular, when the belief is higher
than 0.65, there are no responses against that belief with a response time above 0.12 s,
whereas there are responses in accordance with the belief showing these response times.
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7.4 Discussion
7.4.1 Summary of results
In this chapter I have proposed a mechanism by which input from the STN to the
SNr could give responses which have characteristics of softmax action selection. I have
simulated learning tasks which involve sequences of trials, determined the action selected
from the output of neural populations and adjusted connection parameters in the model
to take account of feedback of whether a response was correct or not. I examine the
responses of the model in the same way as I did for human responses in the psychological
task.
7.4.2 Relation to other work
I have adjusted the rule strengths exactly as in reinforcement learning by maintaining
an abstract Q value which is then converted into weights. This is a similar approach to
learning as taken by N’Guyen et al. (2014). It is known that there is plasticity in the
connections between the cortex and the striatum and so there is biological motivation for
changing those weights through learning. In my model the action taken is determined by
the activity of the neural populations and the feedback based on that action determines
which learning rate to use on the following trial so there are still aspects of reinforcement
learning being determined by the neural simulation.
Applying an abstract update rule in order to change connection weights is not a
biologically realistic means of implementing reinforcement learning in the basal ganglia.
As described in Chapter 4, levels of the neurotransmitter dopamine are considered to be
important in reinforcement learning in the brain. Other researchers simulate dopamine
levels within their computational models of the basal ganglia, giving more biological
realism (e.g. Gurney et al., 2015; Schroll et al., 2012).
I have focussed on whether the STN could be the source of an exploratory signal.
Kalva et al. (2012) also investigate the STN as the basis for exploration. They model
the STN–GPe loop as part of the indirect pathway, without providing cortical input to
the STN. They suggest that the output of the STN has to be chaotic in order to produce
exploratory behaviour. I have suggested that oscillatory activity might be advantageous,
but I have not considered possible chaotic behaviour in this chapter. Kalva et al. (2012)
describe the effects on their model of varying the level of dopamine in the system, which
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changes the characteristics of neurons in the STN, GPe and striatum, and how this can
lead to exploration. When describing the ability of their model to produce behaviour
which resembles that of participants, however, they only change the characteristics of
the D1 neurons in the striatum. They find that they can give realistic overall percentages
of exploitation with different thresholds for the striatal D1 neurons.
I have only briefly examined response time of my model and the response time which
I take to be the time at which the SNr activation falls below a 5 spk/s threshold is only a
part of the behavioural response time. Although I have not analysed the response times
of the participants in the psychological task, response times are often considered to be
important in such tasks (see e.g. Pleskac & Busemeyer, 2010). Pleskac & Busemeyer
(2010) discuss empirical observations which should be able to be explained by models
of cognitive processes. One of these observations is that when the decision is easy, mean
decision times are shorter for incorrect responses than for correct responses. The results
I show in Figure 7.10 suggest that this would be the case with my model.
7.4.3 Assumptions and limitations
In previous chapters all the simulations I have shown have been entirely determin-
istic, they run the same way every time. In this chapter the learning simulations have
randomness at two different points, in the creation of the test data, and in the selection
of strengths for the connections from the background to the STN. Fitting parameters to
data requires a long sequence of data in order to be reliable. The number of trials used
in a run, 360, and the number of runs with different selections of random numbers may
not be enough to give a reliable estimate for the reinforcement learning parameters.
I have only considered two different parameter sets for learning rate and four for
temperature. This has allowed me to consider whether my ideas are plausible as a
mechanism for introducing randomness into decisions. I saw some possible interaction
between the parameters, with the estimates for temperature after win varying with
the learning rate parameters. The differences between the fit temperatures after a win
according to the parameters set give an indication that this method may be able to
model softmax action selection. The fit temperatures after a win were low compared to
those fit to human behaviour. Different parameters representing temperature after loss
would have to be chosen to see if a split could be shown between high and low values.
I have not made any suggestion as to how the connection strengths for the input to
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the STN nodes may be chosen from a normal distribution on each trial or how changes
based on feedback influence the standard deviation of that distribution. The changes
would not have to be in the input to the STN, it might be possible to achieve a similar
effect through changing the excitability, or ease of response to stimuli, of the STN. This
change could be controlled by the level of dopamine, as suggested by Kalva et al. (2012).
I have not considered how the decision making would change with different param-
eters for the connections between the STN and the GPe. As described in Chapter 5,
these parameters can determine whether the output of the STN is oscillatory or not.
In Chapter 6, I found that decisions were delayed or prevented when the activity of
the STN settled to a steady state. I have not looked at the balance between these two
scenarios.
This study treats each individual trial as a separate event with changes to connec-
tions occurring only between the trials. Real-life is not split into events in this way.
In the psychological task, when feedback was given it was merely in terms of whether
the response made was correct or not, there was no reminder as to the colour shown or
the button selected. To create a more realistic simulation, these aspects would have to
be maintained within the neural activation so that the updates could be applied cor-
rectly. One way to allow signals to be maintained would be to implement the loop which
feeds back from the basal ganglia to the cortex, as Schroll et al. (2012) point out this
could allow memory and allows delayed response tasks and timings so less dependent
on artificial nature of time split into individual trials.
7.5 Conclusions
I have given some initial indications that the impact of the input from the STN
to the SNr could form the source of softmax action selection. I developed this idea
separately from the neural simulations having made many simplifying assumptions on
the behaviour of the system. I implemented the idea in my basal ganglia model, getting
results which merit further investigations along the same lines.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
8.1 Summary
In this thesis I have taken two contrasting approaches to modelling human be-
haviour from a psychological task; machine learning and population density techniques
for modelling neural systems. As Cohen & Frank (2009) point out, it is unusual for
one researcher to combine both these approaches. Using machine learning to model
human behaviour in the psychological task, I fit different models to the behaviour of
the participants in the study of Bland & Schaefer (2011) and compared how different
styles of model were able to fit the behaviour. I also tested the models against each
other as ideal agents which tried to gain as many rewards as possible without trying to
model human behaviour.
I used population density techniques to investigate interactions between neural pop-
ulations. I showed models which built up from two interacting populations to a model
of the basal ganglia. In my basal ganglia model, a decision was taken to be indicated
by the first of two populations for which the activity of that population dipped below a
threshold.
8.2 Contributions
Although asymmetric learning rates had been used to model human behaviour
(Frank et al., 2007), my published work (Duffin et al., 2014), presented in Chapter 3 of
this thesis, was the first to do so when comparing reinforcement learning to Bayesian
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models in their ability to fit human behaviour. In addition, unlike other work, my
models have asymmetry in the temperature parameters used for action selection.
I made a contribution to understanding the flexibility of reinforcement learning by
showing that asymmetric learning rates gave better performance than a single learning
rate.
My work in Chapter 5 shows some of the advantages of population density modelling
as a technique for neural simulations. In particular, I have shown how the underlying
distribution of membrane potentials relates to complex structures in the patterns of
firing rates of a simple circuit consisting of two reciprocally connected nodes, one exci-
tatory and one inhibitory.
In Chapter 6, I described a neural simulation of the basal ganglia using a simple
network which could make decisions in simple scenarios inspired by the psychological
task. These simple decisions allowed me to examine action selection in situations of
different levels of difficulty without considering any underlying learning. I found that
there were jumps in the response time of my model as I made the decision gradually
more difficult
I showed some potential impact of adding the STN–GPe loop to the basal ganglia
network. In particular, I showed that if a decision is considered to have been made
when the output at the SNr dips below a set threshold, then additional excitatory input
from the STN to the SNr can cause the SNr output to dip below that threshold when
the STN activity is oscillatory and induces oscillations in the activity of the SNr. This
shows a potentially important reason for oscillatory activity to occur at the STN.
In Chapter 7, I gave an indication of how the input from the STN to the SNr could
contribute to variation which is observed in human decisions. In particular, I proposed
a mechanism by which softmax action selection might be implemented in the brain.
8.3 Ideas for future work
I have made suggestions for the role of the STN within decision making. In Chap-
ter 6, I showed the potential for the oscillating activity of the STN to force a decision
to be made in a situation in which none was made otherwise. In Chapter 7, I gave
an initial indication that changes to the input to the STN could allow the random se-
lection of responses above an underlying belief in line with the softmax rule for action
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selection. Some of these findings were based on modelling which was done separately
from the neural system. This allows much scope for further modelling using the neural
system. In particular, the simulations should be extended to decisions from more than
two options. My proposal that input from the STN to the SNr can produce responses
which can be characterised by softmax action select should be tested with more options.
The probabilistic relation of the response to the underlying belief should relate correctly
for different probabilities across more options.
The mechanism implemented for learning in the neural system was to update the
weights, or connection strengths, between trials in an artificial way. An extension to
my work would be to implement learning through simulation of neuromodulation. In
computational models, these changes are often implemented in the connections between
the cortex and striatum, as in the recent work of Gurney et al. (2015). As well as
allowing learning through changing the strengths of connections, neuromodulation can
also change the excitability of neurons. These changes could be involved in changing
the activity of the STN and so altering the activity of the STN from stable to oscillatory
for example. My model should be extended to include neuromodulation and to study
its impact on decisions.
In Chapter 7 I described how my model related to an observed feature of behavioural
resonse times which Pleskac & Busemeyer (2010) state should be able to be explained
by models of decision making. One of the other factors listed by Pleskac & Busemeyer
(2010) is the speed-accuracy trade-off. This describes the finding that when placing
participants under pressure to respond as quickly as possible, the accuracy of their
responses decreases (see e.g. Bogacz et al., 2010). Decision making showing the speed-
accuracy trade-off is observed in tasks in which the correct response is well known to
the participant but there is uncertainty in the environment and the participant has
to accumulate sensory evidence to determine the environmental state. A commonly
used decision making task is that of motion discrimination, in which participants report
the dominant direction of motion of a display of moving dots. I would like to study
the speed-accuracy trade off using my basal ganglia model. A commonly held belief
is that the STN contributes to this phenomenon by delaying a response and allowing
increased accuracy (Bogacz et al., 2010; Frank, 2006). Frank (2006) believes that the
STN imparts a global NoGo signal. In my modelling, when its output is oscillatory, the
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STN can encourage a response. I would like to take this further to investigate how my
interpretation of the contribution of the STN influences speed-accuracy trade-off.
An important aspect of future work to follow from my computational modelling
would be to work with neuroscientists to examine how well my predictions match bio-
logical reality. If my findings reflect biology, this could make a significant contribution
to understanding the value of oscillatory neural activity during normal functioning.
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